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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Turbulence modeling and meshing for realistic flows

Flow modeling of complex, real-life physical phenomena is challenging in terms of computa-
tional resources, despite significant developments in computational methods and computing
power. Simulation of turbulent flow structures in the wake of a ship, their interaction with
waves, the evolution of a wing tip vortex, and the flow detachment behind a car are several
real-life examples in which flow structures with different scales exist, which implies that a
full simulation of these flows requires to resolve all of these scales. The local error and the
accuracy of these simulations are determined by the size of the cells in the mesh on which
the governing equations are solved. To obtain satisfactory results that predict accurately
the complex physics of the problems, the cells should be sufficiently small (in each of the
coordinate directions) especially for the regions where turbulence in the flow is important,
or phenomena like discontinuities and large gradients occur. Based on the number of cells
that cover the domain of the problem, the number of calculations to be made and thus,
the cost of the computation is determined. To resolve all the scales of a realistic turbulent
simulation, which is known as Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), up to 1018 cells or more
are required. This number of cells is far beyond the order of magnitude that is affordable
or even feasible with today’s computing technology. Therefore, the application of these
computationally costly simulations is limited to only simple flows at low Reynolds numbers.

Turbulence modeling is a way to diminish the computational expenses by decreasing
the complexity of the solutions. The idea is to compute a part of the solution using an
approximative physical model instead of fully resolving the flow. For turbulence, various
models have been introduced and used extensively over the years. All these models
constitute a compromise between the computational costs and the accuracy of the solutions
(Figure 1.1). For instance, the classic Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations
express flow quantities as a sum of mean and fluctuating parts, where the fluctuating part is
replaced by an approximate set of equations which is simpler to solve. Since computations
with this method are relatively cheap, the simulation of cases with realistic geometries
and high Reynolds numbers is feasible. However, the price of this simplicity is losing a
part of the physics and therefore, larger differences between the computed solution and
reality compared with other approaches. Another class of turbulence models is Large Eddy
Simulation (LES), where the large energy containing structures of the flow are directly
resolved and only the small structures are approximated by a model. LES improves the
quality of the solution compared to RANS. However, while it is still more affordable than
DNS, computing costs increase dramatically with respect to RANS, which limits the use of
this approach. For example, very high Reynolds number flows or complex geometries are
cases where a full LES simulation may not be possible.
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to the flow features during the computation. As a result, a simulation can start on a
coarse mesh with only some local refinement (e.g. to capture the geometry). The number
of cells at the beginning of the simulation is relatively low, which saves a lot on computing
resources. During simulation, the flow structures are followed by AGR and by locally
refining or coarsening grids, an optimal mesh is obtained which only has a high resolution
in regions where it is required. The grid modification, depending on the nature of the flow
and the capability of the solver, can be performed frequently (every few time steps) or just
a few times during the whole computational time. This technique reduces the efforts of the
sophisticated and time consuming mesh generation process, especially for complex flows.

1.2 Challenges and objectives

The objective of this thesis is to combine the grid adaptation technique with hybrid
RANS/LES simulations and find an adaptive refinement approach which is well-suited for
these turbulence models.

Adaptive grid refinement today is used frequently and reliably in RANS simulations.
For LES however, any change in the grid properties affects the performance of the model.
As is mentioned before, a part of the LES solution is resolved directly and the rest is
modeled (Figure 1.1). The amount of each of these two parts depends on the local cell
sizes. Thus, modifications of the cell sizes in time by the adaptive refinement change the
proportion of the two parts and result in different levels of resolved turbulence before and
after the adaptation. In addition, to transfer the solution from the original mesh to the
adapted one, interpolation is required. However, due to the strong spatial variation of LES
solutions, interpolation errors may be large and cause incorrect representation of resolved
turbulence kinetic energy. The same issues also appear at the interface between two regions
of the mesh with different grid resolutions as a result of the spatial refinements.

For a hybrid RANS/LES turbulence model, in addition to the high dependency of the
LES model on changes in grid resolution by the adaptive grid refinement process, any
refinement or coarsening of the grid in a region can switch the model between RANS and
LES, regardless of whether those models are capable of predicting the physical phenomena
which exist in this region or not. And contrary to RANS simulation where the adaptation
is based on an averaged solution which evolves smoothly during computation, for LES and
hybrid RANS/LES simulations, intensive unsteadiness in the solutions leads to a significant
change in the grid during each adaptation. This raises the possibility of the LES-related
issues and leads to frequent switches of the model behavior between RANS and LES during
the computation.

The main challenge in this thesis is to find a refinement method which does not suffer
from these difficulties. Moreover, the need to treat realistic flows is a challenge for the
quality of the adapted mesh, which is also considered in this thesis. On the way to combine
the adaptive grid refinement method with hybrid RANS/LES models, first an accurate
understanding is sought of the dependency on mesh changes for hybrid RANS/LES models,
in particular DES-based models. The possible deviations that occur in the behavior of
these models as a result of mesh changes are studied by forcing the turbulence model to
function in cases, and on meshes, which are troublesome. Then, to limit the problems
due to mesh changes, the choice is made to create adapted meshes which have a more
or less static topology with as few changes as possible. Different aspects and choices are
considered to find an optimal approach for this type of adaptation.

These studies are carried out using the ISIS-CFD flow solver which was developed by
CNRS/ECN with a focus on simulating complex flows in hydrodynamics and is a part of the
FINE™/Marine computing suite by NUMECA Int. This unstructured finite-volume based
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solver with specific features such as free surface capturing and adaptive refinement enables
complex flow computations using RANS and DES-type hybrid RANS/LES turbulence
models. The integration of the developed approach in ISIS-CFD will make it possible to
use the mesh refinement procedure in hybrid RANS/LES simulations.

1.3 Thesis outline

This thesis starts with two chapters which introduce the models and techniques that are
studied. Chapter 2 briefly presents the derivation of the classical RANS and LES turbulence
models from the Navier-Stokes equations. It then focuses on hybrid RANS-LES models, in
particular the DES-type models and their chronological development. In the last part of
the chapter, the main parameters of adaptive grid refinement procedures are introduced
and briefly discussed.

Chapter 3 presents a description of the ISIS-CFD flow solver which is used in this thesis.
The discretization of mass and momentum conservation equations is presented along with
the solution algorithm of the equations. The capabilities of the integrated mesh adaptation
process in ISIS-CFD solver are also considered in this chapter.

Chapter 4 is devoted to studying the dependency of the DES turbulence model on the
mesh size. A turbulent flow over a flat plate is simulated on static meshes with different
mesh sizes. Besides, the performance of the DES model in the presence of mesh size
variation is investigated by assessing the spatial evolution of turbulence content across a
grid refinement interface in a freely decaying turbulence test case. As a part of this chapter,
a synthetic method to generate unsteady velocity fluctuations is described, which is used
in these test cases. An early version of this study is described in [68].

In Chapter 5, the time-averaging of the flow features over various averaging intervals
and the effect of the averaging method on the averaged solution are considered. Unsteady
flow features in a backward-facing step flow are analyzed in an IDDES simulation on a
static fine mesh. The determination of the frequency of these instabilities paves the way
for studying the effect of different averaging intervals on reducing or removing fluctuations
in the averaged solution. This study leads to suitable intervals whose averaged solutions
change actively with the flow behavior, while being less dynamic than the instantaneous
solution.

In Chapter 6, different refinement approaches based on several time-averaging strategies
are tested to obtain an optimal adaptation procedure. The adaptive grid refinement based
on averaged solutions is performed in IDDES simulations of a turbulent flow behind a
backward-facing step. The time-averaging strategies along with various averaging intervals
are investigated in the adaptation process. The impact of these parameters is evaluated by
comparing the final adapted meshes and the computational solutions. Parts of this chapter
have been published as [69, 70].

Chapter 7 represents the application of the developed average-based AGR to a realistic
test case. Simulation of trailing vortices created by sideslip motion of a ship is used to
test the capability of the average-based AGR to smoothly capture vortex cores in a RANS
and a DES simulation. The solutions are also compared with computations on static fine
meshes to verify the applicability of this approach for detailed physical analysis.

Finally, Chapter 8 gives a short summary of the thesis and the conclusions of the
performed studies, with suggestions and perspectives for future research.



Chapter 2

Models and techniques

The turbulence problem is a major topic of interest for fluid dynamicists. During decades
of research, to solve the governing equations of a turbulent flow and predict the effects of
turbulence, different mathematical models were constructed and used. This research field
is referred to as turbulence modeling. In the first section of this chapter (Section 2.1), a
presentation of the governing equations of turbulent flows is followed by a brief glance at
classical RANS and LES turbulence models. In Section 2.2, the development of hybrid
RANS/LES turbulence models which benefit from the advantages of both RANS and LES
is chronicled.

Along with turbulence models like hybrid RANS/LES closures that keep the balance
between the solution accuracy and the computational expenses, the development of more
efficient methods to speed up the computations and increase the accuracy of the solutions
is of greatest importance. A widely used example is adaptive grid refinement (AGR).
AGR is used to optimize the local mesh resolution in the regions where a priori unknown
flow features are located and avoids excessive refinement where this is not useful. A
short description of this method is presented in Section 2.3. The possibility of combining
turbulent hybrid RANS/LES simulation with AGR to generate a mesh with sufficient
resolution is also discussed in this section.

2.1 Navier-Stokes equations and basic turbulence models

Turbulence is a state of fluid motion, governed by known dynamical laws - the Navier-Stokes
equations. For incompressible flow with constant density and viscosity, these are given by:

(2.1a) ρ
∂ui

∂t
+ ρuj

∂ui

∂xj
= − ∂p

∂xi
+
∂τij

∂xj
, i, j = 1, 2, 3

(2.1b)
∂ui

∂xi
= 0.

The vectors ui and xi are the velocity and position, t is the time, p is the pressure, ρ is
the density and τij is the viscous stress tensor defined by τij = 2µsij . µ is the molecular
viscosity and sij is the strain-rate tensor,

(2.2) sij =
1
2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+
∂uj

∂xi
).

In principle, turbulence is a solution of these governing equations (Eq. 2.1) which is chaotic,
spatially and temporally complex. The challenge is to represent the behavior of fluid
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motion in a manner suited to the needs of the problem being solved [29]. Solving the
three-dimensional, time-dependent Navier–Stokes equations to obtain the chaotic flow field
and then averaging the solutions in order to produce statistics, which is referred to as direct
numerical simulation (DNS) or fully resolved simulation, is not practicable in most flows of
engineering interest. These computations are too costly in terms of computer resources for
realistic Reynolds numbers.

Modern strategies for the computation of turbulent flow tend to reduce the dynamical
complexity of the Navier-Stokes solutions, while reliably maintaining their main flow
phenomena. There are several alternatives to DNS computations to reduce the number
of degrees of freedom in the numerical solution. One way is to calculate directly the
statistical average of the solution. This approach is called Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
simulation (RANS). In RANS, the use of the averaging concept introduced by O. Reynolds
(1895) in which all quantities are expressed as the sum of mean and fluctuating parts, leads
to a solution which is cheaper to compute. The total instantaneous velocity ui(x, t) is
decomposed into a sum of its ensemble average Ui(x, t) and a fluctuation part ui

′(x, t),
such that

(2.3) ui(x, t) = Ui(x, t) + ui
′(x, t).

The fluctuation ui
′(x, t) is not represented directly by the numerical simulation and is

included only by way of a turbulence model.
Another approach, which has been in the spotlight in recent decades due to the

improvements in computing power, is Large Eddy Simulation (LES). In this approach,
only the large scales in space are calculated. The small-scale modes, which are the most
computationally expensive to resolve, are removed from the numerical solution via low-pass
filtering of the Navier-Stokes equations. The filter, with an associated cutoff length scale ∆
which depends on the local grid size, splits any field Φ into a filtered Φ and a sub-filtered
or sub-grid scale (SGS) Φ′ portion as:

(2.4) Φ = Φ+ Φ′.

These assumptions are used to derive modified flow equations for RANS and LES.

2.1.1 Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes simulation (RANS)

The substitution of the decomposition equation (Eq. 2.3) into the Navier-Stokes momentum
equation (Eq. 2.1a), and the continuity equation (Eq. 2.1b) followed by ensemble-averaging
over these equations yields the following system which is referred to as the Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) [114]:

(2.5a) ρ
∂Ui

∂t
+ ρUj

∂Ui

∂xj
= − ∂P

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj
(2µSij − ρu′

iu
′

j),

(2.5b)
∂Ui

∂xi
= 0.

The quantity −ρu′

iu
′

j is an average rate of momentum transfer due to the turbulence
which is known as the Reynolds-stress tensor. This symmetric tensor has six independent
momentum flux components which are unknown a priori. The fundamental problem of
RANS is that the equations (2.5) for the averaged turbulent flow are fewer in number than
the unknowns. Thus, a prescription for computing u′

iu
′

j is needed to close the system. This
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is where closure modeling helps to formulate further equations such that a solvable set is
obtained. Closure models enable one to predict the statistics of turbulent flow by solving a
simplified approximate set of equations. During the past decades, different developments
of turbulence closures, such as algebraic (zero-equation) models, one-equation models,
two-equation models etc. have been proposed.

This thesis does not discuss the history of RANS turbulence modeling or the formulations
of the different models. In the following only a short description of the k-ω SST two-
equation model, which is the industry standard for hydrodynamics and on which the hybrid
RANS/LES model in the ISIS-CFD solver is based, is provided to give readers a general
view of the different terms and parameters in the turbulence model that are mentioned in
this thesis.

k-ω SST (Shear-Stress Transport) two-equation turbulence model. In this model,
in order to improve the prediction of separated flows and to avoid overestimated Reynolds
stresses in adverse pressure gradients flows, several desirable elements of different two-
equation models are combined. The closure of the Reynolds-averaged equations requires the
definition of the turbulent Reynolds stresses, in terms of known quantities in a physically
consistent way. In closures based on the Boussinesq hypothesis, the Reynolds stresses for
incompressible flows are modeled in terms of an eddy viscosity µt as:

(2.6) −ρu′

iu
′

j = 2µtSij − 2ρkδij/3.

Therefore, instead of 6 unknowns, only two parameters remain: the turbulent kinetic
energy k and the turbulent eddy viscosity µt. µt can be defined as a function of k and the
turbulent frequency ω, as:

(2.7) νt =
µt

ρ
=
k

ω
.

For the k-ω SST model proposed by Menter et al. [60], this definition of the turbulent
eddy viscosity is modified by using a blending function F2 which is active in boundary
layer flows,

(2.8) νt =
µt

ρ
=

k/ω

max {1, ΩF2/(a1ω)} .

Thus, in turbulent boundary layers, the maximum value of the eddy viscosity is limited
by forcing the turbulent shear stress to be bounded by the turbulent kinetic energy times
a1 = 0.31. This effect is achieved with the absolute value of the vorticity Ω and the
blending function F2, defined as a function of wall distance d:

(2.9) F2 = tanh





[

max

{

2

√
k

0.09dω
,

500µ
ρd2ω

}]2


 .

To close the system, two transport model equations for the k and ω scalar turbulence scales
are defined as:

(2.10) ρ
∂k

∂t
+ ρUj

∂k

∂xj
= τij

∂Ui

∂xj
− ρβ∗kω +

∂

∂xj
[(µ+ σkµt)

∂k

∂xj
],

(2.11) ρ
∂ω

∂t
+ρUj

∂ω

∂xj
=
γ

νt
τij
∂Ui

∂xj
−ρβω2 +

∂

∂xj
[(µ+σωµt)

∂ω

∂xj
]+2ρ(1−F1)

σω2

ω

∂k

∂xj

∂ω

∂xj
.
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In this formulation, the blending function of the model coefficients (F1) is equal to one
in the inner part of the boundary layer to have Wilcox’s k-ω model [114] near solid walls,
while in the outer part, it decreases to zero in order to obtain the k-ǫ model [114], in a k-ω
formulation, near boundary layer edges and in free-shear layers. The closure coefficients β,
β∗, γ, σk, and σω are defined by the coefficients of the original k-ω model (φ1) and the
transformed k-ǫ model (φ2) as:

(2.12) φ = F1φ1 + (1 − F1)φ2, where φ = {β, γ, σk, σω}.

The blending function F1 is defined as:

(2.13) F1 = tanh





[

min

{

max

{ √
k

0.09dω
,

500µ
ρd2ω

}

,
4ρσω2k

C Dkωd2

}]4


 ,

where C Dkω stands for the cross-diffusion (
∂k

∂xj

∂ω

∂xj
) in the k-ω model.

2.1.2 Large Eddy Simulation (LES)

As for the RANS turbulence models, the governing equations for LES are also obtained
by a decomposition. Substituting the decomposition equation (Eq. 2.4) in the governing
Navier-Stokes equation and then filtering the resulting equation gives the equations of
motion for the resolved field,

(2.14) ρ
∂ui

∂t
+ ρ

∂

∂xj
(uiuj) = − ∂p

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

(

2µSij − ρ
∂τ r

ij

∂xj

)

,

where all the terms that are not expressed directly from u are grouped together in the
sub-grid tensor τ r

ij using the Leonard’s decomposition [53] over the non-linear term,

(2.15) τ r
ij = ρ (uiuj − uiuj) .

This unclosed term represents interactions among all scales, including filtered scales
with unfiltered scales and must be modeled with subgrid-scale (SGS) models. Among
several available categories of subgrid-scale turbulence models, the eddy-viscosity model
first suggested by Smagorinsky [89] is often used. This model, which is very simple to
implement, calculates the SGS stress using the rate-of-strain tensor of the resolved scale
S̄ij and the subgrid-scale turbulent viscosity νsgs. The Smagorinsky model scales the SGS
eddy viscosity with the second invariant of the strain rate tensor |S̄ij | and the grid spacing
∆, as [8]:

(2.16) νsgs ∝ |S̄ij |∆2.

The term S̄ij∆
2 was also used by P.R. Spalart when he proposed the first non-zonal hybrid

RANS/LES turbulence model (see Section 2.2).
After Smagorinsky, many more complex subgrid models have been proposed and their

development still is an active area of research.

2.2 Hybrid RANS/LES

The requirement to directly capture all the scales of motion which are responsible for
turbulence production leads to the use of very-fine resolution meshes and increases the
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cost of the traditional Large Eddy Simulation method. Thus, limitations of the available
computing capacity partly prevent the spread of the LES method to the simulation
of engineering applications with complex geometries and high Reynolds number flow.
Therefore, hybrid turbulence models are proposed to combine the advantages of RANS
and LES methods. In hybrid RANS/LES turbulence models, RANS and LES are used
separately in regions where they are proper treatments for the local flow configuration.

Historically, the first hybrid methods have been introduced with the aim of tackling
efficiently the problem of solving the wall region. The RANS method is considered as
a convenient and economical treatment for regions near the wall. However, for the LES
method, to explicitly compute the small-scale turbulence near solid boundaries, a mesh
with a much smaller grid size than for RANS is needed. This makes LES computations
extremely costly in terms of computer resources, especially for simulations with large
domains or at large Reynolds numbers. On the other hand, the most challenging flow
regions for RANS turbulence models are the regions where massive separation happens [43].
In these regions, the momentum-carrying turbulent eddies are not much smaller than the
scale of the geometry, so that a turbulence-resolving flow description would not require
very fine grids. Therefore, these regions are exactly where LES is most desirable. Thus, in
hybrid RANS/LES methods, the idea is to treat the flow in the vicinity of walls by RANS
and to use LES for the regions where the large-scale eddies dominate.

Since the time when Spalart et al. [90] presented the Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES)
concept in 1997, extensive research effort has been dedicated to the development of hybrid
RANS/LES methods. The proposed methods can be classified into two main categories
in terms of the existence of an explicit RANS-LES interface between the two modeling
types: zonal methods and non-zonal methods. In zonal methods which were proposed by
Deck [23, 24], RANS is applied near solid walls to reduce the resolution requirement in
the near-wall region, and LES is applied in regions far from the wall as well as in regions
of separated flow. These regions are selected explicitly by the user and the interface is
fixed and sharp. In zonal hybrid RANS/LES methods, different turbulence models can
be employed in the two regions, e.g. a k-ω turbulence model in the RANS region and an
algebraic subgrid scale model in the LES region. However, Spalart [91] considers that the
choice of the RANS and LES zones is difficult for complex flows in the zonal approach, and
that this approach should not be used for the simulation of too complex turbulent flows.

Unlike the zonal methods, for non-zonal methods the interface between RANS and LES
regions is dynamic. In these methods, the turbulence model is switched dynamically from
RANS to LES and vice versa based on a comparison between the local RANS and LES
length scales. In general, these hybrid RANS-LES models simulate the flow using RANS if
the local RANS length scale is smaller than the local LES length scale. Otherwise the flow
is simulated using LES. DES97 [90] is considered as the first non-zonal hybrid RANS/LES
turbulence model.

In addition, methods are proposed in which no interface exists to distinguish between
RANS and LES modes, for example Partially-Averaged Navier-Stokes (PANS, see [38]) and
Partially-Integrated Transport Method (PITM, see e.g. [17]). These methods are based on
RANS models, which are modified to adopt aspects of a scale resolving model, i.e. LES-like
behavior, when the turbulent fluctuations are strong and the grid resolution supports
resolved turbulence. Otherwise the turbulent scales are modeled. Another example of
turbulence-resolving modeling involving RANS and LES behavior without any explicit
interfaces is the Scale-Adaptive Simulation model (SAS, see e.g. [61]), which should be
seen as an URANS model with scale-resolving capability.

This thesis concentrates on non-zonal hybrid RANS/LES methods with an explicit
RANS-LES interface, and especially on the DES turbulence model as a common and
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relatively mature non-zonal hybrid RANS/LES method. In the following, a historical
review of the evolution of this model is provided.

Detached Eddy Simulation (DES97). The original version of the DES model [90] is
based on a modification to the Spalart-Allmaras (S-A) one-equation model [92]. The S-A
model contains a destruction term for its eddy viscosity ν̃ which is proportional to (ν̃/d)2,
where d is the distance to the wall. In the DES formulation, the distance to the closest
wall d is replaced by d̃ which is defined as:

(2.17) d̃ ≡ min(d,CDES∆),

where CDES is a coefficient set to 0.65 which has been calibrated in decaying homogeneous
turbulence [85] and ∆ is the largest value of the local grid spacing in all three directions
(∆ ≡ max(∆x,∆y,∆z)). Thus, a single turbulence model is defined that functions as S-A
when d ≪ ∆, and when ∆ ≪ d, the length scale is replaced by CDES∆ so the model acts
as a subgrid-scale (SGS) model. In many regions, especially the boundary layers, highly
anisotropic grids are used. As a result, in boundary layers, although typically ∆y > d, the
local maximum grid spacing gives d ≪ ∆ which leads to RANS behavior. Conversely, in a
grid which is adequate to resolve the eddies that arise after massive separation, the grid
cells are more isotropic and ∆ ≪ d which produces LES behavior [90]. This model was
tested in different aerodynamic flow cases such as a 2D mixing layer and the flow over a
2D backward facing step, the flow past an airfoil at different angles of attack up to 90◦ [85],
and a circular cylinder including laminar or turbulent separation [99].

Although the original DES method is applied to the S-A model, which uses a distance
to the wall as a turbulence length scale, its principle can be generalized to all RANS
models by an appropriate adjustment in the reference length scale in order to modify the
dissipation of the RANS turbulence model. As before, the basic idea relies on Eq. (2.17)
where in this case, the turbulence length scale is computed as:

(2.18) lDES ≡ min(lRANS , CDES∆),

where lRANS denotes the length scale computed by the RANS mode. In the framework of
DES using two-equation models, a formulation was proposed by Strelets [96] and Travin et
al. [100] based on the k-ω SST RANS model [60]. The main reason for the selection of the
k-ω SST model is its improved separation prediction capability with respect to S-A. The
length scale of the k-ω SST model in terms of k and ω is:

(2.19) lk−ω = k1/2/(β ∗ ω),

where β is a k-ω turbulence constant. As for DES S-A, this length scale should be replaced
with the DES length scale (Eq. 2.18). Then the basic two-equation k-ω SST model
(Section 2.1.1) is transformed into the k-ω DES model by modifying the dissipation term
in the kinetic energy equation (Eq. 2.10):

(2.20) Dk
RANS = ρβ∗kω = ρk3/2/lk−ω,

replacing it by

(2.21) Dk
DES = ρk3/2/lDES .

This model was tested on the same cases as DES S-A, i.e. homogeneous decaying turbulence,
airfoils beyond stall, a circular cylinder in subcritical and supercritical flow regimes, a
backward facing step, and a model of a landing gear truck [96]. However, it did not show
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any superiority over the original S-A based formulation [100]. Later, Menter et al. [63]
presented a full formulation of the k-ω SST DES model by defining a blending function
FDES in the dissipation term of the k transport equation (Eq. 2.10) as:

(2.22) Dk
DES = ρβ∗kωFDES ,

with

(2.23) FDES = max(
lk−ω

CDES∆
(1 − FSST ), 1),

where lk−ω is the turbulent length scale given by Eq. (2.19). FSST is a function selected
from the blending functions of the SST model, F1 (Eq. 2.13) and F2 (Eq. 2.9). This
function reduces the influence of the DES limiter (Eq. 2.23) on the boundary layer portion
of the flow and for FSST = 0 the Strelets SST DES model [96] is recovered. According to
Eq. (2.22), whenever FDES = 1 the model acts as RANS, and for FDES > 1 the LES part
is activated.

Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES). Over time and through the study of
different test cases, the imperfections and limitations of the DES model were revealed.
Since the proposal of the DES model, the RANS-to-LES interface where d ≈ CDES∆ and
the modeling mode is changed from RANS to LES, has been studied. Across this interface,
the modeling is switched from a non-turbulence resolving method to a turbulence-resolving
method. The modeling mode is switched instantly across a single grid plane, the eddy
viscosity is reduced, and therefore the modeled Reynolds stress drops. However, the
resolved turbulent stresses associated with the resolved flow unsteadiness are not instantly
fully developed to replace this reduction of the modeled turbulence. Since in the incoming
RANS-simulated flow, there are no or only weak natural instabilities, a certain transition
region downstream of the RANS-LES interface is needed for the LES-simulated flow to
develop resolved turbulence - if it develops at all. This transition region was called grey

area by Spalart et al. when they proposed DES [90]. The effect of this transition region
was detected among the first test cases in which the DES model was used and is referred
to as modeled-stress depletion (MSD). Squires et al. [95] reported the lack of eddy content
in the detaching boundary layers, that represents a relatively small error in the solutions
when a DES S-A model is used to predict the massively separated flow around a forebody
cross-section. Menter et al. [63] discussed the significance of the quick development of the
unsteady turbulent structures after the model has switched from the RANS to the LES
mode for the prediction of separated shear layers.

The effects of the grey area become much more pronounced if the RANS mode is
switched to LES inside the attached boundary layer. This occurs if the grid is gradually
refined inside the boundary layer (e.g. when a user is seeking grid convergence), or when a
boundary layer thickens and nears separation. Menter and Kuntz [62] showed that severe
cases of MSD lead to grid-induced separation. They proposed a solution within the SST
DES framework, using the two blending functions F1 and F2 to identify the boundary layer
and prevent a switch to LES inside the boundary layer. Spalart [93] generalized the idea
of Menter’s proposal, which can be applied to any model as long as the eddy viscosity is
involved. This modification is applied by redefining the DES length scale,

(2.24) lDDES = lRANS − fd max {0, (lRANS − lLES)} ,

where lRANS for the S-A model is equal to the distance to the wall d, and for the k-ω
SST model it is given by Eq. (2.19). lLES is defined proportional with the subgrid length
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scale, lLES ∝ ∆. The delaying function fd based on F1 and F2 goes to zero in boundary
layers, to ensure that DDES performs in its RANS mode in the major part of any attached
boundary layer independent of the wall-parallel grid-spacing, thus eliminating the known
incorrect DES performance on ambiguous grids (where d ≈ CDES∆). For fd close to 1,
the model reduces to the original DES97.

Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (IDDES). Another issue in turbu-
lence simulation using DES comes from the accuracy that is required for the prediction
of separation. With the basic DES premise that all turbulent boundary-layer physics
is treated by RANS, this accuracy cannot surpass that of the RANS model. The DES
equations, with fine enough LES grids in the boundary layer, can provide a wall modelling
in LES (WMLES) and offer the possibility of breaking through this accuracy barrier of
RANS at practical Reynolds numbers. In WMLES, RANS is used only in a thin near-wall
region, in which the wall distance is much smaller than the boundary-layer thickness
but is still potentially very large in wall units [73]. This motivated Nikitin et al. [72] to
apply the raw DES equations to turbulent channel flow. However, they reported a buffer
layer in the logarithmic velocity profiles around the vicinity of the RANS-LES interface.
This means that the LES-predicted velocity profile does not match the RANS-predicted
velocity profile due to the mismatch in the predicted turbulent stresses on each side of
the RANS-LES interface. This issue, which is referred to as log-layer mismatch, is due
to the rapid reduction of the turbulent viscosity across the RANS-LES interface and an
underprediction of the resolved stresses on the LES side of the interface, as explained for
DDES above. As a result of the log-layer mismatch, the skin friction is almost always
underpredicted.

To solve this issue, Travin et al. [98] proposed a new version of the DES model, IDDES
(Improved DDES), which includes two branches, DDES and WMLES, and a set of empirical
functions designed to choose the correct branch given the circumstances. The DDES branch
becomes active when the inflow into the LES zone does not have any turbulent content and
in particular when a grid of boundary-layer type prevents the resolution of the dominant
eddies. In this case, the length scale of the IDDES model should reduce to Eq. (2.24).

The WMLES branch of the IDDES model is intended to be active only when fine LES
turbulent content is available at the inlet of the LES region and the local grid spacing is
small enough to resolve the turbulent structures. This branch couples the RANS and LES
approaches by introducing a blended RANS-LES length-scale,

(2.25) lW MLES = fB(1 + fe)lRANS + (1 − fB)lLES ,

where fB and fe are empirical blending functions [86] based on the cell size and the distance
to the wall. fB controls the activation of RANS and LES and provides rapid switching of
the model from RANS mode (fB = 1) to LES mode (fB = 0) over the inner region of the
boundary layer close to the wall. fe is defined to prevent the excessive reduction of the
RANS Reynolds stresses in the vicinity of the RANS and LES interface and to ensure that
the log-layer mismatch does not occur.

The blending of the two branches DDES and WMLES is possible by defining f̂d =
max {(1 − fd), fB} and formulating a modified version of the DDES length scale (Eq. 2.24),
in a form similar to Eq. (2.25). Combined with Eq. (2.25), the IDDES length scale is
implemented as

(2.26) lIDDES = f̂d(1 + fe)lRANS + (1 − f̂d)lLES .

In a simulation with local inflow turbulent content, fd is close to 1.0, so f̂d is equal to
fB and the IDDES length scale reduces to Eq. 2.25 (lIDDES = lW MLES). Otherwise, the
equivalent of Eq. (2.24) is obtained.
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2.3 Adaptive Grid Refinement

Adaptive grid refinement (AGR), refers to the automatic modification of an existing mesh
during a computation, to accurately capture flow features. It is an ideal way to efficiently
solve flow problems that have strong local structures whose position is not known a priori,
without an excessive increase in computational effort. Otherwise, to treat a problem
with these structures, a uniform mesh with very fine grids for the entire domain must
be generated to resolve accurately all the available structures. However, there might be
areas where the flow changes little and could be resolved accurately enough on a much
coarser grid. The adaptive grid refinement helps to have a fine grid only in areas where it
is needed and to calculate the remainder of the solution on a coarser grid. This means
that the entire solution is resolved accurately, but no unnecessarily accurate calculations
are made for the areas where the flow is more or less constant.

The adaptation process is performed in a variety of ways, but these all have three main
ingredients: (1) the refinement strategy, which corresponds to the method of applying
the refinement or coarsening, (2) the refinement criterion, which determines the cells or
elements that are to be treated by adaptation, and (3) the refinement threshold, a global
parameter which indicates how much refinement/coarsening is required.

Refinement strategy. Adaptation methods which alter the mesh to follow the flow
features fall under two broad classifications,

• relocating or moving a mesh (r-refinement),

• mesh enrichment:

– changing locally the order of accuracy (p-refinement),

– local refinement and/or coarsening of a mesh (h-refinement).

Mesh movement, or r-refinement, maintains the mesh topology but allows mesh lines
to move inside the domain. Thus, as the mesh moves, some cells are contracted while
simultaneously others are expanded [59]. The advantage of this technique is that the
number of mesh cells and therefore the computational cost does not increase when a new
flow field is calculated on the adapted mesh. In addition, for parallel computations, the
mesh decomposition only needs to be carried out once. On the other hand, this method is
generally not capable of finding a solution with a specified accuracy [27, 34]. If the mesh
is too coarse, it might be impossible to achieve a high degree of precision without more
refinement. In addition, the method is not flexible and general enough for simulations with
complex geometries.

The second method of mesh adaptation is called mesh enrichment. In this method,
degrees of freedom are added or taken from a mesh. One may either split the cells in
the areas where refinement is needed, which is referred to as h-refinement, or add further
degrees of freedom with hierarchical shape functions (p-refinement). The p-refinement
method is generally used with the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method rather than the
finite-volume (FV) method [51], since it requires by definition a high-order discretisation
where the number of degrees of freedom can be easily varied. Efficient p-refinement can
reduce dissipation and dispersion errors in regions where the solution is smooth. Thus,
the accurate resolution of turbulence can be obtained with few degrees of freedom [71].
This method can also be employed in combination with h-refinement in regions where
geometrical and physical discontinuities occur [18, 22].
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Early developments of adaptive refinement dealt almost exclusively with h-refinement
on structured grids [11, 12]. This refinement type is by far the most successful mesh
enrichment strategy and has been explored by numerous investigators and applied in a
variety of different contexts, see for example [3, 28, 109].

The way to perform h-refinement is highly dependent on the type of the mesh. For
quadrangles and hexahedra, the cells can simply be cut through the middle to produce
smaller cells. For meshes of triangles or tetrahedra however, the refinement and the place
of new vertices need to be applied carefully according to specific constrains to preserve the
quality and size of the triangles, and element modifications such as edge swaps may be
required (e.g. [2, 6]). For most unstructured tetrahedral meshes, when the grid is refined
the cells get more and more the same shape and size as their neighbors. In unstructured
hexahedral mesh refinement however, small cells are always twice finer than their larger
neighbours and hanging vertices (Figure 2.1) are inevitable. Even though this may reduce
the quality of the state reconstruction at the faces [78, 106], such topologies are inherent
in hexahedral refinement.

Finally, h-refinement can be applied as isotropic or directional refinement. For isotropic
refinement, cells are refined in all their directions at once (a quadrangle is divided in
four, a hexahedron in eight, etc.), the resulting refined small cells have the same shape
as the original cells. In anisotropic refinement, the directions of the divisions or the
aspect ratios of the cells can be controlled as well. Unlike isotropic refinement which is
often expensive in three dimensions, especially when discontinuities need to be captured,
anisotropic meshes are effective due to the significant reduction in the number of degrees
of freedom provided by oriented meshes. Numerous works in the literature explore the
anisotropic type of h-refinement [7, 52, 56], representing the anisotropic parameters by
defining metric tensors [13, 16, 36] to perform directional refinement.

Figure 2.1 – The hanging vertex in a 2D example

Refinement criterion. Besides the refinement strategy, any adaptive refinement scheme
contains another main ingredient: an error indicator/estimator, also referred to as the
refinement criterion. The first stage in a simulation with adaptive refinement consists in
creating an initial mesh of a given domain, which is used to perform an initial computation.
Then, the cells or elements that require refinement or coarsening should be identified. The
refinement criterion decides which parts of the grids are to be refined or de-refined. Error
indicators/estimators can be divided into several categories with respect to what they are
based on:

• Feature-based criteria,

• Truncation error-based criteria,

• Adjoint-based criteria,

• Hessian-based criteria.
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Featured-based indicators are developed based on gradients or curvature information of
the flow variables such as the pressure and the velocity, or derived quantities such as vortex
tracking criteria [66] and free surface criteria [107]. They are straightforward to implement
since the indicators can be computed directly from the evolving flow field, which is readily
available. However, continuous local refinement of the dominant flow features does not
necessarily guarantee the simultaneous reduction of the global error. In certain cases this
procedure may even lead to incorrect results (e.g. [32]).

Truncation error can also be used as a driver for the adaptation process. With this
error estimator, the aim is to minimize the difference between the partial differential
equation and its discrete approximation. The general concept behind truncation error-
based adaption is to equi-distribute the truncation error over the entire domain to reduce
the total discretization error [46, 47]. However, it is difficult to evaluate a truncation
error accurately since it requires a higher-order discretization. In addition, truncation
error-based criteria are inherently isotropic criteria.

Another promising method for grid adaptation is the adjoint approach. Adjoint
methods estimate the local contribution of each cell to the discretization error in any
solution functional of interest (e.g., lift, drag, and moments). Thus, it can provide targeted
mesh adaption depending on the goals of the simulation [102]. This type of criteria is based
on a weighting of other criteria types like truncation error estimation or Hessian-based
criteria [6, 57]. The main drawback for adjoint methods is their complexity.

Hessian-based criteria can be considered as a separate class of error indicators. These
criteria are based on the interpolation error estimate for linear reconstructions, which
means that they give an indication of the truncation errors. This anisotropic metric is a
function of the Hessian of the solution which is reconstructed from the numerical solution
(second-order derivatives of the numerical solution) [36]. In adaptation based on Hessian
criteria, the usual objective is to minimize the maximum of the interpolation errors or
to minimize the interpolation errors for some solution fields [2, 35, 55]. As noted above,
Hessian indicators are often used in an adjoint-based framework.

Threshold. Finally, most refinement methods contain a parameter which globally de-
termines how fine the mesh will be: the refinement threshold. In practice, to reach a good
balance between the accuracy and the computational time, the refinement threshold should
be well-chosen. If this parameter is set too small, the results will be accurate but the
computational cost will be expensive. On the contrary, if this threshold is set too large,
pertinent regions are not detected and the mesh adaptation algorithm will not be efficient.
Usually, the mesh refinement threshold is a test-case dependent parameter. Several research
works were carried out to avoid hand-calibration of the refinement threshold. For instance,
Pons and Ersoy [75] proposed an automatic thresholding based on a distribution function
to set the threshold parameter regardless of the type of refinement criterion. Alauzet and
Loseille [2] introduced a complexity parameter, instead of the threshold, as a measure to
determine the number of cells after refinement.

2.3.1 Coupling AGR and DES

In simulation using DES-type models, the generation of a mesh with an appropriate
resolution is very important since a too coarse mesh does not resolve the flow, while a
too fine mesh may lead to modeled stress depletion. Although the improvement in these
turbulence models reduces the sensitivity of these models to the local resolution of the
mesh, it is not easy for a user to choose the properties of a mesh without knowing the
flow behavior. This turns to a complex puzzle if the adaptation process is coupled with
DES-type simulations. On one hand, the mesh changes frequently as AGR adapts the
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local grids with respect to the flow features. These changes in the mesh can perturb the
turbulence model and pollute the solution. On the other hand, AGR can help ensuring
that the right mesh size for a DES model is produced everywhere.

The combination of adaptive refinement and RANS turbulence models is fully developed
and has been used broadly [64, 112, 115]. In addition, despite the discussion on the reliability
of the combination of AGR and LES, due to the discontinuities which happen for resolved
solutions at grid refinement interfaces between coarse and fine grids [14, 40, 74, 101],
these two techniques have been successfully used together especially for relatively complex
geometries where an adequate mesh has to be determined to limit the computational
cost [9, 97]. The main research topic today is to select the right refinement criterion to
ensure a correct resolution of the whole resolved field for the LES simulation. Daviller et
al. [21] defined a metric based on the time-averaged value of the kinetic energy dissipation
which determines the local mesh size for h-refinement. Toosi and Larsson [97] derive an
anisotropic Hessian-like criterion by considering the equidistribution of the small-scale
turbulent energy for each cell over the cell directions. In the context of p-refinement, an
analysis of different refinement indicators for discontinuous Galerkin methods was carried
out by Naddei et al. [71].

In this thesis, the objective is to assess the possibility of coupling AGR and DES-type
turbulence models as they were defined in the ISIS-CFD solver. Like in LES simulations,
to ensure the reliability of the solution, the assessment of the grid resolution in hybrid
RANS/LES methods is crucial especially for LES regions that may not be known in advance.
Despite a few recent contributions on using adaptive refinement for hybrid RANS/LES,
like the proposal by Reuß et al. [80] of a resolution sensor instead of the original refinement
criterion in the adaptation process to detect the LES regions, in the most cases a stationary
mesh with locally find grids are used with DES-type turbulence models [49, 113].



Chapter 3

The ISIS-CFD flow solver

The development in this thesis is based on the ISIS-CFD flow solver. ISIS-CFD is an
incompressible unsteady multifluid Navier-Stokes solver based on the finite volume method,
which was developed by the METHRIC team (Modélisation des Écoulements Turbulents à
Haut Reynolds Incompressibles et Couplages) in the LHEEA lab of Centrale Nantes and
CNRS and is distributed by NUMECA Int. as a part of the FINE™/Marine computing
suite, which is mainly devoted to marine hydrodynamics. Free-surface flows are simulated
by incompressible and non-miscible flow phases, modeled through the use of conservation
equations for the volume fraction of each phase.

For the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS), the method features the
classical two-equation k-ω SST model (Section 2.1.1), as well as the anisotropic two-
equation Explicit Algebraic Reynolds Stress Model (EARSM) [31] and Reynolds Stress
Transport Models [26], with or without rotation corrections. All models are available
with wall-function or low-Reynolds near wall formulations. hybrid RANS/LES turbulence
models based on Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) (Section 2.2) are also implemented and
have been validated on automotive flows with large separations (see [43]).

An adaptive mesh refinement procedure is integrated in ISIS-CFD. Hexahedral original
meshes used by ISIS-CFD can be modified dynamically during computations. The adapta-
tion method uses anisotropic h-refinement based on Hessian-based criteria (Section 2.3) for
refinement decisions. For multifluid simulations, free-surface capturing mesh refinement is
also available in the solver.

This chapter begins with a short description of the governing equations in Section 3.1.
The discretization schemes for these equations are discussed in Section 3.2 along with the
algorithm for solving the discretized system. Finally, in Section 3.3, the adaptation process
in ISIS-CFD is presented.

3.1 Governing equations

This section presents the governing equations of the ISIS-CFD solver, which allow the flow
solver to deal with two-phase flows and moving grids. In the two-phase continuum for
incompressible flow of viscous fluid under isothermal conditions, using the generalized form
of Gauss’ theorem, the RANS equations (Eq. 2.5) and the conservation of phase 1 can be
written as:

(3.1a)
∂

∂t

∫

V
ρUidV +

∫

S
ρUi(Uj − Udj

) · njdS =
∫

S
(τij − Pδij) · njdS +

∫

V
ρgidV,

(3.1b)
∂

∂t

∫

V
ρdV +

∫

S
ρ(Ui − Udi

) · nidS = 0,
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(3.1c)
∂

∂t

∫

V
αdV +

∫

S
α(Ui − Udi

) · nidS = 0,

where V is the domain of interest, or control volume, bounded by the closed surface
S moving at the velocity Udi

with a unit normal vector ni directed outward. Ui and
P represent, respectively, the averaged velocity and pressure fields. τij and gi are the
components of the (viscous and turbulent) stress tensor and the gravity vector, whereas
δij is a delta function which is equal to unity only for i = j. α is the volume fraction for
the fluid 1 and is used to distinguish the presence (α = 1) or the absence (α = 0) of fluid 1.
Since a volume fraction between 0 and 1 indicates a mixture of two fluids, the value of 0.5
is selected as a definition of the interface between these two fluids.

The effective flow physical properties (viscosity and density) are obtained from the
properties of each phase (µi and ρi) with the following constitutive relations:

(3.2) ρ = αρ1 + (1 − α)ρ2, µ = µρ1 + (1 − µ)ρ2.

When the grid is moving, the so-called space conservation law must also be satisfied:

(3.3)
∂

∂t

∫

V
dV −

∫

S
Udi

· nidS = 0.

A simplified form of the general mass conservation equation (3.1b) can be obtained when
considering incompressible phases with constant densities ρi [78]:

(3.4)
∫

S
Ui · nidS = 0,

which is the equivalent of Eq. (2.5b). Thus, even the multi-phase fluid has a divergence-free
velocity field.

The definition of the turbulent Reynolds stresses for the closure of the Reynolds-
averaged equations, as well as the k-ω SST turbulence model, are discussed in Section 2.1.
In addition, the DES-based models available in ISIS-CFD are DES-SST, DDES and IDDES.
These models are presented in Section 2.2.

3.2 Numerical framework

This section shows the basic approach used to transform the flow equations of the preceding
section into a discretized system of equations for the velocity, pressure, and volume
fraction. The unstructured discretization is face-based and the method is generalized to
two-dimensional, rotationally-symmetric, or three-dimensional unstructured meshes for
which non-overlapping control volumes are bounded by an arbitrary number of constitutive
faces. The velocity field is obtained from the momentum conservation equations and
the pressure field is extracted from the continuity equation, transformed into a pressure-
equation. In the case of turbulent flows, the additional transport equations for the modeled
variables are discretized and solved using the same principles.

The pressure equation is derived from the conservation equation (3.4) where a coupling
between the pressure gradient and the velocity at the faces [78] is introduced in the
volumetric flux reconstruction Ui · nidS. While the methodology is based on the Rhie
and Chow SIMPLE [81] (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm,
special attention is given (i) to the pressure equation formulation in presence of a density
discontinuity and (ii) the way unsteady terms are interpolated so that, when an overall
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steady solution is expected, the solution does not depend on the time step ∆t. The
originality of the method proposed by [78] is to take into account the pressure gradient
discontinuity by using a pressure equation based on ∇p/ρ rather than ∇p itself in the
context of the SIMPLE algorithm.

3.2.1 Discretized form of the momentum equations

For a cell V with center C which is limited by an arbitrary number of faces f shared with
neighbor cells nb (Figure 3.1), the momentum equation (3.1a) in vector notation can be
written in the form:

δ

δτ
(ρVU)C +

δ

δt
(ρVU)C +

∑

f

(Fcf
− Fdf

) = SV
Q .(3.5)

The terms Fcf
and Fdf

are respectively the convective and diffusive fluxes across the face
f . SV

Q is the volume source term.

Figure 3.1 – Control volume notations, Q stands for generic quantities at the cell centers
Qc and Qnb, or at the surface of a cell Qf

For the implicit time integration, the temporal derivatives based on the Adams–Bashforth
second-order upwind temporal scheme [30] are evaluated by:

δ

δt
(ρVU)C

∼= ec(ρVU)c
C + ep(ρVU)p

C + eq(ρVU)q
C ,(3.6)

where the subscripts c, p and q stand for the current and the two previous time steps in the
time scheme. The weights of these time steps, ec, ep and eq, are obtained from the Taylor
series expansion based on the current time as 3/2∆t, −4/2∆t and 1/2∆t respectively. The
first term of the left-hand side of equation (3.5) is a pseudo-unsteady term needed to
stabilize the solution procedure for steady flows. The corresponding derivative is evaluated
by:

(3.7)
δ

δτ
(ρVU)C =

(ρVU)c
C − (ρVU)c0

C

∆τ
,

where (ρVU)c0

C is the previous estimation of (ρVU)c
C within the non-linear loop.

The convective fluxes are expressed as the product of the volumetric flux (see Sec-
tion 3.2.2) and a special reconstruction of the cell-centered values to the faces. To guarantee
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accuracy, stability and boundedness of the solutions, these schemes are developed in the
Normalized Variable Diagram (NVD) [54]. The NVD diagram is based on points U , C and
D which represent the downwind, central, and upwind cell centers in the neighborhoods of
a face (Figure 3.2). The idea of the NVD is to represent a reconstruction scheme for the
face value as a function of Q̃C , the normalized value in the central cell:

(3.8) Q̃C =
QC −QU

QD −QU
.

Figure 3.2 – 1D variation of a convected quantity Q in physical space

On arbitrary unstructured grids, the far upstream node U is not known explicitly (C
and D are the centers of the two cells next to the face, see Figure 3.2). Therefore, an
alternative is chosen: an imaginary nodal quantity QU is defined by the use of the gradient
projection method [78] in such a way that:

(3.9) QU = QC − −−→
CU · ∇Q|C , with

−−→
CU , −−−→

CD.

With the newly defined upstream quantity, Q̃C can be re-evaluated as:

(3.10) Q̃C = 1 − QD −QC

2∇Q|C ·−−→CD
.

Now the non-dimensionalized quantities at the face Q̃f are defined as a function of Q̃C

based on available schemes. In ISIS-CFD, the discretization of the convective fluxes in
both the momentum equations and the equations for turbulence modelling is usually based
on one of two implemented schemes: (1) the Gamma Differencing Scheme (GDS) [50]
(Figure 3.3a) which is a blending of the first-order upwind differencing scheme (UDS) and
the second-order centered differencing scheme (CDS), (2) the AVLSMART scheme [77]
(Figure 3.3b).

After replacing the discretized terms in Eq. (3.5) and isolating the pressure gradient
together with the gravity acceleration, the discretized momentum equation for any Cartesian
velocity component reads:

(ec +
1

∆τC
)(V ρU)c

C + (eV ρU)p
C + (eV ρU)q

C

+ aCUc
C +

∑

nb

anbU
c
nb + SC + (V∇p)c

C

= (ρV )c
Cg +

(ρV )c
CUc0

C

∆τC
,

(3.11)
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Then, the reconstruction of volumetric fluxes F(
−→
U ) reads:

F(U) = Sf Uc
f · nf .(3.15)

Pressure equation. When the fluxes (3.15) are substituted into the continuity equa-
tion (3.4), the discretized pressure equation is obtained as:

−
∑

f

Cpf
∇P |fSf n =

∑

f

Cpf

(

Û
)

Sf n

−
∑

f

Cpf

(

(ρU)c0

f

∆τf

)

Sf n

+
∑

f

Cpf

(

(eρVU)p
f + (eρVU)q

f

V c
f

)

Sf n,

(3.16)

where the flux of the pressure gradient across the face f is obtained by a central discretization
plus non-orthogonal corrections [78]. The matrix assembled from all control volumes is
sparse, symmetric, and positive definite so that conjugate gradient based iterative solvers
can be used.

3.2.3 Algorithm

The discretization of mass and momentum conservation equations yields a set of algebraic
equations: one for each control volume and for each transport/conservation equation.
These nonlinear and coupled equations are solved by the following segregated algorithm
(Figure 3.4):

1. Initialize flow field quantities Q0 at t = t0.

2. New time step t = t+∆t,

3. If needed for this time step, call the mesh adaptation,

4. Start the iterative procedure with Q = Q0,

5. If needed, compute the volume fraction for each fluid phase and update the global
fluid properties from Eq. (3.2),

6. If needed, compute the turbulent quantities from the field of step 4,

7. Solve the momentum equations (3.11) to obtain a new prediction of the velocities,

8. Solve the pressure equation (3.16) to obtain a new pressure field,

9. Update the velocity face fluxes (3.15) and correct the velocity components (3.12)
with the new pressure field,

10. If the nonlinear residuals are not low enough, go to step 4 and update the iteration
counter within the time step,

11. Go to step 2 and update the time, t.
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of this refinement is that the final adapted meshes look just like an original HEXPRESS-
generated mesh (Figure 3.5). Thus, they can be used directly in the flow solver without
further modifications by meshing tools.

(a) Original HEXPRESS mesh (b) Adapted mesh

Figure 3.5 – The similarity between an original HEXPRESS-generated mesh and a refined
mesh after adaptation

The second advantage is, that refinement by hexahedral division is computationally
cheap. Therefore, during a flow computation with ISIS-CFD, the refinement procedure
can be called repeatedly. In such a call, first the refinement criterion is calculated based
on the current flow solution, to indicate which parts of the grid are not fine enough and
require refinement, or are too fine so that the grids can be derefined. Then in a separate
step of the procedure the grid is (de)refined based on this criterion and the solution is
copied to the new grids. This cycle is repeated several times to further refine or to derefine
the mesh (i.e. to undo earlier refinements). Thanks to the repeated calls, the flow and the
mesh converge together.

Grid refinement in ISIS-CFD is anisotropic. Isotropic refinement is very costly in three
dimensions: for instance, for a hexahedron each refinement means a division in eight. Thus,
creating very fine cells to accurately resolve a local flow phenomenon becomes difficult.
However, by applying anisotropic refinement for flow features that need a fine grid in only
one direction (e.g. the water surface), the total number of cells required can be greatly
reduced or much finer flow details can be resolved.

3.3.2 Refinement criterion

The computation of the refinement criterion is decoupled from the decision of which cells to
refine. Therefore, it is easy to exchange refinement criteria without modifying the remainder
of the method. In order to offer a flexible framework for the specification of anisotropic grid
refinement, a metric-based method of criterion evaluation [36, 37] was adopted in ISIS-CFD,
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in which the refinement criteria are specified as tensors. For tensor-based refinement, the
refinement criterion in each cell is a 3 × 3 symmetric positive definite matrix Ci which is
considered as a geometric operator. This operator transforms each cell Ωi in the physical
space into a deformed cell Ω̃i in a modified space (Figure 3.6). In each hexahedral cell, the
cell size vectors di,j (j = 1, ..., 3), which are the vectors between the opposing face centers
in the three cell directions, are modified by the refinement tensor as:

(3.17) d̃i,j = Cidi,j ,

where d̃j,i are the modified sizes of the cell. A cell i is refined in the direction j when the
modified size exceeds a given, constant threshold value Tr:

(3.18) ‖d̃i,j‖ ≥ Tr.

In opposite, a previously refined group of cells can be derefined in the direction j if d̃j,i is
lower than Tr/d for all cells in the group. The constant d is chosen slightly larger than 2,
to prevent cells being alternately derefined and re-refined.

Several refinement criteria are available in ISIS-CFD, for example a criterion that
refines at the water surface and criteria based on Hessian matrices.

d2

d2

1d
~

Physical space.

Transformed space.

Transformation

Refinement decision

Refinement

Original grid. Refined grid.

d1

~

Figure 3.6 – Tensor refinement criterion. Cell Ωi and unit circle (reference) in the physical
space, deformed cell Ω̃i and deformed circle after application of the transformation C,
refinement decisions to create a uniform grid in the deformed space, and the resulting
anisotropically refined grid

Free surface criterion. To resolve accurately the solution of Eq. (3.1c) which is a
discontinuity for α that is convected with the flow, it is sufficient to refine the grid at and
around the free surface, in the direction normal to the surface. Where the free surface
is diagonal to the grid directions, isotropic refinement is used, but where the surface is
horizontal, directional refinement is chosen [109] (Figure 3.7). The free-surface criterion CS

is based on α in the cells, it is non-zero when α is neither 0 nor 1. The normal direction to
the surface is computed from a field αs which corresponds to α, smoothed out by averaging
over a cell and its neighbors a given number of times. The gradient of this field gives the
normal directions. The criterion is then derived from vectors vα in each cell which are unit
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Figure 3.7 – Isotropic and directional refinement at the free surface

vectors in this normal direction for those cells where the smoothed αs field is non-zero:

(3.19) vα =
∇αs

‖∇αs‖ .

Using the smoothed field guarantees that the normals are well-defined and also that the
mesh is refined in a certain zone around the surface to create a margin of safety. Where
the free-surface criterion is non-zero, it is computed as matrices having only one positive
eigenvalue, associated with the direction of the vector vα. The tensors CS are computed
as follows (with ⊗ representing the tensor product):

(3.20) Cs = vα ⊗ vα.

Pressure Hessian criterion (PH). Hessian matrices can be interpreted as rough error
indicators, since they are linked to interpolation errors for linear interpolation [56]. Thus,
they provide a measure of the truncation error for a second-order finite-volume discretization.
The Hessian matrix H(q), for a given state variable q, is a 3 × 3 symmetric tensor:

(3.21) H(q) =







qxx qxy qxz

qxy qyy qyz

qxz qyz qzz






.

The Hessian matrix can be used directly as a tensor refinement criterion. In ISIS-CFD
however, assuming that an indication of the local error is given by H(q) times the cell sizes
squared (which is reasonable for a second-order accurate discretization), equidistribution
of this error indicator leads to [109]:

(3.22) CP H = (‖H(p)‖)n ,

where n = 1/2. The absolute value of a matrix ‖ · ‖ corresponds to a matrix having the
same eigenvectors as the original one and the absolute values of its eigenvalues. In the
same way, the power n of a matrix is obtained by taking its eigenvalues to the power n
while keeping the eigenvectors.

The motivation for defining a pressure Hessian criterion comes from the small variation
of pressure over the thickness of a boundary layer. It is considered that the number
of layers in the boundary layer grid should be the same everywhere, to ensure the best
grid quality [107]. These grid layers can be inserted on the original grid based on the
approximate thickness of the boundary layer which is known. Therefore, it is unnecessary
to employ a criterion which has very high values in the boundary layer region (e.g. velocity
or vorticity-based). In addition, the pressure is important for the computation of forces on
bodies and also can be considered a good indicator of waves and vortices.
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Flux-component Hessian criterion (FCH). However, the difficulty of the pressure
Hessian criterion to track wakes led to another criterion which adapts the mesh to pressure-
based flows but also to boundary layers, wakes, and shear layers. This criterion is based on
the Hessians of both the pressure and the velocity [108]. To give equal importance to the
different Hessian matrices, a common weight ρU is assigned to all the velocity Hessians,
where U =

√
ui · ui, and the criterion is chosen as:

(3.23) CF CH = (max (‖H(p)‖, ρU‖H(ui)‖))n .

The maximum of two tensors is computed using the approximative procedure defined by
Wackers et al. [109].

Hessian evaluation. To compute the Hessian matrix of a numerical solution, second-
derivative operators must be discretized. In ISIS-CFD, the main technique to compute the
Hessian is a smoothed Gauss (SG) method. For this method, first the gradient of a field q
is computed using the Gauss approximation,

(3.24) ∇G(q) =
1
V

∑

f

qfSf n,

where the face values qf are computed with the central discretization. Then, each component
of the gradient is smoothed by applying several times a Laplacian smoothing L,

(3.25) L(q) =

∑

f qfSf
∑

f Sf
.

In the next step, the Hessian matrix, the gradients of the smoothed gradient components,
is computed using Eq. (3.24) and is symmetrized by:

(3.26) (H)ij =
1
2

((H)ij + (H)ji).

By applying several times the Laplacian smoothing (Eq. 3.25) to each component, the
smoothed Hessian matrix is obtained.

A hybrid approach to compute the Hessian matrix is also possible. For the FCH
criterion, the gradients are computed with the Gauss approximation (Eq. 3.24). Then, for
numerical convenience, the derivatives of these quantities are computed with a least-squares
approach.

3.3.3 Safety features

In ISIS-CFD, several measures are available to improve the regularity of the adaptively
refined meshes.

Minimum cell size. A measure which is set by the user before starting a computation
is to impose a minimum cell size: cells smaller than this size are no longer refined. This
option prevents spurious refinement if locally large errors appear in the computation of
the refinement criterion, which may appear for example in the high aspect-ratio cells
of the near-wall boundary layer grid. Also, it prevents infinite refinement around flow
singularities.
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Boundary layer protection. The second measure is a protection of the boundary layer
grid, which on the original grid consists of several layers of wall-aligned cells. For these
layers, the refinement method contains an option to forbid any refinement in the wall
normal direction (which would locally increase the number of layers). Furthermore, in all
cases the refinement parallel to the wall is made the same in each column of cells from
the wall to the outer layer (Figure 3.8): if one of the cells in a column needs to be refined,
all the cells are refined. Thus, the column / layer structure of the boundary layer grid is
preserved.

a) b)

Not OKOK

Figure 3.8 – Boundary layer protection: preventing normal refinement (a) and copying
parallel refinement in a column (b)

Buffer layers. Buffer layers refer to cells that are refined around the zone where the
criterion requires the mesh to be refined. Since the solution is evolving, either because a
steady solution is converging or because the flow is unsteady, to obtain a margin of safety
that allows the solution to change without having crucial flow features leave the zones of
refined cells, the refinement process in ISIS-CFD is accompanied by introducing layers of
safety cells. These safety cells normally have the same cell sizes as those specified by the
criterion (Figure 3.9a). However, when the refinement criterion is nearly discontinuous,
purely following the criterion would produce a grid that goes abruptly from very coarse to
very fine cells. Therefore, to have cell sizes that gradually go from coarse to fine, the safety
cells in the buffer layers are refined to a coarser size than those produced by the criterion,
to get a gradual variation of cell size (Figure 3.9b).

(a) Standard buffer

(b) Fractional buffer

Figure 3.9 – Two types of buffer layer: refined mesh without and with application of the
buffer
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Refinement limiting boxes. This is an option which gives the possibility to limit the
regions where the automatic refinement is active. Using limiting boxes, the grids are
adapted only inside these boxes and the original mesh is kept intact for the rest of the
domain. This method reduces the computational cost by concentrating the refinement
in regions of interest and helps with imposing outflow conditions, by damping out flow
features before the outflow face.

3.4 Use in this thesis

In this thesis, different features of the ISIS-CFD solver are used. In most cases, the
solver is employed for computing single-fluid flow in stationary domains, so the multifluid
capability and the mesh motion through Ud (Section 3.1) are not used. However, a ship in
motion in a multi-fluid environment is studied in Chapter 7. Throughout the thesis, all the
DES-based turbulence models (DES, DDES and IDDES) are used for various test cases.
RANS computations are mostly based on k-ω SST , except for Chapter 7 where EARSM is
selected as the statistical turbulence model. In addition, the AVLSMART scheme is used
as the default discretization scheme, except for the DDES simulation of the ship in motion
where a blended discretization scheme is applied.

The adaptive refinement is based on the flux-component Hessian (FCH) criterion, see
Section 6.3. In Chapter 7, due to the presence of the free-surface, a combined FCH and
free-surface criterion is used. Moreover, for each case an appropriate minimum cell size for
the adaptation process is selected, particularly in DES-based computations whose highly
unsteady solutions may stimulate the refinement criterion and lead to excessive refinements.





Chapter 4

Hybrid RANS/LES and mesh
changes

hybrid RANS/LES turbulence models are sensitive to the grid size. For example, Detached
Eddy Simulation (DES, see Section 2.2) as a hybrid RANS/LES model should act in
RANS mode for boundary layers and act in LES mode for flows like separation where
the momentum-carrying turbulent eddies are not much smaller than the scale of the
geometry [90]. There is a special concern about excessively refined grids in regions where
no destabilizing physical effect (like separation) exists. These fine grids, which are called
the ambiguous grid type by Spalart [93], may activate the grid-dependent DES limiter
(Eq. 2.18) and switch the model from RANS to LES. However, due to the lack of a physical
destabilization, the production of velocity fluctuations may not be sufficient to compensate
for the loss of modelled turbulent stresses due to the reduction of the eddy viscosity. This
leads to the phenomenon which is referred to as modelled-stress depletion (MSD). MSD
occurs in grid convergence studies, when the grid is gradually refined from a coarse mesh,
and also when geometry features require a fine grid. Furthermore, adaptive grid refinement
(AGR) may result in an extremely fine grid in which the turbulence model suffers from
MSD.

An additional difficulty when combining AGR with the DES turbulence model is that
grid adaptation provokes cell size variations in time and space. Thus, frequent local
refinement creates a mesh which has different resolutions at different locations of the
domain. In addition to the change of the turbulence model behavior due to its grid size
sensitivity, the resolved turbulent content is affected by this type of grid. This behavior is
also seen in full LES simulations in which there is a sharp interface between coarse and
fine cells [14, 40, 74, 101]. When the flow goes from a fine to a coarse mesh, the fine LES
structures are not resolved any longer by the coarse grid, so the resolved turbulence is
reduced. In opposite, when the mesh becomes finer, the resolved content is not created
spontaneously after the interface. Thus, the turbulence content cannot necessarily be
transferred correctly through an interface.

This chapter studies these two issues. It starts by investigating the sensitivity of the
DES turbulence model with respect to the mesh size for a turbulent flow over a flat plate
(Section 4.1). For this test case, the performance of the turbulence model with respect to
creating LES content and the possibility of MSD occurrence are considered. In Section 4.2,
an artificial way of creating LES content is added: a synthetic method to generate unsteady
inlet fluctuations is described and used in the flat plate test case to introduce artificial
unsteadiness into to the boundary layer, with the aim of stimulating the DES model to
produce more turbulence and therefore increase the resolved solution. The local cell-size
dependency of the DES turbulence model is studied in Section 4.3, by considering a fixed
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coarse-fine interface in a freely decaying turbulence test case. Finally, the chapter concludes
with a discussion of the effect of mesh changes on a hybrid RANS/LES turbulence model
like DES.

4.1 Grid sensitivity study for DES simulation

The effect of changes in the mesh on the performance of the DES turbulence model is
investigated for an attached turbulent boundary layer over a flat plate, which is a severe
case for the DES model when the fine grids extend into the boundary layer [93]. By refining
the mesh in the streamwise direction, a convergence study is performed for an attached
boundary layer where no physical mechanism (such as a separation) exists to stimulate the
generation of unsteady LES content. In other words, the aim of the test is to intentionally
create MSD.

In this test case, the turbulent boundary layer develops spatially over a flat plate which
is located at Y = 0. The computational domain sizes in the streamwise, wall-normal and
spanwise directions are Lx = 0.5m 0, Ly = 0.1m, and Lz = 0.005m respectively. A coarse
mesh with ∆x+ = 300 and ∆z+ = 30 based on the friction velocity at X = 0.4, is generated
for this test case. For the first layer Y + is set to 0.2; the thickness of the first cell in the
wall-normal direction becomes 1.59167 × 10−6m and the cells are stretched with a ratio of
1.1 until to the top boundary. This coarse Mesh 1 is refined in the streamwise direction
to generate finer meshes (Mesh 2-3). Morover, the stretching ratio in the wall-normal
direction for the Mesh 3 is increased to 1.2, so there is less number of grids in this direction.
The major parameters of these meshes are gathered in Table 4.1. These meshes are chosen
in a way to fall into Spalart’s definition of an ambiguous mesh. They are not coarse enough
in streamwise direction to be treated only by RANS, and also not fine enough to have a
full LES computation.

Table 4.1 – Parameters of the meshes employed in the flat-plate computation

Mesh name Nx ×Ny ×Nz ∆x+ ∆z+ Ncells

Mesh 1 300 × 137 × 50 300 30 2 055 000
Mesh 2 800 × 137 × 50 150 30 5 480 000
Mesh 3 1500 × 79 × 50 50 30 5 925 000
Mesh 4 1000 × 79 × 100 100 100 7 900 000

Periodic boundary conditions are used for the two spanwise boundaries and a no-slip
condition is imposed on the wall. The velocity of the far field boundary at the inflow and
top is equal to the free stream velocity (Ue = 70 ms−1). A uniform pressure is imposed for
the outflow. The kinematic viscosity is 1.0 × 10−6 m2s−1 leading to a Reynolds number
per meter Re = 4.72 × 106 m−1. The computation is treated as unsteady and the time
step for all the computations is set to 10−4 s to keep the accuracy at an acceptable level
as the Courant number is increased by the refinement.

An initial streamwise grid-size sensitivity study is carried out with the three grids
Mesh 1-3. As a result of varying ∆x, the regions in which FDES > 1 increase (Figure 4.1).
The turbulence model is switched from RANS to LES for a larger region of the boundary
layer, so the RANS layer between the wall and the LES region becomes thinner. In addition,
on finer meshes the value of the FDES blending function increases, especially for Mesh 3.
Since this increasing FDES , is a factor in the dissipation term of the k transport equation in
the DES turbulence model formulation (Eq. 2.22), the dissipation of the turbulence kinetic
energy (TKE) increases. However, no resolved turbulence kinetic energy is created in these
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regions to counteract this reduction and therefore MSD occurs. Since the production of
the resolved turbulence is zero, the solutions related to the resolved TKE are not given
and only the reduction of the modelled TKE from Mesh 1 to Mesh 3 is presented in
Figure 4.2.

(a) Mesh 1

(b) Mesh 2

(c) Mesh 3

Figure 4.1 – FDES function for the DES simulations over a flat plate with three different
mesh resolutions in streamwise direction. The broken lines are due to a plotting issue

The averaged values of the total u′u′ turbulent stresses and the velocity profiles, at
several cuts in the streamwise direction of the domain, are given in Figure 4.3. In the
absence of the resolved solutions (they are all equal to zero), the total u′u′ turbulent
stresses in Figure 4.3a are actually all modelled values and are not enough compared to
the solution of the RANS computation. For attached turbulent flows like the flow over a
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(a) Mesh 1

(b) Mesh 2

(c) Mesh 3

Figure 4.2 – Averaged modelled turbulence kinetic energy of the DES simulations over a
flat plate with three different mesh resolutions in streamwise direction
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flat plate, RANS is considered as a reliable model, so this is a suitable reference solution.
The insufficient modelled solution is also reflected in the velocity profiles (Figure 4.3b) and
the boundary layer thickness of these DES simulations. These results confirm that the
solutions get far from the RANS solution as the resolution of the mesh in increased by
refining in the streamwise direction.

(a) Averaged u′u′ turbulent stress

(b) Averaged streamwise velocity

Figure 4.3 – Averaged velocity profiles and turbulent stress at X = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5m
with three different mesh resolutions in streamwise direction

Since in the above simulations, the size of the domain in the spanwise direction is
almost equal to the boundary layer thickness (δ) of the simulation Mesh 1 at X = 0.5, the
3D effects of the turbulence, which may create resolved content, could be underestimated.
Thus, another domain with a larger size in spanwise direction is tested. The computational
domain size in the spanwise direction is set to Lz = 0.05m which is around 10δ, while
for the streamwise and the wall-normal directions the same size as the previous domain
is chosen (Lx = 0.5m and Ly = 0.1m). The properties of the new mesh (Mesh 4) are
presented in Table 4.1.

For the new computational domain, the simulation Mesh 4 is performed with the
DES model as before. Furthermore, a reference RANS simulation is done for the new
computational domain, which is compared with the solution of the DES simulation Mesh 4.

The blending function FDES for the DES simulation with Mesh 4 (Figure 4.4) shows
that the LES behavior of the DES turbulence model concerns the same regions of the
boundary layer as the simulations Mesh 1-3 (Figure 4.1). The smaller values of the
blending function for Mesh 4, compared to Mesh 3, are due to the coarser cells of this
mesh in the streamwise direction. The rest of the solution behaves more or less the same as
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Figure 4.4 – FDES function for the DES simulation Mesh 4

the simulations with a thinner domain. The averaged turbulent stresses and velocity profiles
for different locations (shown in Figure 4.10) are similar to the ones for the simulations
Mesh 2 and Mesh 3.

In Figure 4.5a, for the DES simulation, the averaged modelled turbulence kinetic energy
in the region where the LES part of the turbulence model is activated, is low. However,
the DES model cannot produce resolved turbulence to keep the turbulence balance. In
contrary, the RANS simulation (Figure 4.5b) with a larger boundary layer thickness, has
more modelled turbulence kinetic energy in almost the entire boundary layer, compared to
the DES simulation. This confirms the existence of the MSD issue for the DES turbulence
model. One solution for this issue is to avoid the activation of LES inside the attached
boundary layer. DDES and IDDES (see Chapter 2) modify the DES limiter to have
RANS for the entire boundary layer, so that all the turbulence in the attached boundary
layers will be modelled, unless the mesh is fine enough to perform LES computations
and a high-quality turbulence content is also provided at the boundaries. To test these
modifications for the flat plate case, the IDDES turbulence model is used to perform the
simulation for Mesh 4.

In the simulation with the IDDES turbulence model, FDES is zero everywhere (no
figure is presented) and the entire domain is treated by RANS. Since Mesh 4 is not
fine enough for LES computation and no unsteady inlet boundary condition is used, the
DDES branch of the model is activated and the model behaves like RANS. Comparing the
averaged modelled turbulence kinetic energy (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.10a) and the velocity
profiles (Figure 4.10b) of this simulation with the results of the reference RANS simulation
confirms that the simulation with the IDDES model is actually a RANS simulation, since
the discussed prerequisite conditions for changing the turbulence model from RANS to
LES inside the attached boundary layer are not met.

Thus, for the flat plate test case, the IDDES turbulence model works well because
it behaves like RANS in the entire domain. In classical DES simulations however, the
refinement causes a change in the behavior of the DES turbulence model inside the attached
boundary layer. The model acts in LES mode in parts of the boundary layer where no
physical mechanism exists to generate resolved content. Thus, the LES cannot produce
resolved turbulence as a replacement for the reduced modelled turbulence and MSD occurs.
A question is if, with artificial unsteadiness generated outside the boundary layer, the DES
would be able to create resolved turbulence in the boundary layer, and the same result as
the simulation with IDDES could be obtained. This question is studied in the next section.
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(a) DES

(b) RANS

(c) IDDES

Figure 4.5 – Averaged turbulence kinetic energy for the simulations with Mesh 4
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4.2 DES simulation with unsteady inlet boundary
condition

A real flat-plate boundary layer is unsteady, however in all the DES simulations discussed
so far, no unsteadiness is created. One possibility which could be tested is imposing
unsteadiness into the system using unsteady inflow fluctuations. Unsteady fluctuations at
an inlet are usually used to impose LES-like turbulent flow at the inlet boundary of full
LES simulations. The same technique is used here in order to initialize fluctuations in the
region where the DES turbulence model acts in LES mode.

In this section, several approaches to generate inflow turbulence are described. Among
these available approaches, the one which is reliable and most compatible with the ISIS-
CFD solver is implemented and used for the DES simulation of the flat plate test case, to
impose a synthetic unsteadiness inside the boundary layer.

4.2.1 Unsteady inlet fluctuations

In the LES mode of hybrid methods, the unsteady three-dimensional energy-carrying eddies
are resolved. Hence, the velocity specified at the inflow of the computational domain should
ideally represent the contribution of these eddies. The choice of the method to specify this
inflow condition is problem-dependent and various techniques can be used:

• Inflow turbulence generation using a precursor calculation,

• Inflow turbulence generation by recycling,

• Synthetic inflow turbulence generation.

Precursor DNS or LES. For this approach, the velocity fluctuations at the inlet are
set equal to normalized/rescaled fluctuations from a precursor DNS or well-resolved LES
of some ’canonic’ flow (e.g. a developed channel flow or a flat plate boundary layer) or
from corresponding databases [87]. In practice, the velocity field in a plane normal to the
streamwise direction is stored for each time step. The sequence of planes is then used
as inflow data (e.g. unsteady Dirichlet conditions) for a separate calculation of the flow
of interest [83]. Despite its accuracy, the method is rather computationally expensive in
terms of both CPU and memory load. Other than that, the method is not self-sufficient
(since it relies upon external databases) and the inflow data are restricted in terms of the
Reynolds number, which makes its applicability to complex (far from the canonical) high
Reynolds number flows questionable [87].

A variant of this method for hybrid RANS/LES simulations has been developed by
Schluter, Pitsch and Moin [84] in the case where an LES domain is located downstream
of a RANS domain. This method uses the mean velocity field from the RANS solution
and adds turbulence extracted from a pre-generated database created by an auxiliary LES
computation as follows:

(4.1) u(i),LES(x, t) = ū(i),RANS(x) + u′

(i),Database(x, t), i = 1, 2, 3.

Recycling of turbulence. This is an approach where the simulation generates its own
inflow conditions. The method consists in taking a plane at a location several boundary
layer thicknesses δ downstream of the inflow. The data in this plane are then rescaled and
reintroduced at the inflow [83]. This method was first proposed by Lund et al. [58] who
apply these inlet conditions in pure LES and DNS.
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The recycling-rescaling method was originally developed for flat plate boundary layers.
The adaptation of the recycling process to more complex geometries is considered as one of
the main difficulties of this approach. Another difficulty of the recycling method is related
to the initialization of the recycling process. In general, a secondary turbulent boundary
layer simulation (i.e. a database approach) has to be used to provide initial perturbations,
before the recycling process can be started.

Synthetic inflow turbulence generation. Compared to recycling and precursor sim-
ulations methods, synthetic techniques, which imply superimposing some externally-gene-
rated artificial (synthetic) turbulent velocity fluctuations onto the (U)RANS velocity field
at the upstream LES inlet, are currently considered as most suitable for the simulation of
complex industrial flows [87].

Their attractive features include self-sufficiency, relative ease of implementation, compu-
tational efficiency, and last but not least, tolerance to grid type and topology. However, the
artificial nature of the created turbulence often results in a rather long adaptation region.
The accuracy of synthetic turbulence generators depends on the quality of the turbulence
(its closeness to real turbulence), which in turn depends upon the specific properties of
the synthetic turbulence generator used [87]. A classical approach for the generation of
synthetic inflow data, which is described in detail in Section 4.2.2, is the synthetic random
Fourier method (SRFM). In this method, a finite sum of discrete Fourier modes is used to
generate a random velocity field. This turbulent three-dimensional field is isotropic and
homogeneous [5].

4.2.2 Implementation of SRFM

Among all the available methods to generate inflow turbulence, the synthetic random
Fourier method is widely used, reliable and can be easily implemented without any need for
additional modification to the solver. In this method, the velocity field for the synthesized
turbulence at one time step is given by N random Fourier modes as

(4.2) v′(x) = 2
N
∑

n=1

ûn cos (κn · x + ψn)σn,

(4.3) eκn =







sin(θ) cos(φ)
sin(θ) sin(φ)

cos(θ)






,

where ûn, ψn and σn
i are the amplitude, phase and direction of Fourier mode n. The

direction of the wavenumber vector κ
n is determined by the unit vector eκn (Eq. 4.3) with

the two random angles φn and θn (Figure 4.6). The magnitude κn of the wavenumber
vector κ

n comes from a non-random wavenumber space between the smallest wave number
κ1 and the highest wave number κmax which is divided into N modes, equally large, of
size ∆κ = (κmax − κ1)/N . In addition, the unit vector σ

n, the direction of Fourier mode
n, is denoted by the random angle αn. Continuity requires that the unit vector, σn and
κ

n are orthogonal (Eq. 4.4). The variables φn, θn, ψn, and αn are random; φn, ψn, and
αn are selected in the range of [0, 2π], and θn is in the range [0, π].

(4.4) σ
n = R

n
e
′

σ
n = Rz(φn)Ry(θn)e′

σ
n with e

′

σ
n =







cos(α)
sin(α)

0






,
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where e
′

σ
n is the unit vector corresponding to the direction of the vector σ

n in the X ′Y ′Z ′

coordinate (Figure 4.6). In addition, the rotation matrices Ry(θn), Rz(φn) are defined as

(4.5) Ry(θn) =







cos(θn) 0 sin(θn)
0 1 0

− sin(θn) 0 cos(θn)






, Rz(φn) =







cos(φn) − sin(φn) 0
sin(φn) cos(φn) 0
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Figure 4.6 – Wave vector geometry for the nth Fourier velocity mode

The amplitude ûn of each mode in Eq. (4.2) is equal to
√

E(κn)∆κ, and one uses the
modified von Karman spectrum E(κ) to simulate the complete spectral range:

(4.6) E(κn) = cE
u2

rms

κe

(κn/κe)4

[

1 + (κn/κe)2
]17/6

e[−2(κn/κη)]2 .

In the above equation, κη corresponds to the Kolmogorov wave number which is defined
by ǫ1/4ν−3/4. In addition, κe is the wave number where the spectrum has its maximum
(Figure 4.7), defined by κe = cE9π/(55Lt). The turbulent length scale Lt may be estimated
in the same way as in RANS simulations: Lt = Cµk

1/2/ω, where Cµ is a model constant
which in the standard version of the k-ω model has a value of 0.09 [114]. The coefficient
cE is obtained by integrating the energy spectrum over all wave numbers to get the total
turbulence kinetic energy and is equal to 1.453 [20].

The smallest wave number is defined by κ1 = κe/p. The factor p should be larger
than one to make the largest scales larger than those corresponding to κe. A value
p = 2 is suitable [20]. The highest wave number is defined based on the mesh resolution:
κmax = 2π/(2∆), where ∆ is the grid spacing. Often the smallest grid spacing near the
wall is too small, so a slightly larger value must be chosen.

The fluctuations are generated on a grid with equidistant spacing (or on a weakly
stretched mesh), ∆Y = Ymax/N2, ∆Z = Zmax/N3 , where N2 and N3 denote the number
of cells in the Y and Z direction, respectively. The fluctuations are set to zero at the wall
and are then interpolated to the inlet plane of the CFD grid (the Y -Z plane).

The fluctuating velocity fields which are generated in each time step are independent of
each other and their time correlation will thus be zero. This is non-physical. To create a
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log(E(κ))

log(κ)κ1 κe

log(E(κn))
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E(κ) ∝ κ−5/3

∆κ

κ
n

Figure 4.7 – Modified von Karman spectrum

correlation in time, a new fluctuating velocity field v
′ is computed based on an asymmetric

time filter [20]

(4.7) (v′)m = a(v′)m−1 + b(v′)m,

where m denotes the time step number and

(4.8) a = exp(−∆t/Tint),

where ∆t and Tint denote the computational time step and the integral time scale, respect-
ively. The second coefficient is taken as

(4.9) b = (1 − a2)0.5.

Having ûn, κn
j , σn

i and ψn, allows to compute the fluctuating velocity fields at the inlet.
Finally, the computed velocity fluctuation fields are added to a constant inlet velocity field
or, like in Eq. (4.1), can be added to a velocity field from a precursor RANS computation.

4.2.3 Flat plate with unsteady inlet boundary condition

The SRFM method described above is used in a DES simulation for the flat plate test case.
The velocity fluctuations are generated before each time step and added to the constant
inlet velocity. The unsteady inlet velocity in the streamwise direction for several instants
of the computation is presented in Figure 4.8. The fluctuation is in the range of ±1% of
the inlet stream velocity (70 m/s). The stretching of the fluctuation contours in the Y-axis
is due to the stretch of the grids from the flat plate to the top boundary in the wall-normal
direction.

The DES simulation withMesh 4 is repeated with the unsteady inlet boundary condition
(named DES(+UBC)). The first effect of adding unsteady fluctuations to the inlet velocity
is on the blending function. Figure 4.9a shows that the blending function is larger than
one for a larger zone and therefore the area which is treated by LES is wider. Inside the
boundary layer, the value of FDES becomes larger compared to the DES simulation without
the unsteady velocity at the inlet boundary (Figure 4.4). In addition, Figure 4.9c shows
that turbulence is resolved in part of the LES region due to the unsteadiness which is
introduced in the boundary layer by the small inflow fluctuations. However, comparing with
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Figure 4.8 – Inlet generated velocity (Ux) at 3 instants with intervals of 20∆t

the modelled turbulence kinetic energy of the RANS or IDDES simulation in Figure 4.5,
it is seen that these resolved solutions are not enough to compensate for the decrease in
the modelled turbulent solutions due to the turbulence model change from RANS to LES.
Moreover, the boundary layer thickness at the end of the domain remains the same as the
simulation without the unsteady inlet fluctuations (δ = 3.3 × 10−3 m) and the averaged
velocity profiles (Figure 4.10b) at different locations are almost similar. These results
indicate that while the artificial fluctuations successfully impose unsteadiness within the
boundary layer, this is not enough to balance the lack of the modelled turbulence and to
get accurate results.

For the DES simulation with unsteady boundary condition, the effect of changing the
time step is also studied, since the unsteady eddies may be diminished by a too large time
step. In addition to∆t = 10−4, two more time steps are also tested (∆t = 2×10−4, 5×10−5).
For these two time steps, Figure 4.11 shows slight differences in the averaged resolved TKE
compared to the simulation with time step ∆t = 10−4 (Figure 4.9c). The profiles of the
averaged total turbulent stress also confirm the changes in the solutions (Figure 4.12a).
However, the convergence of the solutions when changing the time step is not monotone.
This randomness in the solution may be caused by the unsteady inlet fluctuations since,
when the time step is changed, the speed of updating the fluctuations changes as well. This
can have an effect on the resolved turbulence which is created by the DES model. Despite
the slight detected changes in the turbulence kinetic energy, the averaged velocity profile
remains intact for all the three simulations with different time steps (Figure 4.12b).

Thus, the unsteady fluctuations at the inlet boundary do not lead to an effective
increase in the resolved turbulence. However, they are amplified inside the boundary layer,
they increase the unsteadiness and activate the LES mode of the turbulence model for
a larger region. This implies that if the boundary layer is physically unsteady, the DES
model should be able to capture the unsteady eddies. The turbulence for the flat plate case
comes from the friction at the vicinity of the wall and spreads inside the boundary layer.
But the RANS region close to the wall models this turbulence instead of simulating it as
unsteadiness and does not transmit it to the resolved eddies in the LES part. The results
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(a) Blending function FDES

(b) Averaged modelled TKE

(c) Averaged resolved TKE

Figure 4.9 – Blending function FDES and the averaged TKE for the DES simulation with
unsteady inlet boundary condition - different scales are used for the modelled and resolved
TKE to have a better representation
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(a) Averaged u′u′ turbulent stress

(b) Averaged streamwise velocity

Figure 4.10 – Averaged velocity profile and turbulent stress for the simulations with Mesh 4
in the streamwise direction at X = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5m

show that with this effect missing, a small outside perturbation cannot generate enough
turbulent structures on its own. So unless the boundary layer is resolved with full LES,
refining the mesh will just increase the MSD, deteriorating the quality of the solution.

4.3 Coarse/Fine interface

Another problem of the combination of a hybrid RANS/LES turbulence model with AGR, is
the effect of an interface between coarse and fine cells on the transmission of the turbulence
through that interface. Grid adaptation varies locally the cell size in time and space. As a
result, a mesh with different local resolutions is created which affect the resolved turbulent
content - with possibly a switch of the turbulence model. These effects depend on the
flow direction. For instance, at a coarse to fine interface, the blending function FDES

increases. Thus, the modelled turbulence is reduced due to a decrease in the turbulent
viscosity. However, resolved content is not spontaneously created to compensate for the
loss of the modelled solution. On the contrary, for a fine to coarse interface, fine upstream
resolved turbulence is dissipated at the interface since it cannot be represented on the
coarser mesh, and it is not directly replaced by modelled turbulence. This may violate
the turbulence balance between the upstream and downstream side of the interface and
perturb the solutions.

In this section, to study the effect of a coarse/fine interface on the performance of a
hybrid RANS/LES turbulence model, a freely decaying turbulence case in a steady uniform
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(a) ∆t=0.00005

(b) ∆t=0.0002

Figure 4.11 – Time-step effect on average resolved turbulence kinetic energy

Table 4.2 – Mesh properties for the free decaying turbulence simulations

Simulation name Upstream Downstream Grid
Resolution Resolution

Uniform (Fine) 1923 1923 Uniform
Uniform (Coarse) 483 483 Uniform
Fine ⇒ Coarse
FC-Coarse 483 243 Non-Uniform
FC-Medium 963 483 Non-Uniform
FC-Fine 1923 963 Non-Uniform
Coarse ⇒ Fine
CF-Coarse 243 483 Non-Uniform
CF-Medium 483 963 Non-Uniform
CF-Fine 963 1923 Non-Uniform
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(a) Averaged u′u′ turbulent stress

(b) Averaged streamwise velocity

Figure 4.12 – Time-step effect on velocity profile and turbulent stress for the simulations
with Mesh 4 at X = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5m

(a) Non-uniform (b) Uniform

Figure 4.13 – Free wall domain and meshes for the free decaying turbulence
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(a) FDES (b) Average Modelled TKE

(c) Average Resolved TKE (d) Average Total TKE

Figure 4.15 – FDES and non-dimensionalized averaged turbulence kinetic energy for the
simulations with fine-to-coarse transition (FC)

60.7 (Figure 4.14) are compared with the time decaying rate of uniform free turbulence
in an experiment done by Comte-Bellot and Corrsin [19]. The results are reassuring
since the solutions of DES simulations match the Kolmogorov energy spectrum relation.
The difference between the computational results and the experiment is due to the lower
intensity of the turbulent fluctuations at the inflow of the domain.

For the main computations, the decay of the turbulence kinetic energy along the
streamwise direction is presented in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. For each coordinate in streamwise
direction, the turbulence kinetic energy shown is averaged over the cut plane normal to the
streamwise direction. The changes in the mesh size have an effect on the resolved turbulence
at the interface. For the scenario in which the flow passes from the fine to the coarse grid,
the resolved turbulence is reduced (Figure 4.15c) since the finest turbulent structures on
the fine mesh cannot be resolved on the coarse mesh. This difference in the resolved TKE
before and after the interface is larger for the simulations with coarser meshes, especially
for the simulation FC-Coarse which has a sharp drop. This effect is large enough to affect
the total averaged turbulence kinetic energy in Figure 4.15d. In contrast, when going
from coarse to fine (Figure 4.16c), all the resolved turbulence on the coarse grid can be
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(a) FDES (b) Average Modelled TKE

(c) Average Resolved TKE (d) Average Total TKE

Figure 4.16 – FDES and non-dimensionalized averaged turbulence kinetic energy for the
simulations with coarse-to-fine transition (CF )

preserved by the downstream fine grid, so there is no jump at the interface, except for the
CF -Coarse. For the simulations with fine and coarse uniform meshes, regardless of the
dissipation rate difference between the two simulations, no discontinuity in the solutions is
seen. These perturbations in the solution as a result of the fine and coarse interface were
also detected by Piomelli et al. [74] and Goodfriend et al. [39] while performing large eddy
simulations in which interfaces between fine and coarse grids were artificially introduced.

In addition to the sudden perturbation at the coarse/fine interface, a change in the grid
size varies the rate of the dissipation of turbulence. In Figures 4.15a and 4.16a, regardless
of which scenario is considered, the value of the blending function FDES in the finer part of
the domain is larger than in the part with low-resolution grids. A sudden decrease (increase)
happens at the interface from fine to coarse (coarse to fine) cells. Figure 4.15b shows that
for the finer parts, the modelled turbulence decays faster. This is due to the high value of
the FDES which results in a higher dissipation rate, so after the interface depending on the
change of the local grid size, the turbulence decay increases (finer grids, higher FDES) or
decreases (coarser grids, lower FDES). In contrast, the resolved TKE is better preserved
on finer grids due to lower numerical dissipation (Figure 4.15c). However, since there is no
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source of instability, the model is not triggered to create resolved turbulence. In general,
the dependency of the modelled turbulence on the mesh is huge and the change in resolved
turbulence is not enough to counterbalance this dependency. These effects are the same
for the two scenarios, it does not matter if the coarse grid comes first, or the fine grid.

The influence of time step The time step effect on the rate of the turbulence decay
is investigated as well. According to Figure 4.17 which corresponds to FC-Medium, the
change in the dissipation of the modelled TKE as a result of the change in the time step is
less than for the resolved solution. For other simulations, the behavior is more or less the
same and the the modelled TKE can be considered as time-step independent. Even the
changes in the resolved TKE are less than the differences between meshes, which means
that the spatial resolution is the dominant factor in the behavior of the turbulence.

(a) Average Modelled TKE (b) Average Resolved TKE

Figure 4.17 – Time-step effect on the turbulence kinetic energy for the simulation FC-
Medium

In addition, in Figure 4.18 for each mesh, the averaged total turbulence kinetic energy
for the simulations FC (Fine ⇒ Coarse) and CF (Coarse ⇒ Fine) are compared. The
figure shows that, while the difference between the results decreases on finer meshes, the
turbulence decay in DES simulations is highly mesh-dependent. It is possible that if the
modelled and resolved TKE at the inflow were adjusted to the grid resolution at the inlet,
the results on coarse and fine meshes would be closer. According to the principle of DES,
on finer grids the amount of inflow modelled TKE should be reduced and the amount of
resolved TKE should be increased and the way around for the coarser meshes. However, in
realistic conditions, this argument does not hold since in an unstructured mesh, all kinds
of cell sizes may exist in the domain and the mesh is not necessarily perfect for the flow at
all given positions. In addition to the current result that when a grid size interface occurs,
the changes in resolved turbulence do not compensate for those in the modelled turbulence,
this leads to the conclusion that any grid size change must be seen as a perturbation for
DES simulations when modelled and resolved turbulence coexist.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the performance dependency of DES as a hybrid RANS/LES turbulence
model on the mesh resolution and also the effect of the interface between fine and coarse
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(a) FC/CF -Coarse (b) FC/CF -Medium

(c) FC/CF -Fine

Figure 4.18 – Non-dimensionalized average total turbulence kinetic energy

grids are investigated. The study of a turbulent flow over a flat plate shows that the
DES turbulence model is sensitive to mesh changes. By refining the mesh in streamwise
direction, the LES behavior of the DES turbulence model is activated for a larger region
inside the boundary layer. For these regions the turbulent viscosity is reduced and therefore
the modelled turbulence decreases. However, no resolved solution is produced to replace
the reduction of the modelled solutions, therefore modelled stress depletion occurs. The
distance between the DES solutions and the reference RANS computation increases as the
mesh is refined. This is due to the lack of unsteadiness inside the boundary layer which
should be generated by a physical instability in the flow. The conditions for instability
in the flat plate boundary layer are normally created by the friction of the flow with the
wall, which produces a shear flow. However, the effect is suppressed by the RANS layer
close to the wall. Although using synthetic velocity fluctuations at the inlet boundary is
successful in imposing unsteadiness inside the LES regions and in stimulating the DES
model to produce resolved turbulence, the generated turbulence is not enough to avoid
MSD. Thus, one should be cautious when using fine meshes inside the boundary layer if
this can cause a coexistence of RANS and LES zones. Either the whole boundary layer
should be treated by RANS, like the IDDES simulation in which the DDES branch of the
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model is activated inside the boundary layer and the model behaves as RANS, or all the
conditions of a wall modelled LES (WMLES) simulation (see Section 2.2), like a fine mesh
and realistic inlet fluctuations, must be present.

In addition, the effect of an interface between coarse and fine cells in freely decaying
turbulence is studied. Two separate effects of the grid size change are detected: (1) the
loss of the resolved TKE at the interface when going from fine to coarse grids, since the
coarse mesh cannot resolve the fine turbulence structures coming from the fine mesh. (2)
the change in the dissipation rate of the modelled turbulence behind the interface as a
result of a difference between the values of the blending function FDES on the two side of
the interface. For instance, for the higher-resolution meshes, the blending function is larger
and the turbulence decays faster. Thus, mesh changes in space (and by extension in time)
affect the behavior of the DES turbulence model and perturb the solution by changing the
production and dissipation of the turbulence, which results in a violation of the turbulence
balance. Therefore, it can be implied that less mesh changes and locally uniform meshes
are ideal for the DES turbulence model.

Due to the effects discussed above of the grid size change on the behavior of the DES
model, problematic behavior can occur in a simulation using adaptive grid refinement,
whenever a coarse mesh is refined or a high-resolution mesh is locally coarsened. Although
the improved versions of this turbulence model, such as DDES and IDDES, reduce the
dependency of the model on the local grid resolution, the coupling of AGR with DES-type
turbulence models must be done with great care, since regardless of excessive refinement or
coarsening which can push the turbulence model to its limits, any grid refinement interface
imposes perturbations to the system which deteriorate the solution.



Chapter 5

Analysis of solution averaging

The complexity of AGR and hybrid RANS/LES coupling. Like other hybrid
RANS/LES turbulence models, detached eddy simulation (DES) is sensitive to cell size
changes [68] and its performance is affected as the mesh changes. In Chapter 4, it was
shown that the transition from a coarse mesh to a fine one imposes perturbations like the
depletion of modeled turbulence without the generation of sufficient LES content, so-called
modeled stress depletion (MSD), or the opposite, the loss of the resolved solution during
the transition from a fine mesh to a coarse one. Over the years, models like DDES or
IDDES have been proposed to reduce the effects of these issues (see Chapter 2).

However, when adaptive grid refinement (AGR) is used, the refinement or derefinement
of cells may also provoke these problems. For instance, at the beginning of a simulation,
the local cell sizes are large, so that the length scale of the hybrid RANS/LES model
corresponds to the RANS model. AGR then refines the mesh gradually in the locations
where flow features demand a fine grid. The locally refined mesh which activates the
DES limiter (d̃ = CDES∆, Eq. 2.18) may not be fine enough to support the resolved LES
content. Moreover, even if the mesh becomes fine enough, there is not necessarily a physical
mechanism to create the resolved turbulence immediately. As a result, the eddy viscosity
and therefore the modeled Reynolds stress is reduced, without any sizable resolved stress to
compensate for this loss. In the opposite situation, when the local grids are derefined and
the mesh becomes too coarse to resolve small eddies, parts of the resolved turbulence in
the solutions is removed without replacement. And when the turbulence model is switched
from LES to RANS, it is not sure that all resolved turbulence is transformed to modeled
turbulence. Thus, the changes in mesh size which are inherent in AGR may deteriorate
the performance of the turbulence model.

In addition to the turbulence modeling issue, the AGR has another perturbative effect:
the truncation error of the interpolation between coarse and fine grids. AGR tries to follow
all the turbulent structures of the flow by refining the mesh in places where the second
derivatives of the flow components are non-zero. Therefore, in unsteady flows where the
solution is always changing, using AGR means intensive mesh changes every few time
steps. These mesh changes that could be repeated several times for each location of the
computational domain, are accompanied by the interpolation of the solutions from the old
to the new grid. This large number of interpolations may eventually result in a considerable
error and therefore perturb the solution.

Averaging window. All these discussed issues make the use of adaptive grid refinement
together with a hybrid RANS/LES turbulence model complicated. A possible solution to
this problem is to use the adaptive refinement in such a way that the changes of the mesh
are limited, in order to reduce its effect on the performance of the turbulence model and

53
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to remove the interpolation errors as much as possible. To change the adaptive refinement,
three parameters are available: the threshold, the minimum cell size and the criterion (see
Chapter 2). The threshold parameter is set for the whole mesh and does not control the
refinement locally. The minimum cell size limits the refinement but only for the smallest
cells. Therefore, the right choice is to work with the refinement criterion which determines
which part of the mesh should be refined. In ISIS-CFD, the refinement criterion tensor
in the AGR process is usually defined from the instantaneous velocity and pressure fields
at the refinement time step (Chapter 3). The refinement is then performed based on this
computed criterion. Therefore, limiting the mesh changes is possible by limiting the changes
in the refinement criterion. Since the instantaneous solution evolves fast, particularly for
highly unsteady flows, the criterion which is computed from this solution, is influenced by
its evolution and changes. The proposed option here is to compute the criterion based on
an averaged solution instead of the instantaneous solution. This restricts the refinement
to capturing only the main unsteady flow features, without following all the turbulent
structures.

In AGR based on an averaged flow field, the averaging interval used to compute the
refinement criterion is of great importance. The averaging interval can be chosen from a
short sliding averaging window to the entire computational time, based on the flow behavior
and the desired grid refinement approach. For adaptive refinement, a long interval means
a slow-changing mesh because fluctuations in the flow need a lot of time to change the
averaged solution. This results in a time-lag of the refinement response to the flow evolution.
In the particular case of (quasi-)periodic flows, long intervals lead to a slow convergence of
the mesh. However, after a reasonable amount of computational time, the mesh changes
reduce to the extent that the mesh can be assumed constant. In contrast, shorter intervals
make the refinement more reactive. Since the averaged solution evolves faster and therefore
the mesh changes faster, more dynamic eddies are followed by the refinement. With short
intervals, it is not possible to obtain a converged mesh for (quasi-)periodic flows but
selecting an appropriate interval can limit the fluctuations in the averaged solution and
therefore reduce the mesh change, with the difference that the mesh refinement reacts
faster to any significant change of the flow.

The necessity of flow physics study. In order to have an idea about the right size
of the averaging interval, the physics of the flow should be considered. It is important to
know what unsteady features exist in a flow and which one is dominating. Then based on
their frequencies, it can be decided which ones will be averaged out and which ones will be
followed by the adaptive meshing.

As an example of such a study, in this chapter, a turbulent separated flow behind a
backward-facing Step (BFS) is considered. It is widely used in most of the research on
the evaluation of hybrid RANS/LES models [41, 42, 86]. Before using this test case, the
behavior of this class of fluid motion especially from the standpoint of time dependency is
described in Section 5.1. Then in Section 5.2, the backward-facing step case is simulated
with a reference fine mesh with no adaptive refinement, and the results are compared with
the available experimental data. In Section 5.3 an analysis is carried out over the signals
of several point probes to study the frequencies of the different features which exist in the
flow. Then the effect of different averaging intervals on the averaged solution is studied
(Section 5.4). The chapter ends with a conclusion which is presented in Section 5.5.
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5.1 Backward-facing step

The backward-facing Step (BFS) flows, also called "sudden expansion flows", are flows
between parallel planes that face an expansion of the bottom plane. The expansion is
known as the step. The BFS flow has attached boundary layers upstream of the step and
on the upper wall of the channel, a separation which starts from the fixed separation point
(the tip of the step) and a reattached boundary layer on the step wall, which inherits
turbulent content from the upstream separation region. The BFS is a basic model which
involves the most important features of separated flow that can be seen in daily life, such
as airfoils at large angle of attack, separation flows behind a vehicle, and also the flow
around a ship in a static drifting motion.

The flow behind a BFS is complex and involves various unsteady features. A standard
representation of the flow topology is provided in Figure 5.1. The flow wake can be divided
into three main regions: the shear layer region, the reattachment zone and the relaxation
region [48]. A BFS flow begins with an unsteady phenomenon that shows up behind the
separation point and in the shear layer region, which arises from the roll-up of the vorticity
sheet emanating from the separation point because of the velocity discontinuity in the Y
direction [79]. The initial small scale vortices are created due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability (K-H mode). Further downstream, these small vortices merge together or
amalgamate into larger vortices and create larger structures. This behavior is referred
to as vortex pairing. As the flow progresses downstream, the process of rolling and the
amalgamation of vortices continue and larger and larger scale structures are created until
they grow to the order of the step height and the process is inhibited by the lower wall.
Since the turbulent structures grow as they move forward in the shear layer, the high
frequency K-H instability changes to lower frequencies and ends up with a mode, called
step mode, which corresponds to the lowest frequency of the vortex pairing.

Figure 5.1 – Flow characteristics behind a BFS [48]

The shear layer structures, after attaining their maximum possible length scale, the
step height, and being impinged on the wall in the reattachment region, slow down. This
decreases their passing frequency and results in the gathering or amalgamation of the shear
layer structures which increases their size (Figure 5.2). This happens in the reattachment
region which is the location of the minimum value of the skin friction coefficient on the
lower wall. The point at which the shear layer touches the wall, the reattachment point,
is not fixed and moves upstream intermittently in bursts. Hasan [45] observed that this
sudden upstream move splits the shear layer into two halves and compresses the fluid which
is trapped underneath the shear layer. Most of the compressed fluid is ejected by pushing
the shear layer outward and then the split shear layer remerges again. The downward and
upward deflections of the shear layer represent a low-frequency flapping of the shear layer.
Although the origin of the reattachment point movement is still controversial and several
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other hypothesis were proposed by other researchers based on their observations [33, 44, 94],
there is an agreement in the presence of an unsteady phenomenon, called flapping motion,
which is a low-frequency instability involving the whole separated region. Finally, in
the relaxation region, the large coherent structures shed downstream with no further
amalgamation. This is referred to as the shedding mode.

Figure 5.2 – Amalgamation in the reattachment region [48]

These modes and motions are described using the non-dimensional frequency (St). The
Strouhal number is given by Sth = fH/U∞, where f is the mode frequency, H is the step
height and U∞ is the free stream velocity. In the study by Hu et al. [48] of a turbulent
separation behind a backward-facing step with several point probes along the free shear
layer, the frequencies corresponding to the shear layer rolling-up due to K-H instability,
the vortex pairing and the flapping motion were found to be StK−H = 0.7, Stpr = 0.356
and Stfl = 0.006 respectively. The frequency of the shedding mode which dominates the
relaxation region was Stsd = 0.074.

The above short description of the unsteady features which exist in the the backward-
facing step flow will be helpful for the better understanding of the analysis to come. In
the following a backward-facing step case is simulated with several point probes in order
to investigate the effects of averaging intervals in relation to the frequency of the flow
structures and the unsteady features, on the averaged solution.

5.2 Simulation of the backward-facing step flow

The specific turbulent separated flow that is simulated here, is the one that was studied
experimentally by Vogel and Eaton [105]. This particular flow was widely used during the
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last decade to study the performance of hybrid turbulence models, particularly the IDDES
model [41, 42, 86]. The objective of these studies was to model the attached boundary layer
prior to the step and the boundary layer on the entire opposite wall in RANS mode, and
after the flow separation, to have the model switch to LES mode. Also for the following
simulation, the IDDES (see Section 2.2) is used as the turbulence model.

The computational domain based on the step height H (see Figure 5.3), runs from
−4H to 20H in streamwise direction (x = 0 corresponds to the step location). In the
spanwise direction, the size of the domain is 4H and the channel expansion ratio is 5/4.

4H

H

4H 20H

Figure 5.3 – Backward-facing step domain

Mesh generation and simulation parameters. For this simulation, adaptive refine-
ment is not used. To activate the LES behavior of the IDDES model, a fine mesh which
contains 9.2 million nodes in total is generated (Figure 5.4). The mesh settings are similar
to the mesh used by Shur et al. [86]. It has appropriate clustering near the walls and in
the vicinity of the step. Several refinement boxes are used to reduce the mesh size behind
the step around the free shear layer area. The mesh is uniform in the spanwise direction
(the number of cells is 80). The maximum grid sizes in streamwise and spanwise directions
are equal to 0.1H and to 0.05H respectively, which corresponds to ∆x+ = 120 and to
∆z+ = 60 in wall units.

At the inlet, distributions of velocity and turbulence quantities are specified, which
were obtained from a precursor RANS calculation conducted for the channel flow and
correspond to the experimental value of the boundary layer thickness at that location.
Virtual fluctuation inflow (Section 4.2.1) is not used at the inlet for this case, since the
inlet fluctuations are dissipated in the upstream flow before reaching the separation point,
by the use of the RANS turbulence model in this region. Periodic boundary conditions are
specified in the spanwise direction. A no-slip condition is specified on the solid walls and
on the outlet boundary a frozen pressure is applied.

The Reynolds number based on the step height, H = 0.038 m, is equal to 28, 000 and
the incoming turbulent flow boundary layer thickness is 1.07H. A non-dimensional time
step of 0.018 is chosen to ensure that the CFL number over the entire domain remains
less than one, especially at the vicinity of the step, where the streamwise cell spacing is
minimum.

Once the solution becomes independent of the initial conditions after 2500 time steps,
the computation continues for 7500 time steps and the unsteady fields are averaged over
the whole computation period for visualization purposes. In addition, the instantaneous
velocity field, the pressure and the turbulence kinetic energy and frequency are averaged
over each period of 100 time steps and saved in a series of files. These files will be used
later on in Section 5.4 to perform the averaging over different periods.
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Figure 5.4 – Mesh resolution distribution over the backward-facing step domain

Comparison with experimental results. The time-averaged flow is compared with
the experimental results of Vogel and Eaton [105]. First the averaged solution over the
entire computation time is presented in Figure 5.5. In the averaged streamwise velocity,
a separation zone is detected between the step wall, the lower wall and the free shear
layer zone. According to the streamlines, the reattachment length (Lr), which is a critical
parameter for the BFS flow, is around 6.4H. It is comparable to the experimental data of
Vogel and Eaton (Lr = 6.66H). A good agreement is also seen in the distribution of the
mean friction coefficient along the lower and top walls (Figure 5.6). The under-predicted
friction coefficient after X/H = 11 can be explained by the coarse mesh which was used at
the end of the domain (Figure 5.4).

The physics of the flow and the evolution of the vortices can be seen in Figure 5.7.
The vorticity sheet emanates from the separation point. With just one instant of the flow,
it is not possible to see the interaction between the vortices. However, it can be seen
that behind the separation point, the flow structures in the shear layer become larger,
due to the rolling up and pairing of the small vortices and the amalgamation of the small
vortices into the larger ones. In addition, the slow flow rate in the recirculation region and
the reattachment point are also distinguishable by the velocity colored iso-surfaces of the
second invariant.

Figure 5.5 – Averaged streamwise velocity and streamlines

A comparison of the normalized averaged velocity and the normalized root mean
square (RMS) velocity profiles predicted by the the simulations at several cuts with the
experimental data, is presented in Figure 5.8. As seen in the figure, the velocity fields
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(a) Normalized averaged velocity profile

(b) Normalized RMS velocity profile

Figure 5.8 – Comparison with experimental data. Profiles taken at X/H = 2.2, 3, 3.7, 4.5,
5.2, 5.9, 6.7, 7.4 and 8.9

1 2 3 4

5

6

Figure 5.9 – Point probe positions

Table 5.1 – Coordinates of the point probes

Point Region x/H y/H

1 Shear layer 0.52 1.0
2 Shear layer 1.32 1.0
3 Shear layer 4.0 1.0
4 Reattachment 6.67 1.0
5 Reattachment 6.67 0.0
6 Relaxation 15.8 1.0
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Y-axis velocity. The high power density of the pairing frequency makes it difficult to
recognize the K-H instability peak for the X-axis velocity. In addition another peak can be
seen that is related to the low-frequency motion of the free shear layer called the flapping
motion (Stfl = 0.008).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.10 – Power spectra density of velocity in X (left) and Y (right) directions in the
shear layer region; (a,b): Point 1 (X/H = 0.52); (c,d): Point 2 (X/H = 1.32).

Going downstream, the domination of the vortex pairing reduces and a new feature
stands out (Figure 5.11): Stst = 0.22 which is related to the step mode. In the reattachment
region and close to the reattachment point (X/H = 6.67), the step mode dominates and the
pairing process is stopped. Here another peak is detected as well: Stsd = 0.11 corresponds
to the shedding mode. Finally the effect of the flapping motion of the shear layer and the
oscillation of the reattachment point is seen. At the end of the domain, in the relaxation
region (Figures 5.11c and 5.11d) the dominating frequency is related only to shedding. The
flapping motion is also detected in the relaxation zone with Stfl = 0.008. Among all the
unsteady flow features, the lowest frequency corresponds to the flapping motion.

The same frequencies are seen for the pressure point probes (Figure 5.12). The vortex
pairing as the major flow feature of the flow in the shear layer is replaced by the step mode
in the areas between the shear layer and the reattachment regions. In the relaxation region,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.11 – Power spectra density of velocity in X (left) and Y (right) directions in
the reattachment and relaxation regions; (a,b): Point 4 (X/H = 6.67); (c,d): Point 6
(X/H = 15.8).

the shedding mode dominates.
Knowing the dominating unsteady features in the flow and their frequencies helps in

selecting an appropriate averaging interval. In the next section, based on this knowledge,
different averaging intervals are selected and the corresponding averaged solutions are
studied.

5.4 Analysis of different averaging intervals

When a refinement criterion is computed from the averaged flow, the rate of change in the
averaged quantities will directly affect the behavior of the AGR. A short interval results in
more changes in the averaged solution in terms of intensity and frequency, so the mesh will
be modified frequently. In contrast, a longer averaging period leads to a mean solution
with small fluctuations, therefore the mesh is not required to change as much. In other
words, the variation of the averaged solution in time is a direct measure of the required
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 5.12 – Power spectra density of pressure at (a): Point 1 (X/H = 0.52) (b): Point
3 (X/H = 4.0) (c): Point 4 (X/H = 6.67) (d): Point 5 (X/H = 6.67) (e): Point 6
(X/H = 15.8).
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mesh change. This requires the study of the effects of different averaging intervals on the
averaged solution.

In Section 5.3, it was shown that in the flow behind a BFS, there are several frequencies
which represent the behavior of the flow, but the two critical frequencies for the choice of
the averaging window are related to the slow moving vortices of the shedding mode and the
flapping motion. The corresponding non-dimensional frequencies of these low-frequency
flow features are Stsd = 0.11 and Stfl = 0.008 respectively. The period length of the
shedding mode is about 500 time steps and for the flapping motion, the period is 7000
time steps. These periods can be used as averaging interval to see how a change in the
averaging interval affects the averaged solution.

To investigate the influence of the averaging interval, the instantaneous solutions at
each time step should be saved to perform the averaging as post processing, over different
intervals. This requires a huge amount of disk space. In order to avoid that, instead
of instantaneous solutions, the averaged solution over a small number of time steps is
calculated and saved. For this specific case, after each 100 time steps, averaging was
applied over the last 100 time steps and the averaged solutions were saved in a separate file.
These files were then used to reconstruct averages over multiples of 100 time steps. As a
consequence, the required memory for saving the data reduces by two orders of magnitude.

In Figure 5.13 the effects of several averaging intervals on the averaged streamwise
velocity and averaged TKE are presented. For smaller intervals, changes in the averaged
solutions are detected. Increasing in the size of the averaging interval makes these changes
negligible, particularly for intervals longer than 5000 time steps. The effects of the high-
frequency features in the shear layer region and also the shedding mode in the relaxation
region, which are easily visible in Figure 5.13a, diminished significantly by increasing the
averaging interval from 100 to 500 time steps. Between 500 and 1000 time steps, this
reduction is more perceptible for flow features in the relaxation region than the ones in the
shear layer region. It can be concluded that to reduce the effects of the lower-frequency
flow features, i.e. shedding mode in the relaxation region compared to the high-frequency
fluctuations in the shear layer, larger intervals are needed. Beyond 1000 time steps, which
is twice the period length of the shedding mode, the changes in the averaged solutions
continue but not as much as before. However, it is not easy to interpret precisely the
effects of the averaging interval with this purely visual analysis of spatial fluctuations in
the averaged solutions.

To have a more precise view and to see how the averaged solution evolves over time,
the changes in the averaged solution with different time-averaging periods are presented in
Figure 5.14 for several point probes of Table 5.1. For instance, for the interval with a size
of 5000 time steps, the corresponding averaged velocity at time t is the mean of the last
5000 instantaneous velocities leading up to the time t.

For the averaging interval of 1000 time steps, large fluctuations can be detected in
the averaged solutions. Increasing the averaging interval reduces the effects of the higher
frequency fluctuations and limits the amplitude of the changes in the averaged velocity for
a quasi-periodic flow like a BFS. It is implied that these increases will ultimately lead to
the complete elimination of fluctuations from the mean solutions. This behavior is seen
for all the point probes. It can be concluded that for chaotic behavior like the shedding,
averaging over only 2 periods (1000 time steps) is not enough. To diminish its effects
on the averaged solution, an averaging length of 10-15 periods (5000-8000 time steps) is
needed. In contrast, the effect of the very low-frequency flow features like the flapping
motion is still visible even for the longest intervals.

To avoid averaging over a very long interval for a periodic flow, it is possible to do the
averaging over exactly one period. According to Figure 5.15, if the averaging is applied
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(a) 100 time steps

(b) 500 time steps

(c) 1000 time steps

(d) 5000 time steps

(e) 15000 time steps (the whole computational time)

Figure 5.13 – Averaged streamwise velocity and turbulence kinetic energy, over several
intervals
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(a) Point 1 (b) Point 2

(c) Point 4 (d) Point 6

Figure 5.14 – Averaged streamwise velocity evolution in the points of Table 5.1, for several
averaging intervals, The gray dotted line is the instantaneous signal.

over one period, no matter where the averaging begins, the result is constant. In addition,
the results of the averaging over several periods and exactly one period are the same.
However, for intervals longer (or shorter) than one period, the averaged value will not
remain constant. Thus, for the BFS flow there might be an averaging period which removes
the fluctuations of the high-frequency flow features and also gives an averaged solution
close enough to a result with a very long averaging interval regarding the flapping motion.
In other words, this interval would be a compromise between reducing the effects of flow
features on the averaged solution and limiting the size of the averaging intervals which has
a direct relation to the required memory.

To determine the optimal averaging window, corresponding to one period according
to Figure 5.15, a new parameter is defined to show clearly the differences between the
averaging intervals. The parameter which is used for comparison, is the summation of the
absolute difference between two consecutive averaging intervals ∆T1 and ∆T2 with the
same size (Figure 5.16).

∑

|〈X〉i,∆T1
− 〈X〉i,∆T2

|
where 〈X〉 is the averaged local flow quantity.
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(a) Velocity (b) Pressure

(c) Turbulence kinetic energy (d) Turbulent frequency

Figure 5.17 – Summation of the absolute difference of two consecutive intervals

is close to one period of the flapping motion, it is possible to diminish or even remove
the effects of some features in the BFS flow such as shedding mode and also obtain an
averaged solution which has the least difference with the averaged solutions of very long
averaging intervals.

5.5 Conclusion

The mesh changes induced by adaptive grid refinement, that may perturb the turbulence
and introduce interpolation errors, can be limited by basing the refinement criterion on
time-averaged quantities. However, the size of the averaging interval has an effect on the
intensity and the frequency of the fluctuations in the averaged solution. Therefore, it
determines the behavior of the AGR and thus the adapted mesh. Time-averaging over
the whole computational time is the easiest but not always the best choice. Instead, the
averaging can be applied over a shorter sliding window. The selection of an effective
interval size gives interval averaging an advantage over using the entire computational time.
With a short averaging interval, the averaged solution is changed faster by the fluctuations
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(a) 100 time steps (b) 200 time steps

(c) 500 time steps (d) 1000 time steps

(e) 2000 time steps (f) 4000 time steps

(g) 5000 time steps (h) 6000 time steps

(i) 7000 time steps (j) 8000 time steps

Figure 5.18 – Averaged streamwise velocity over several intervals
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and thus AGR responds faster to large flow changes. However, finding this interval is not
possible without considering the physics of the flow.

In this chapter, a turbulent flow behind a backward-facing step is studied. The frequency
analysis of the unsteady flow features showed that there are several modes in the flow and
that each of them is important in different regions of the flow. The vortex pairing in the
shear layer region corresponds to the frequency of Stpr = 0.43. The step mode (Stst = 0.22)
takes place at the end of the shear layer and the reattachment region. The shedding
mode (Stsd = 0.11) in the relaxation region and the frequency of Stfl = 0.008 that is
related to the flapping motion of the shear layer are considered as the two low-frequency
characteristics of the BFS flow.

The averaging interval study of the BFS flow revealed that for short sliding averaging
windows, the features of the flow show their effects on the averaged solution as high-
amplitude and high-frequency signals. By an increase in the size of the interval to around
10 periods of the shedding frequency, it is possible to remove the effects of most features
of the flow and reduce the fluctuations in the averaged solution. However, for the low-
frequency features such as the flapping mode, an even longer averaging interval is needed.
In that case, since the BFS flow is quasi-periodic, it is possible to find a characteristic
signal for the entire flow and to apply the averaging over one complete period of it, instead
of a very long interval.

To find the proper period length, the differences between two consecutive intervals
with the same size were compared for several interval sizes. In different regions of the
flow, an increase in the size of the averaging interval does not always lead to a decrease in
the differences, since the dominating features and therefore the local signals are not the
same. However, in a general view, based on the summation error of the entire domain
(Figure 5.17) and the local differences between two consecutive intervals (Figure 5.18),
it can be concluded that an averaging interval of about 1000 time steps (2 complete
periods of the shedding mode) will be enough to diminish the effects of the high-frequency
flow fluctuations in the shear layer and the shedding effects in the relaxation region on
the averaged solution. However, a longer averaging interval is required to remove these
fluctuation effects completely. The optimal size for an averaging interval is between 5000
to 6000 time steps which is 10-15 periods of the shedding mode and is close to the one
period of the flapping motion. Averaging over this interval size removes the effects of the
flow features like the shedding mode and it gives a relatively close approximation to the
solution over a very long averaging interval. By averaging over this averaging interval, the
changes in the averaged solution are reduced significantly. even though it is not possible
to remove the effects of the slow moving flapping motion and the averaged solution will
remain under the influence of this flow feature.

Selecting any of these averaging intervals will affect AGR behavior and lead to a
different amount of refinement in the mesh. Therefore, depending on which unsteady flow
features are most important, or to what extent the mesh changes are tolerated, a short or
a long averaging interval can be chosen. What happens in all cases is, that the fluctuations
in the solution are reduced to a desired extent by the averaging, and the adaptation based
on this averaged solution follows the slower evolution of the flow.



Chapter 6

Analysis of average-based
refinement criteria

As discussed in previous chapters, coupling adaptive grid refinement (AGR) and hybrid
RANS/LES models will affect the performance of the turbulence model and also introduce
extra truncation errors into the system. A possible solution, especially in configurations for
which the spatial resolution requirements do not vary significantly over time (statistically
steady or periodic turbulent flows), is to base the refinement criterion on the averaged flow
(Section 5.1). This chapter discusses the development of such criteria.

Two approaches can be used to base AGR on the averaged solution: the first one is
to perform the averaging of the instantaneous solutions over a proper averaging interval
determined according to the flow physics (see Chapter 5). Then, before each refinement
step, the refinement criterion is computed from this averaged solution. In the second
approach, the refinement criterion is computed from the instantaneous solution at each
time step and then the averaging is applied to the computed instantaneous criteria over
the same averaging interval. There are several differences between these two approaches
which will be discussed in detail in this chapter.

Selecting a proper averaging interval is important because, as discussed in Chapter 5, it
will affect the rate of change in the averaged solution, which modifies the behavior of AGR.
For instance, for the backward-facing step (BFS) case in the previous chapter, the effects
of high-frequency flow features in the shear layer and the shedding mode in the relaxation
region are averaged out when an interval of around 6000 time steps is used (10-15 periods
of the shedding mode or almost one period of the flapping motion). Thus, the averaged
solution varies little in these regions of the flow, so less grid variation will be expected and
a more or less constant mesh will be obtained. In opposite, using a shorter interval like
1000 time steps (2 periods of the shedding mode) increases the variation of the averaged
solution in the relaxation region due to the shedding mode. Therefore, more and faster
variation will be applied to the mesh by the AGR in this region. Hence, the effects of the
averaging interval on the average solutions lead to behavioral changes in the AGR that
should be considered.

The effect of small-scale eddies in the regions of the flow where the velocity is low, like
the recirculation zone for the BFS, is also studied. The small eddies in the recirculation
zone may be transferred to its upper shear layer by the circulation in the region and affect
the destabilization of the shear layer. However, averaging removes the small fluctuations
in the local flow and since the AGR is based on the averaged quantities, this may reduce
the amount of the refinement in these regions and therefore dissipate the local turbulence.
Since this is a potential problem for any average-based refinement, the likely effects of
these small eddies are investigated in this chapter.

71
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To study the effects of the averaging interval and the two averaging approaches on the
behavior of AGR, the already described BFS case is considered (see Section 5.2 for more
details). In Chapter 5 the simulation was performed using periodic boundary conditions in
the spanwise direction. Since it is currently not possible to use AGR and periodic boundary
conditions together in the ISIS-CFD solver, the same simulation as the one described in
Section 5.2 is first repeated with mirror boundary conditions in the spanwise direction
instead of the periodic boundary conditions. The results of this reference simulation are
presented in Section 6.1. Another reference simulation in Section 6.2 shows the frequent
mesh changes when AGR is based on the instantaneous solutions without performing any
averaging. The computation starts with an initial coarse mesh and AGR is used to follow
most of the turbulent structures without limitation. In Section 6.3, the two averaging
approaches defined above are described in detail and their effects on the behavior of the
AGR and the final solution are studied. The size of the averaging interval as an influential
parameter on the performance of the AGR is investigated in Section 6.4. The importance of
the small eddies in the recirculation zone is assessed in Section 6.5 by adding a refinement
box to the initial mesh over this zone. The chapter ends with conclusions.

6.1 Periodic and mirror boundary conditions

In Section 5.2, a turbulent flow behind a backward-facing step is simulated using the
IDDES turbulence model on a high-resolution mesh without adaptive grid refinement.
Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the spanwise direction. Since in the ISIS-CFD
solver, the periodic boundary condition for AGR is not yet defined, the mirror boundary
condition will be used instead for all the computations with AGR in this chapter. As a
reference for these computations, the fine-grid simulation from Section 5.2 is repeated with
mirror boundary conditions. Figures 6.1-6.5 present the effect of changing the spanwise
boundary condition.

Using mirror boundary conditions results in a larger recirculation zone (Figure 6.1) and
pushes the reattachment point toward the downstream direction (X/H = 6.8), compared
to X/H = 6.5 for the simulation with periodic boundary conditions and X/H = 6.6 for
the experimental data. The same thing happens for the resolved turbulence: as presented
in Figure 6.2, the peak of the resolved turbulence kinetic energy moves downstream. The
mean friction coefficient is also affected by the change in the spanwise boundary conditions
(Figure 6.3). The solution along the lower wall moves to the right compared to the results
of the simulation with spanwise periodic boundary conditions and the experimental data.
However, after the reattachment and particularly at the beginning of the relaxation region,
the results are in good agreement with the experiment. Right after the refinement box
(X/H = 13), the jump in the friction coefficient is due to the abrupt coarsening of the
mesh.

The average streamwise velocity and the average resolved turbulence kinetic energy
for three X-cuts are presented in Figures 6.5 and 6.5. Each cut corresponds to a specific
region of the flow: X/H = 2.2 lies in the shear layer, X/H = 5.2 in the reattachment
region, and X/H = 12 in the relaxation region. The boundary layer thickness near the
spanwise boundaries of the domain (Z/H = ±2) in the relaxation zone is significantly
affected by the change in the boundary conditions (Figure 6.4). The same influence is seen
in Figure 6.5 for the resolved turbulence kinetic energy. The mirror boundary conditions
make a slow layer in spanwise direction, which causes some blocking. This blocking may
accelerate the flow in the recirculation region and thus lengthen this region. Comparing the
resolved turbulence in the shear layer region (X/H = 2.2) for both boundary conditions,
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(a) Mirror boundary condition

(b) Periodic boundary condition

Figure 6.1 – Average streamwise velocity in the center plane

the delay in the generation of the resolved content for the simulation with mirror boundary
conditions for the entire domain along the Z-axis is seen.

For the computations with AGR, mirror boundary conditions will be used as the
spanwise boundary conditions. However, to reduce some of the effects of the spanwise
boundary conditions, since the size of the domain in Z direction is large enough (4H), it
is possible to only consider the solutions of a slice at Z/H = 0. But like this reference
simulation with mirror boundary conditions, in computations with AGR it is expected
to see the same differences in the reattachment length and the mean friction coefficient,
compared to the simulation with the periodic boundary conditions and the experimental
results.

6.2 Simulation using non-averaged AGR

Mesh and computation settings. Unlike the previous simulations, the initial mesh
for a simulation with AGR should not necessarily be fine, since the adaptive refinement
will create the fine mesh. For the BFS case, a simple unstructured coarse mesh is used
(Figure 6.6). The grid sizes in all directions are twice larger than the biggest cell size of
the previous simulations without AGR. A small refinement box is used close to the step
tip to avoid large skewed boundary layer cells and to ensure a regular refined mesh near
the separation point. The properties of the initial coarse mesh are presented in Table 6.1
and compared with the reference fine mesh which was used in the previous section.
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(a) Mirror boundary condition

(b) Periodic boundary condition

Figure 6.4 – Average streamwise velocity with two different boundary conditions in spanwise
direction at X/H = 2.2, 5.2, 12

(a) Mirror boundary condition

(b) Periodic boundary condition

Figure 6.5 – Average resolved turbulence kinetic energy with two different boundary
conditions in spanwise direction at X/H = 2.2, 5.2, 12
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Figure 6.6 – Initial coarse mesh for the computations with AGR

The grid refinement starts once the solution becomes independent of the initial conditions
(after 2500 time steps). The AGR parameters (Section 3.3) are set as follows: to follow
all the small structures of the flow, the refinement process is repeated every two time
steps. The second derivative of the flux components is used as the refinement criterion (see
Section 3.3.2), which is computed based on the instantaneous flow field. The minimum
cell size is set to the smallest grid size of the reference fine mesh in the previous section to
allow the AGR to refine as much as the previous simulation. By trial and error, a threshold
of Tr = 0.01 is set for the refinement. And finally, to avoid excessive computational cost,
the refinement will be restricted in all directions for X/H > 15. Once the refinement
is activated, the computation continues for about 7500 time steps which is close to one
period of the flapping motion (see Section 5.1) in the BFS flow. This simulation is named
AGR-100 and its properties are presented in Table 6.2.

Non-averaged AGR results. In Figure 6.7, the variation of the number of cells during
the computation is presented. The beginning of the refinement at T = 0.15 is associated
with a sharp increase in the number of cells from half a million up to about 20 millions
cells. This usually happens in computations with AGR which start from a very coarse
mesh. The mesh is changed rapidly by AGR which perturbs the flow. This perturbation of
the flow leads to more changes and more refinement in the mesh. This trend continues to
some extent and afterwards, the flow fluctuations are reduced and subsequently a reduction
in the number of cells is seen. When the flow is established, the mesh varies between 4
and 8 million cells and follows the unsteady flow features. For several instants, Figure 6.8
shows that the adaptation refines the grids to follow the moving vortices. The refinement
is applied around the shear layer and also in the reattachment and the relaxation regions
where the mesh changes constantly according to the changes in flow features. In other parts
of the domain, especially in the recirculation zone where the flow rate is low, no refinement
is applied by AGR. The local coarse grids behind the step show that the recirculation
region grows during the course of the simulation.

In Figures 6.9 and 6.10, the solution of the computation with AGR based on the
instantaneous flow (AGR-100 ) is compared with the reference simulation on the fine mesh.
For the regions where the derivatives of the flow fields are small, like the recirculation zone,
the adaptation does not refine the mesh and the small energy-carrying scales of the flow in
these regions which were captured in the reference simulation, are missing (Figure 6.9b).
In the recirculation zone, the absence of these small eddies, which may have an effect
on the destabilization of the shear layer, results in a more stable and longer shear layer.
The difference between the length of the recirculation zone for the two simulations can be
easily detected by the averaged streamwise velocity colored iso-surface Q criterion. For the
computation AGR-100, the reattachment length is about X/H = 8.34, 25% larger than the
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Table 6.2 – Properties of the performed simulations, CA: Criterion of Averaged flow field,
AC: Average of the instantaneous criterion

Computation name Averaging method Interval (time step) Tr

Fine (fixed mesh) - - -
AGR-100 NO Averaging - 0.01
CA@-50 Time-averaged flow field all 0.005
CA@-25 Time-averaged flow field all 0.0025
AC@-25 Time-averaged Criterion all 0.0025
AC@-20 Time-averaged Criterion all 0.0020
AC@-15 Time-averaged Criterion all 0.0015
AC50-25 Time-averaged Criterion 1250 0.0025
AC01-25 Time-averaged Criterion 25 0.0025
AC@-25B1† Time-averaged Criterion all 0.0025
AC@-25B2† Time-averaged Criterion all 0.0025

†A refinement box is added to the initial mesh.

experimental data (Table 6.3). Another difference between the two solutions is the poor
representation of the shear layer in the computation AGR-100 which is due to the low-
resolution mesh around the shear layer region. The refinement threshold could be reduced
to improve the resolution of the mesh. However, since the grids in the reattachment and
relaxation regions are very fine compared to the local grids around the shear layer, a lower
threshold which means more refinement for the entire domain, would result in an excessive
refinement in these regions and therefore it increases significantly the computational cost.

Figure 6.7 – Variation of the number of cells by AGR for AGR-100

The distribution of the mean friction coefficient along the lower and top wall is presented
in Figure 6.10. There is a discrepancy with the experimental data along the lower wall,
mostly for the reattachment and the relaxation regions where the mesh is constantly
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Table 6.3 – Cell size and reattachment length

Computation N◦ Cells (×106) Lr (X/H) Error (%)
Exp. - 6.66 -
Fine 9.3 7.3 9.6
AGR-100 6.6 8.35 25
CA@-50 0.7 9 35.4
CA@-25 2.4 7.14 7.2
AC@-25 1.3 7.9 18.7
AC@-20 2.5 7.0 5.1
AC@-15 9.9 6.9 3.6
AC50-25 2.5 7.7 15.6
AC@-25B1 2.0 6.5 -2.5
AC@-25B2 1.8 6.3 -5.4

Figure 6.8 – Mesh evolution of AGR-100 during the refinement process for the instants
T = 0.33, 0.42 and 0.51
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modified by AGR because of the changes in the flow structures. The likely explanation for
this discrepancy is the interpolation errors in the transfer of the solutions between the old
mesh and the new one, which perturbs the solution.

(a) Fixed mesh

(b) AGR-100

Figure 6.9 – Iso-surface of the second invariant Q = 2500 for the two reference simulations,
colored by averaged streamwise velocity

(a) (b)

Figure 6.10 – Mean friction coefficient distributions along the (a): lower wall; (b): top wall

In conclusion, AGR based on the instantaneous solutions can follow the flow features
by refining or derefining the mesh frequently. However, this capturing of the flow features
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causes a significant variation in the number of cells during the computation which sometimes
is undesirable, especially when the computational resources are limited. In addition, there
is a large difference in the refinement criterion values between the recirculation region and
the rest of the flow, for instantaneous DES flows. This difference leads to a low grid density
in the recirculation zone compared to the rest of the domain. Reducing the threshold can
increase the refinement in this region and helps in capturing the small local flow features.
But since the threshold is a global parameter, AGR would increase the refinement of the
entire domain, even in the locations where no further refinement is required, and the
computational cost increases greatly. Finally, during each refinement the solution of the
old mesh is interpolated to the new adapted mesh. This interpolation is associated with
an error. Frequent refinement and large mesh changes at each refinement step increase the
number of interpolations and thus the total error of the interpolations, which can perturb
the final solution. The following sections investigate whether average-based grid refinement
can solve these three problems.

6.3 Refinement based on averaged quantities

6.3.1 Averaging techniques

To limit the mesh changes during the adaptation process, AGR can be based on the
averaged quantities, with less frequent refinement than in the previous test. Two different
averaging approaches are studied in this section. In the first approach, the instantaneous
flow fields (velocity and pressure fields) are averaged over a specific interval. Before each
refinement step, the refinement criterion is computed based on these averaged fields. In
the second approach, before each time step, the refinement criterion is computed from the
instantaneous solution and averaging is performed over these instantaneous criteria. Then,
in each refinement step, AGR refines or derefines the mesh based on the current average
of the refinement criteria computed from the instantaneous solution. This approach is
more expensive than the one in which the averaging is applied over the flow fields, in terms
of computational cost and required memory. First, the refinement criterion is computed
before each time step, instead of only before the refinement. And second, instead of 4
variables for the averaged solution (three for the velocities and one for the pressure), the 6
variables of the criterion tensor field (Section 3.3) must be saved for each set of averaging
tables.

In addition, to perform the averaging over the solutions, two different averaging methods
are proposed based on the size of the averaging interval. In the first method, the averaging
is applied over the entire computational time, and in the second one a sliding averaging
window is selected which slides through the computational time. Different implementations
are required for each of these averaging methods. In Figure 6.11, the averaging schemes
are presented.

For averaging over the entire computational time (Figure 6.11a), the instantaneous
solutions in each time step are summed. The summation is saved in one set of tables which
is updated before each time step. Before each refinement time step, the average value is
computed by dividing the summation by the current number of time steps; this average is
used to define the refinement criterion.

For a sliding window, in which the averaging is applied over a constant number of time
steps, the averaging algorithm is more complex. The instantaneous solutions of each time
step need to be saved separately to be used for the averaging. This is very expensive in
terms of the required memory to save the solutions. Since the average solution is needed
only at the refinement time steps, it is possible to use the same trick as in Section 5.4 to
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reduce the number of tables which should be saved. The average solution over intervals
between refinement steps can be saved instead of saving the solution of each time step.
In this case, two situations happen: if the sliding window equals the time steps between
refinements, one set of tables is required to save the solution (Figure 6.11c) and the new
average solution is overwritten in the existing set of tables after each refinement step.
However, for longer sliding windows which must be a multiple of the interval between the
refinements, a table will be required for each refinement interval in the sliding window
(Figure 6.11b).

For the case which is used in this section, instead of every two time steps in the previous
section, the refinement takes place every 25 time steps. When using a sliding window of
1250 time steps, after each group of 25 time steps, the averaged values are saved in one set
of tables. For this interval which is a multiple of 25, 50 sets of tables are needed. After
the first 1250 time steps, the averaged values of the next 25 time steps are saved in the
tables which were associated with the oldest saved solution. For the refinement step, the
averaging is applied over these 50 sets of tables and the averaged solution is used for the
refinement. It should be noted that even 50 sets of tables is expensive since the standard
ISIS-CFD uses 100-200 tables in total. So it means that the required memory increases by
more than 150%.

These averaging methods are implemented in a dynamic library. This library is called
by the ISIS-CFD solver before each time step. Depending on the averaging interval, either
the entire computational time or a sliding window, one of the described algorithms will be
used. The effect of the averaging interval is studied in Section 6.4.

6.3.2 Criterion of the averaged flow field (CA)

This section presents computations using the averaging approach where the criterion is
computed from the averaged flow field. Like the previous computation with AGR in
Section 6.2, the computation starts with a coarse mesh. The properties of the initial
mesh are presented in Table 6.1. The computation runs for 2500 time steps to remove the
transient effect of the flow, without any refinement. Then the averaging process starts
and when the averaged solutions are computed over the first 25 time steps, the refinement
is applied for the first time. For this simulation, the interval size is set to the entire
computational time (7500 time steps max), so only one set of tables is enough to save the
averaged values. With respect to the computation AGR-100, since the averaged quantities
are used for the refinement, the magnitude of the criterion components is reduced. Thus,
with the same threshold, according to Eq. 3.18 the requested grid size increases. To keep a
similar number of cells, the threshold should be lowered. Therefore, two smaller thresholds
are tested (0.005 and 0.0025).

To distinguish more easily between the different simulations, each computation is
represented by a code. This code begins with two capital letters which corresponds to
the averaging approach which is used in the simulation: «CA» indicates the Criterion
based on the Averaged flow fields. The size of the sliding averaging window is specified
by the number of tables used for saving the values, or by «@» which indicates the entire
computational time. The last two digits on the right side of the code are related to the
threshold. Thus, the two simulations considered here are called CA@-50 and CA@-25

(Table 6.2).
The results of these cases are presented in Figures 6.12-6.17. The variation of the

number of cells shows an increase in the number of cells right after the AGR is applied for
the first time (at time T = 0.15) in the computations CA@-50 and CA@-25 (Figure 6.12).
This increase is far less than the computation AGR-100, even though the thresholds are
lower for these two simulations. The final meshes of the two computations with different
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Figure 6.12 – The changes of the number of cells for the two computations CA@-50 and
CA@-25

(a) CA@-50

(b) CA@-25

Figure 6.13 – The final refined meshes for the two computations CA@-50 and CA@-25
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thresholds are presented in Figure 6.13. It shows that Tr = 0.005 is not small enough for
the adaptation to refine the mesh even in the free shear layer region. With Tr = 0.0025
however, in the final mesh, refined grids are seen around the shear layer, in parts of the
reattachment and the relaxation regions and also close to the walls. The evolution of these
refined grids is much less pronounced during the computations (Figure 6.14) compared
to the extreme mesh changes found at different instants for the computation AGR-100

(Figure 6.8). In addition, as the computation continues the recirculation zone gets larger
because the effects of the transient solutions on the averaged solution decrease, so the
local averaged solution is changed less. Thus, the mesh in the recirculation zone becomes
coarser.

Figure 6.14 – Mesh evolution of CA@-25 during the refinement process for the instants
T = 0.33, 0.42 and 0.51

The mean friction coefficient distribution along the walls for these two simulations is
presented in Figure 6.15. It shows that the solution is improved by reducing the threshold
to Tr = 0.0025, especially in the reattachment and the relaxation regions where the
refinement is mostly performed. The reattachment length for the computation CA@-25

is predicted around X/H = 7.14 and the difference with experimental data, from 25% of
the computation AGR-100, goes down to a bit more than 7%. Before the reattachment,
the results for the lower wall match the solutions of the previous computations and are
overestimated compared to the experimental data.

The iso-surface Q criterion at the end of the simulation which is presented in Figure 6.16
also confirms that Tr = 0.005 is not low enough, so the adapted mesh cannot capture the
flow features. By reducing the threshold and increasing the refinement, smaller turbulent
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(a) Lower wall (b) Top wall

Figure 6.15 – Mean friction coefficient distributions along the (a): lower wall; (b): top wall
for the two computations CA@-50 and CA@-25

(a) CA@-50

(b) CA@-25

Figure 6.16 – Iso-surface of the second invariant Q = 2500 for simulations CA@-50 and
CA@-25, colored by averaged streamwise velocity
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Figure 6.17 – The irregularities of the final refined mesh for the computation CA@-25

structures especially in the reattachment region are captured. However, the small eddies
in the recirculation zone are not captured due to the coarse grids in this region (compare
with Figure 6.9).

Despite the somewhat acceptable results of adaptive refinement based on averaged
solutions compared with the reference simulations, the use of this averaging approach is not
possible without modifications in the interpolation process. Zooming into the refinement
regions shows that the mesh is not regular (Figure 6.17). These irregularities come from
the interpolation process for transferring the averaged solution from the coarse grid to the
fine grid, during the mesh refinement. Since the interpolation is linear (C1), the second
derivative of the interpolated solution is discontinuous on the boundaries of the coarse cells
and thus those regions are refined excessively. Although AGR based on averaged solutions
can predict the solution with fewer mesh changes and cheaper computation (but with some
degree of error), the irregularities in the mesh make it invalid and this averaging approach
cannot be used unless a higher-order interpolation is performed.

6.3.3 Average of the criterion (AC)

The second approach, in which the refinement criterion is defined from the instantaneous
solutions at each time step and the averaging is applied over these computed criteria,
is considered here. Thus, the beginning of the simulation code is changed to «AC», for
Average of the instantaneous Criterion. The simulation conditions remain the same as the
previous simulations. Since the threshold of Tr = 0.005 was found to be not low enough
for AGR to refine the mesh, the first simulation for this approach uses Tr = 0.0025.

The first effect of averaging over the criterion is the removal of the mesh irregularities
(Figure 6.18a). The mesh density is distributed smoothly from the coarse-grid parts to the
regions where the higher mesh resolution is required. As time passes and turbulence spreads
downstream, the refined regions become larger (Figure 6.19). Like the first averaging
approach, the refinement is performed around the shear layer, in the reattachment region, in
part of the relaxation region and in the vicinity of the walls. The mesh in the recirculation
zone remains coarse due to the low flow rate.

The refinement based on the average of the criterion leads to a regular refined mesh,
but with the same threshold and simulation conditions as the case in which the averaging
is applied over the flow fields, the final mesh is coarser (see Figure 6.20 and Table 6.3). In
addition, the variation in the number of cells during the computation is not the same as
before. The figure shows that the increase in the cell number after starting the refinement
is less than before. The rate of increase is gradually reduced until the mesh converges to a
constant number of cells which is almost half the previous case (1.3 million cells).

The distance between the mean friction coefficient of the computation AC@-25 and the
experimental data increases in the reattachment and the relaxation regions (Figure 6.21)
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(a) Tr = 0.0025

(b) Tr = 0.0020

(c) Tr = 0.0015

Figure 6.18 – The final refined meshes for the computations AC@-25, AC@-20 and AC@-15

compared to the other averaging approach. The error in the prediction of the reattachment
length (Table 6.3) also increases to more than 18%. So while the refined mesh of the
simulation with AGR based on an averaged criterion is regular, the errors in the solutions
are higher than before. This can be the result of the coarser final mesh compared to the
other case.

To increase the resolution of the final mesh, lower thresholds can be used. Thresholds
Tr = 0.002 and 0.0015 are tested (Table 6.2). As a result, the mesh becomes finer
particularly in the shear layer and the reattachment regions (Figures 6.18b and 6.18c). In
the relaxation region, the mesh density increases until the end of the refinement limiting
box (Section 3.3.3) at X/H = 15. Finally, the grids are finer in the vicinity of the walls
and for Tr = 0.0015, the edges of the boundary layers are fully captured by AGR. Due to
this increase in the refinement, the mesh contains almost 2.5 million cells for simulation
AC@-20 and 10 million cells for AC@-15 (Figure 6.20) at the end of the computation,
and the evolution of the cell numbers indicate that these simulations may not be fully
converged.

On one hand, a high-resolution mesh is undesirable in terms of computational cost. On
the other hand, such a mesh increases the accuracy of the solutions compared to simulations
with higher thresholds. The error in the reattachment length for AC@-20 is a bit more
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Figure 6.19 – Mesh evolution of AC@-25 during the refinement process for the instants
T = 0.33, 0.42 and 0.51

than 5% with only 2.5 million cells. However, the significant increase in the cells number
due to the reducing the threshold to 0.0015 in simulation AC@-15 leads to 3.6% error of
the reattachment length (Table 6.3).

The distribution of the mean friction coefficient is also affected by the increase in the
mesh resolutions. As the threshold is lowered, the solutions get closed to the experimental
data especially in the reattachment and the relaxation regions (Figure 6.21). Figure 6.22
shows how the reduction of the threshold leads to more creation of turbulence in the
entire computational domain. For simulation AC@-15, the vortices in the shear layer are
better represented (Figure 6.22c). The rolling up of the vortex sheets can be detected.
The small-size structures of the parts of the recirculation zone which are close to the
reattachment point, are also captured. However, even by lowering the threshold, AGR
was not able to capture small eddies in the forward recirculation zone and the local mesh
remains coarse. This may be also the reason for the overestimated solution of skin friction
in this zone.

In conclusion, with respect to AGR-100, the average-based refinement leads to a limited
variation of mesh size in space and time as long as the averaging applied over the criterion.
To obtain a compatible solution with the experimental data, a significant number of cells
is still needed. Reduction of the threshold results in more refined grids in the recirculation
region, but the smallest eddies are still not captured. Although the results of AC@-15 with
around 10 million cells are in good agreement with the experimental data, the solutions
are still affected by the lack of convergence of the mesh. This is a consequence of using the
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Figure 6.20 – The changes of the number of cells for the simulations with the average of
the criterion

(a) Lower wall (b) Top wall

Figure 6.21 – Mean friction coefficient distributions along the (a): lower wall; (b): top wall
for the two computations CA@-25 and AC@-25
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(a) AC@-25

(b) AC@-20

(c) AC@-15

Figure 6.22 – Iso-surface of the second invariant Q = 2500 for simulations AC@-25, AC@-20

and AC@-15, colored by averaged streamwise velocity
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entire computational time as an averaging interval, which implies that the speed of change
in the mesh towards convergence gets slower as the simulation runs for a longer time.

6.4 Averaging interval analysis

In the previous computations, the final refined meshes were based on the averaging over
the entire computational time. The final averaging interval is 7500 time steps which is
close to one complete period of the flapping motion (7000 time steps, see Section 5.4).
This diminishes the effect of low-frequency flow features on the averaged solution and
reduces the rate of change of the averaged solution, which causes the mesh adaptation
to occur slowly, as seen above. Reducing the size of the averaging interval increases the
rate of change in the averaged solution (Chapter 5), since a smaller interval increases the
effects of the high-frequency unsteady flow features on the averaged solutions. In addition,
any change in the flow conditions, such as an increase or a decrease in the inlet velocity,
changes the averaged solution sooner. This faster evolution of the averaged solution allows
the AGR to be more reactive and adapt the mesh quicker.

In this section, for the previous average-based simulations, shorter sliding averaging
intervals are tested. Two simulations AC50-25 and AC01-25 are performed in this section.
In both simulations, the refinement is applied based on the average of the criterion, and
the threshold is Tr = 0.0025. The difference is only in the size of the sliding interval.
For the simulation AC50-25, the averaging is applied over an interval which contains 50
refinements. There are 25 time steps between two consecutive refinements, therefore the
size of the interval is 1250 time steps, which corresponds to 2.5 periods of the shedding
mode. In Chapter 5, it was seen that averaging over this interval is sufficient to diminish
the effect of the high-frequency flow features in the shear layer. For the other computation
AC01-25, the averaging interval is one refinement interval or 25 time steps (Figure 6.11c).
This short interval is less than one period of K-H instability in the shear layer which is
about 100 time steps.

The variation of the number of cells in Figure 6.23 shows an increase in the rate of mesh
change. For the AC01-25, the changes in the mesh are close to the simulation AGR-100,
where no averaging is applied. Although in AC01-25 the refinement is not applied as
frequently as the simulation AGR-100 - every 25 time steps compared with every 2 time
steps - and is based on the average of 25 solutions instead of the instantaneous solutions,
the threshold is much lower so a larger amount of refinement is allowed. For this reason
the computation was expensive and was terminated before it finished.

In simulation AC50-25, the refined mesh at the end of the computation contains twice
the number of cells of the equivalent simulation with averaging over the entire computational
time (Table 6.3). Applying the refinement based on a sliding interval of 1250 time steps
increases the effects of the flow features like the shedding mode on the averaged solution.
Therefore, the AGR refines the mesh more to follow these unsteady features. Most of this
refinement is applied in the reattachment and the relaxation regions (Figure 6.24) where
these unsteady features are more pronounced; this makes the mesh in these regions less
smooth.

The shorter interval also has an effect on the speed of the mesh convergence. Comparing
the final mesh of the two simulations AC@-25 and AC50-25 in Figure 6.24 shows the same
refinement in the shear layer region. However, the refinement in parts of the recirculation
zone for AC@-25 no longer exists in the final refined mesh of AC50-25 and, on the contrary,
the relaxation region is refined more. This implies that a shorter interval increases the
convergence speed of the adaptation compared to the refinement based on the entire
computational time. The evolution of the mesh in several instants of the computation for
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Figure 6.23 – The changes of the number of cells for the two computations AC01-25 and
AC50-25, as well as AC@-25

(a) AC@-25

(b) AC50-25

Figure 6.24 – The final refined meshes for the two computations AC50-25 and AC@-25
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Figure 6.25 – Mesh evolution of AC50-25 during the refinement process for the instants
T = 0.33, 0.42 and 0.51

the simulation AC50-25 (Figure 6.25) shows how fast the mesh undergoes changes toward
convergence compared to the simulation AC@-25 (Figure 6.19), particularly for the regions
like the shear layer and the recirculation zone which are under the direct influence of the
shedding mode due to the short averaging interval length.

The distribution of the mean friction coefficient in Figure 6.26 shows improvement in
the reattachment and relaxation regions for the lower wall. In addition, the error of the
prediction of the reattachment length (Table 6.3) is slightly smaller than AC@-25 even
though the refinement in the recirculation region is less. The iso-surface Q criterion of
this simulation (Figure 6.27) is very similar to AC@-25 (Figure 6.22a), except for the
relaxation region in which more smaller-size turbulent structures are created due to the
local refinement in this region.

Generally, there is a limitation on the sliding window length, due to the required
memory to save the solutions. Although using sets of averaged values instead of saving all
the solutions reduced significantly the required memory, it is still expensive compared to
the standard ISIS-CFD simulation. A shorter interval causes the mesh adaptation to react
faster to the flow evolution, so the convergence of the mesh is obtained faster, contrary to
the simulations with the averaging interval of the entire computational time in which the
adaptation of the mesh is performed slowly. A second effect is that, due to the increase of
the effects of flow features like the flapping motion and the shedding mode on the averaged
solution, more refinement and more mesh changes appear in the reattachment and the
relaxation regions. This may or may not be a desired effect.
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(a) Lower wall (b) Top wall

Figure 6.26 – Mean friction coefficient distributions along the (a): lower wall; (b): top wall
for the computation AC50-25

Figure 6.27 – Iso-surface of the second invariant Q = 2500 for AC50-25 ; colored by averaged
streamwise velocity

6.5 Effect of the recirculation zone

In all the previous simulations with AGR, no matter which averaging approach is performed
or what the size of the averaging interval is, the local grids in the recirculation zone are
coarse. The reason for this is the inability of the refinement criterion to capture small
turbulent eddies in the recirculation zone. Since the rate of flow in this zone compared
to other parts of the domain is very low, the local value of the refinement criterion which
is the second derivative of the flow field, is not large enough to lead to any refinement in
the recirculation zone. This is exactly what was observed by Castro-Díaz et al [16]. They
proposed a scaled refinement criterion to increase the refinement in the recirculation zone,
especially for the secondary vortices in the corner of the step. However, the principle of
AGR with Hessian-based criteria implies that low-gradient flow has no influence on the
rest of the domain, so it can be resolved with coarse meshes.

The question here is, what the influence of a coarse mesh in the recirculation zone is,
for the BFS flow. Two possible answers can be assumed for this question: first, there may
be an effect of the small eddies in the recirculation zone on the shear layer. These small
eddies recirculate into the shear layer and may cause the shear layer to be destabilized
sooner, which has an effect on the location of the reattachment point on a coarse mesh, if
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Figure 6.29 – The changes of the number of cells for the computations AC@-25B1 and
AC@-25B2, as well as AC@-25

This quick increase in the number of cells in both the simulations is indicative of the faster
transient due to the initial mesh refinement in the shear layer.

The similarity of the two final meshes in Figure 6.30 also confirms that it is the removal
of the transient effect which leads to the high-resolution refined meshes in the relaxation
region, compared to the final mesh of AC@-25 (Figure 6.18a). The computations start
with a fine grid behind the separation point and around the shear layer. The resolution of
the mesh in these regions is high enough to activate the LES behavior of the turbulence
model even during the first 2500 time steps which are dedicated to removing the transient
flow. This is not the case for AC@-25 which starts with an initial coarse mesh without
any refinement box. Thus, the presence of the refinement box is the shear layer region
gives the turbulence model enough time to generate resolved content to represent the shear
layer. The propagation of this turbulent content toward the downstream region causes
more refinement in the reattachment and the relaxation regions.

The distribution of the mean friction coefficient in the reattachment and relaxation
zones is improved for both simulations as a result of the better representation of the shear
layer by adding the refinement boxes (Figure 6.31). These results are in good agreement
with the experimental results. However, the reattachment length is underpredicted for
the simulations AC@-25B1 and AC@-25B2 and is reduced to X/H = 6.5 and X/H = 6.3
respectively (Table 6.3). The mean friction coefficient is similar for the two simulations
and in Figure 6.32, the flow structures for both simulations are almost the same, except
in the recirculation zone of AC@-25B1 where more small-scale structures are captured.
Considering discussed results for both simulations, the improvements seem to be mainly the
result of the refinement around the shear layer which leads to an increase in the convergence
rate in the recirculation zone. In contrast, the small-scale eddies in the recirculation zone
have minor effects on the improvement of the solutions. The underestimation of the
recirculation length may be due to the long averaging interval.

In general, although the small eddies in the recirculation zone play some role in the
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(a) AC@-25B1

(b) AC@-25B2

Figure 6.32 – Iso-surface of the second invariant Q = 2500 for simulations with refinement
box, colored by averaged streamwise velocity

improvement of the solution (particularly the mean friction coefficient), for the entire flow
field, rapid resolution of the shear layer which is made possible by a refinement box around
the separation point and the shear layer, is the most important effective parameter in
improving the results. This validates the concept of refining where the most intense flow
features occur.

6.6 Conclusion

This chapter studies the refinement of the mesh based on averaged quantities, which limits
the mesh changes and therefore reduces the undesirable effects of the coupling between
AGR and hybrid RANS/LES. Simply applying the AGR based on the instantaneous
solutions every two time steps results in a fast-evolving refined mesh which follows the
small structures of the flow. The number of cells increases significantly after the AGR is
applied and undergoes a large variation during the computation. However, the local grids
in the recirculation zone remain coarse and no resolved solution is created in this region. In
addition, large perturbations are imposed into the averaged solutions of the reattachment
and the relaxation regions, such as a large error in the prediction of the reattachment
length and the mean friction coefficient (Figure 6.10) compared to the experimental data.

Basing the refinement criterion on the averaged solution leads to an improvement in the
distribution of the mean friction coefficient and a decrease of the reattachment length error
to 7.2% compared to the experimental data (Table 6.3). The changes in the mesh during
the computation are limited to a great extent and the computational cost decreases due to
the lower resolution of the mesh. However, the final refined mesh contains irregularities
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which are the result of a fundamental problem in the process of interpolating the coarse-grid
averaged solutions to the fine grids. These irregularities make the mesh invalid and so this
averaging approach is impracticable.

The second approach is to compute the refinement criterion from the instantaneous
flow fields before each time step and to apply the refinement based on the average value of
the criterion. This approach removes the irregularities in the mesh, reduces the variation
in the number of cells, and at the end of the computation leads to a lower-resolution mesh
compared to the first averaging approach. This solution is still far from the simulation
with the fine mesh and the experimental data, but it is improved by lowering the threshold.
However the improvements in the solution are accompanied by an increase in the mesh size
and therefore the computational efforts. To have an optimal threshold for these simulations,
a compromise between the accuracy of the solution and the computational efforts should
be reached.

So far in all simulations, the time-averaging is applied over the entire computational
time (7500 time steps). When the interval size is reduced to 1250 time steps which is equal
to 2.5 periods of the shedding mode, the influence of the flapping motion and the shedding
mode results in an increase in the local resolution of the mesh in the reattachment and
the relaxation regions (Figure 6.25). In addition, the adaptation of the mesh according
to the flow is performed faster by using a shorter interval, thus it can be implied that
the mesh converges faster for this case. The prediction of the reattachment length and
the distribution of the mean friction coefficient, particularly in the reattachment region
are slightly better than the solutions of the simulation AC@-25 in which the averaging
is applied over the entire computational time. In all performed simulations with AGR
using an averaging interval of the entire computational time, a long computational time is
needed for the recirculation region to grow. Thus, the sliding window approach is useful to
prevent underprediction of the reattachment length.

Although the convergence rate in recirculation zone is accelerated by using a sliding
window, a locally coarse mesh in the recirculation zone is a common point among all the
simulations regardless of the applied averaging interval. Two simulations with a refinement
box at different locations are performed to study the effects of the small eddies in the
recirculation zone as well as the importance of the transient mesh adaptation for the shear
layer. Comparing the results for both simulations AC@-25B1 and AC@-25B2 shows that
the improvements in the solutions, such as the prediction of the reattachment length and
the mean friction coefficient, are mostly due to a better representation of the shear layer
and the generation of the resolved solutions in the region and the effects of the small eddies
in the recirculation zone on improving the results have a less importance.

In summary, using AGR based on the average of the computed criterion has an
advantage over the simulation without averaging, in terms of the accuracy of the solutions
and also the computational cost. For any given flow, the average-based adaptive grid
refinement based on the averaged of the criterion can be used. To ensure that the threshold
value is not too low to cause excessive refinement or too high to have too coarse grids, the
variation of the number of cells during the first several refinements should be monitored.
The averaging interval is set based on the flow behavior. For a flow whose behavior and
features are not fully understood, averaging over the entire computational time would be a
safer choice. It does not require much memory and also severe changes in the flow will
have a more limited impact on the refinement process. However, if the behavior of the flow
is understood, a sliding averaging window can be used to obtain faster convergence. The
length of the sliding window can be selected based on the frequency of the desired features
in the flow. In the case of a low-intensity flow region, like the recirculation zone in the
BFS flow, the AGR does not refine the mesh in this region. However, the effects of the
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small-scale eddies in this region on downstream are probably minor.



Chapter 7

Realistic test case

The purpose of this chapter is to perform and analyze a realistic test case where hybrid
RANS-LES and average-based adaptive refinement function together. The simulation of
trailing vortices created by the DTMB 5512 in sideslip is considered as this test case.

The physics of longitudinal vortices have been studied in numerical marine hydro-
dynamics since the 1980s. The focus today is on the internal structure of these vortices, the
core dynamics, and the turbulence. For example, one of the test cases for the 2015 Tokyo
Workshop on CFD in Ship Hydrodynamics was the Japan Bulk Carrier, a modern cargo
ship with a full hull form and, as a result, two strong separated vortices below the aft hull.
Early towing tank experiments for this ship show a high-intensity maximum of turbulence
kinetic energy (TKE) in the centers of these vortices, while all RANS simulations for
the workshop indicate much less turbulence, with a minimum in the center. Only the
turbulence-resolving simulations by the University of Rostock [1] and Centrale Nantes /
CNRS [25, 103] were able to predict the turbulence correctly. In later experiments, the
high-intensity turbulence kinetic energy in the centers of the vortices is not observed which
led to further discussions about the experimental conditions.

However, the same observation of high-intensity TKE was made for the flow around
the DTMB 5512 destroyer in sideslip conditions, which is studied in the framework of
the NATO AVT-253 project. When subjected to sideslip, this ship creates strong trailing
vortices which emanate from the sonar dome at the front and the anti-roll keels on the
side of the hull, as well as the aftship. The detailed experiments from IIHR [116] show
again a maximum for the turbulence kinetic energy in the cores of these vortices.

An explanation for this phenomenon was proposed by Visonneau et al. [104], based on
hybrid RANS/LES simulations of the DTMB 5512 using a fine mesh of 163M cells. They
discovered that the main vortex cores, which are traditionally seen as rotating longitudinal
cylinders of relatively calm flow, are in fact filled with small-scale coherent vortices created
around the regions of flow separation and then absorbed into the vortex core. The influence
of these vortices is responsible for the high level of TKE. To represent this highly unsteady
flow, a turbulence-resolving model was essential, since the unsteady vortices cannot be
represented in the average-flow framework associated with RANS.

However, a particular difficulty of this work was the manual placement of the refine-
ment boxes around the vortex cores to create the fine mesh. This required an iterative
construction of the finest mesh, with three or four complete simulations, which is a labor-
and computational time-intensive procedure. Thus, the manual creation of fine meshes is a
limiting factor for this type of stud, especially when the motion is not aligned with the
Cartesian axis.

The objective of this chapter is to investigate the possibility to produce fine-grid
simulations for the DTMB 5512 using the developed average-based adaptive refinement.

101
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If this refinement can produce a fine mesh which is adapted to the flow features from an
original coarse mesh, the simulation process becomes simpler and more efficient. Average-
based adaptive refinement is used in a RANS and a DDES-SST simulation of the DTMB
5512 to investigate the mesh adaptation process for capturing and following the turbulent
structures of the flow around this test case. The properties of the test case and the
simulation settings are presented in Section 7.1 and 7.2. In Section 7.3, the parameters of
the adaptation process such as the refinement criterion, the thresholds and the averaging
strategies are discussed for each simulation. The results obtained are used to evaluate the
global behavior of the flow structures (Section 7.4). In the same section, the computed
parameters such as the force coefficients, the turbulence kinetic energy and the axial
velocity of the simulations are compared with the available experimental data from IIHR.
In Section 7.5, the local solutions at the center of the vortices are compared both with the
experiments and with the simulations on a static fine mesh from [104]. The evolution of
the adapted meshes during the computation to reach a converged mesh is considered in
Section 7.6. Finally, the chapter ends with a conclusion on the performance of the averaged
refinement.

7.1 Test case

The DTMB 5512 is a scaled-down version (L = 3.048m) of the DTMB 5415, a model of
an early concept for the USS Arleigh Burke class of destroyers. The DTMB 5415 and
5512 are well-known ship models that have been experimentally tested in many different
conditions. Experiments in steady sideslip conditions performed at Iowa Institute of
Hydraulics Research (IIHR) are reported by Yoon et al. [116]. For sideslip, the hull moves
sideways as well as forward. This creates an angle of incidence for the flow which produces
a lateral force and can provoke strong trailing vortices.

The case tested here has a sideslip angle of 10◦ to port and a velocity of 1.53 m/s
corresponding to the full-scale cruise speed of 20 knots, which leads to a Froude number
Fr = 0.28 and a Reynolds number Re = 4.65 × 106. The experimental measurements were
performed at several axial planes from X/L = 0.06 to 1 (Figure 7.1). The available data
include forces and moments, as well as tomographic particle image velocimetry (TPIV)
measurements of the velocity and turbulence variations in the axial planes.

Figure 7.1 – Experimental measurement planes and coordinate system [116]
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The flow topology was accurately described by Yoon et al. According to their way of
naming the vortices, those originating from the port side are called windward (WW), while
the vortices originating from the starboard side are called leeward (LW). Figure 7.2 shows
an overview of the vortical structures in the TPIV IIHR measurements and the ISIS-CFD
numerical simulation, with the help of the iso-surface for the non-dimensional Q∗ = 50
colored by the helicity. One of the main longitudinal vortices, which originates from the
windward surface of the sonar dome and is convected towards the stern with a clockwise
rotation, is referred to as the sonar dome tip vortex (SDTV). The second, which is formed
by cross-flow over the windward bilge keel, is called bilge keel tip vortex (BKTV). The
intensity of the BKTV is comparable with the SDTV. Another vortex appears slightly
behind the section X/L = 0.8 from the aft-body keel (ABKV). Other minor structures are
also visible in Figure 7.2: the LW-SDV (leeward sonar dome vortex), the WW-FBKV and
the LW-FBKV (windward and leeward fore body keel vortex) and the BKV (bilge keel
vortex) which is formed because of the cross-flow over the leeward bilge keel. In this study,
our attention is focused on the analysis of the numerical results relative to the main SDTV
and BKTV vortices.

(a) TPIV measurements (b) Hybrid RANS/LES simulation

Figure 7.2 – DTMB 5512 at 10◦ static drift. Time-averaged Q∗ = 50 surfaces colored by
helicity for TPIV measurements [116] and hybrid RANS/LES simulation [104]

7.2 Numerical settings

An initial grid for the DTMB 5512 is generated with HEXPRESS™. It was observed
in [104] that a mesh aligned with the undisturbed flow was beneficial for the preservation
of the longitudinal vortices. For that reason, the same domain setup is used here, with the
ship rotated over β = 10◦ with respect to the X-axis (however, all results reported in this
chapter use hull-aligned axes). The computational domain runs from 1.5L in front of the
bow to 2.5L behind the stern. The width of the domain is 4L and the height is 2L, while
the bottom is at 1.5L below the undisturbed water surface.

The main challenge for the adaptive grid refinement is to capture the trailing vortical
structures. Therefore, to limit the difficulty of projecting the refined grids onto the ship
surface, the choice was made to create a rather fine original grid on the hull. This original
grid resolves all the details of the keels, the sonar dome, the sharp bow and the skeg. As a
result, the number of cells is high at 15M . However, no refinement boxes are used so there
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is no initial refinement away from the hull. On this grid, the averaged value of y+ = uty/ν
is 0.129, resulting in a first layer dimensionless thickness of the order of 7 × 10−6.

For the RANS simulation, the anisotropic EARSM turbulence model [31] is used, while
DDES-SST is selected as hybrid RANS-LES model. The reason for this choice is that in
earlier tests on fixed grids, instabilities were observed when IDDES was applied to this
case. On the other hand, the standard DES-SST model suffers from MSD due to the fine
meshes [104]. Thus, DDES-SST is adopted as a compromise.

Following the earlier computations on fixed meshes, a time step of ∆t = 2 × 10−2 is
chosen for the RANS computation, while the DDES simulation uses ∆t = 5 × 10−4 which
is less than the Taylor time scale of ∆tλ = 1.53 × 10−3. A non-dimensional time scale,
based on the time during which a particle goes from the tip of the sonar dome to the stern,
is defined for the two simulations as t · (L/u)−1. The RANS simulation ran for 2700 time
steps (27 non-dimensional units) while the DDES simulation was started from the final
RANS result and continued for another 10,000 time steps (2.5 non-dimensional units). For
visualization, the average solutions for DDES are computed over the last 4800 time steps
of the simulation period (1.2 units).

7.3 Adaptive refinement strategy

The main choices for the adaptive grid refinement concern the criterion, the threshold, and
the minimum cell size (Section 3.3), as well as the averaging strategy. For the refinement
criterion, an unexpected benefit of the strategy to average the instantaneous criteria
(Section 6.3.3) is that the software code which was developed to compute instantaneous-
flow based criteria, could be used directly for the evaluation of the criteria to be averaged.
This made it possible to quickly implement criterion averaging for most existing criteria. As
a result, for the DTMB 5512 test case which is a free-surface flow, a combined free-surface
and flux-component Hessian criterion is selected [107]. This criterion is based on the
maximum of the FCH criterion and the free-surface capturing criterion (Section 3.3.2).
The instantaneous version of this criterion was shown to be effective for the simulation of
the DTMB 5415 in straight-ahead condition [82].

For the RANS simulations, instantaneous refinement criteria are normally used. How-
ever, for complex flows on fine meshes, some unsteadiness is sometimes detected, which
may perturb the mesh adaptation. Thus, to get a mesh that is as smooth as possible, the
RANS and the DDES meshes are both based on averaged refinement criteria.

For the threshold, standard ISIS-CFD guidelines suggest Tr = L/1000 for the free-
surface part of the criterion, while for slender ships like the DTMB 5512 a fine RANS mesh
is obtained when the Hessian threshold is set to L/20. These values are adopted for the
RANS simulation. For DDES, since the resolved flow contains more small-scale structures,
the refinement criterion will be higher than for RANS, even if it is averaged. Thus, for
the same threshold, the refined mesh will be finer. A lower Hessian threshold could have
been selected for the DDES-SST simulations. However, since it is considered interesting
to see how much finer the mesh will become, the same threshold values as for RANS are
chosen for the DDES simulation. Their effect on the number of cells is discussed later in
Section 7.6.

In the fixed-mesh simulations of Visonneau et al. [104], great care was taken when
selecting the cell sizes in the refinement boxes which capture the vortices emanating
from the sonar dome and the bilge keel. The turbulent length scales were estimated at
λ = 2.34mm for the Taylor micro-scale and η = 0.006mm for the Kolmogorov scale. To
capture the larger eddies with at least four grid points, a cell size of λ/4 was used in the
box from the sonar dome to X/L = 0.4 while λ/2 was chosen from X/L = 0.4 to the stern
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at X/L = 1. To allow similar cell sizes in the adapted meshes, the minimum cell size is
chosen as λ/4 = 0.6mm for the current simulations.

The final choice concerns the averaging strategy, which depends on the frequencies and
the physical behavior of the unsteady flow structures. Contrary to the backward-facing
step of Chapter 5 which has the slow flapping-mode oscillation of its recirculation zone,
the DTMB 5512 flow is thought to be globally steady. This means that the main unsteady
features have relatively high frequencies, so they can be filtered out with a short sliding
window. Furthermore, the trailing vortices are highly elongated structures and it takes a
lot of time for the flow to pass from the beginning to the end of a vortex. This implies
that a reactive refinement criterion is an advantage to adapt the grid everywhere in the
vortex to the developing turbulent flow, as soon as possible.

Both these arguments favor a short sliding window. Therefore, a DDES averaging
window of 250 time steps (0.0625 non-dimensional units) is chosen. With the mesh refined
every 50 time steps, this means that 5 sets of criteria tables have to be saved, which is a
reasonable quantity. For the RANS computation with its larger time steps, the mesh is
refined every 25 time steps and the sliding window is set to 125 time steps (1.25 units) to
keep the same number of tables. Finally, in the last part of the DDES simulation after
the convergence is obtained, the mesh is refined every 100 time steps and the criterion
averaging is applied over the entire computational time, to stabilize the mesh.

7.4 Global flow analysis

With these settings, EARSM and DDES-SST simulations using average-based AGR are
performed. The final adapted mesh for EARSM has 47M cells and number of cells in
the converged DDES mesh is about 153M. In this section, the obtained results of these
simulation are compared with the IIHR experiments [116] from a global and local viewpoint.

7.4.1 Forces

Table 7.1 shows the axial force, lateral force and yaw moment corresponding to the EARSM
and the DDES-SST simulations using average-based adaptive grid refinement, compared
with the same simulations using a fixed grid with refinement boxes (163M cells). Using
AGR in the simulation with the nonlinear anisotropic EARSM model, the errors between
the predicted axial and lateral forces and the experiments are reduced by 1.4% and 1%
respectively. For the yaw moment however, this error slightly increases. In the DDES-SST
simulations, AGR does not improve the under-predicted drag coefficient and for the other
forces, the discrepancies with the IIHR experimental data increase with respect to the
fixed-grid results. Globally, large errors are observed in the prediction of the forces for
both DES simulations of the DTMB 5512, which was also the case for the JBC [103].

Table 7.1 – Force coefficients on the DTMB 5512: axial force Cx, lateral force Cy, and yaw
moment CN

Case Exp. EARSM Fixed EARSM AGR DDES-SST Fixed DDES-SST AGR
Cx -19.61 -19.92 (-1.6%) -19.58 (+0.2%) -18.20 (+7.2%) -18.19 (+7.2%)
Cy 58.46 62.25 (+6.5%) 61.67 (+5.5%) 62.72 (+7.3%) 65.57 (+12.2%)
CN 28.61 29.17 (+2.0%) 29.36 (+2.6%) 29.30 (+2.4%) 29.90 (+4.5%)

The reason for the large difference with the experimental data in the two DDES
computations is probably that a fine grid in the wall-parallel direction is needed where
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the vortices lie near the wall, in order to resolve the vortex cores. These regions have
about the same grid size for the fixed-grid and adaptively refined mesh (see Section 7.6
for more discussion on the refined mesh). In these regions, the mesh forces the DDES
model to provide a wall modelling in LES (WMLES, see Chapter 2), which results in the
log-layer mismatch reported by Nikitin et al. [72]. Additional computations based on the
IDDES variants can be carried out to check this hypothesis, since the WMLES branch of
the IDDES model could be activated by the presence of the locally fine grids and LES
turbulent content which comes from vortical structures, thus resolving this part of the
boundary layers more accurately.

7.4.2 Global flow field

Figures 7.3 and 7.4 provide a bottom view of the main time-averaged and instantaneous
vortical structures created around the DTMB 5512 at 10◦ static drift. These figures show
the iso-surface Q∗ = 50 colored by the helicity as computed by the EARSM and DDES-SST
models. In the time-averaged views, the three main vortices are observed which are more
or less similar in the two simulations in terms of location and longitudinal extent. The
SDTV arises from the sonar dome and is convected to the stern of the ship. DDES-SST
provides a SDTV vortex with a radius which is smaller all along its progression compared
to EARSM, a behavior that was observed by Visonneau et al. [104] as well. In addition,
the BKTV and the ABKV are seen in both computations. Like the SDTV, the radius
of these vortices for DDES-SST is smaller than for RANS. This indicates a more intense
longitudinal vorticity for the DDES-SST computation.

(a) Time-averaged (b) Instantaneous

Figure 7.3 – EARSM. Global view of the time-averaged and instantaneous Q∗ = 50 surfaces
colored by the helicity

Figures 7.5 to 7.8 give a closer view of the vortices’ onset at the sonar dome on the
windward and leeward sides. The SDTV detaches from the tip of the windward side of
the sonar dome, slightly before the vertical trailing edge for the EARSM and DDES-SST
computations. Once the SDTV enters the wake of the trailing edge, the separation which
takes place along the keel line interacts with the SDTV (Figures 7.5 and 7.6).

On the leeward side, several more axial vortices are observed for the two cases (Fig-
ures 7.7 and 7.8). The first structure is a small closed recirculation zone of triangular
shape located at the intersection of the sonar dome and the stem. The reattachment
of this structure on the leeward surface of the hull is observed in the EARSM and the
DDES-SST computations. Below the recirculation zone, a counter-rotating longitudinal
separation (with blue color) detaches from the upper part of the sonar dome for both the
EARSM and DDES-SST cases (Figures 7.7a and 7.8a). This separation is referred to as
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(a) Time-averaged (b) Instantaneous

Figure 7.4 – DDES-SST. Global view of the time-averaged and instantaneous Q∗ = 50
surfaces colored by the helicity

(a) Time-averaged (b) Instantaneous

Figure 7.5 – EARSM. Iso-surfaces of the time-averaged and instantaneous Q∗ = 50 on the
windward side of the sonar dome

(a) Time-averaged (b) Instantaneous

Figure 7.6 – DDES-SST. Iso-surfaces of the time-averaged and instantaneous Q∗ = 50 on
the windward side of the sonar dome
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the Leeward Sonar Dome Bubble. The third leeward longitudinal vortex emerges from the
middle part of the sonar dome. This vortex was identified by Yoon et al. [116] as Leeward
Sonar Dome Vortex (LW-SDV) and also detected by Visonneau et al. [104], independently
of the turbulence closure. It merges with the main SDTV.

(a) Time-averaged (b) Instantaneous

Figure 7.7 – EARSM. Iso-surfaces of the time-averaged and instantaneous Q∗ = 50 on the
leeward side of the sonar dome

(a) Time-averaged (b) Instantaneous

Figure 7.8 – DDES-SST. Iso-surfaces of the time-averaged and instantaneous Q∗ = 50 on
the leeward side of the sonar dome

Both side views of the instantaneous DDES-SST solution (Figures 7.6b and 7.8b) show
that this solution is highly unsteady. Contrary to the averaged view, the instantaneous flow
is composed of small unsteady vortices. These deforming unsteady structures, created by
the periodic shedding of ring vortices of various helicities, are convected along the hull in
the vicinity of the sonar dome and are finally absorbed into the SDTV vortex. In Figure 7.9,
a cross-section of the instantaneous Q∗ = 50 iso-surface for the SDTV vortex at X/L = 0.3
is presented. The figure shows that for the DDES-SST simulation, the multitude of intense
ring-like vortices coming from the periodic shedding at the trailing edge of the sonar dome
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For comparison with the SDTV, Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show the creation of the BKTV.
For both the EARSM and DDES-SST computations, the BKTV originates from the tip of
the windward bilge keel. In addition, due to the cross-flow over the bilge keel, a more or
less stable shear layer is created. For the DDES simulation, destabilization of the shear
layer is observed starting from the aft part of the bilge keel. This produces unsteadiness
which later on is absorbed into the BKTV. As for the SDTV, the unsteady ring-like vortices
coming from the shear layer around the vortex core cause a slight movement of the BKTV.
In addition, for both the simulations, a counter-rotating secondary vortex at the back of
the bilge keel is seen. For DDES, this vortex is unsteady.

(a) Time-averaged (b) Instantaneous

Figure 7.11 – EARSM. Iso-surfaces of the time-averaged and instantaneous Q∗ = 50 around
the windward bilge keel

(a) Time-averaged (b) Instantaneous

Figure 7.12 – DDES-SST. Iso-surfaces of the time-averaged and instantaneous Q∗ = 50
around the windward bilge keel

It is reassuring to notice that using AGR, the same number of vortices and the same
locations of onset in an averaged sense are observed for the EARSM and hybrid RANS-LES
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turbulence models, compared with the towing tank experiments and also the simulations
with a fixed mesh.

7.4.3 Cross-sections

In Figures 7.13 to 7.16, the solutions of the EARSM and DDES-SST computations at
several cross-sections are compared with the IIHR measurements of the longitudinal velocity
field, the longitudinal vorticity and the turbulence kinetic energy. The evolution of the
local grid refinement around the core of the main axial vortices is shown as well.

Figure 7.13 – X/L = 0.1. Top to bottom: adapted mesh, averaged axial velocity, TKE
and axial vorticity for EARSM (left), DDES-SST (middle) and Experiments (right)

The cross-section X/L = 0.1 (Figure 7.13) corresponds to the trailing edge of the sonar
dome where the development of the longitudinal vortical structures on the leeward side
occurs (Section 7.4.2). The density of the fine grids on the leeward side of the sonar dome
is due to the local unsteady interacting structures with a high level of turbulence kinetic
energy predicted by both the EARSM and DDES-SST turbulence closures. The level
changes of the free surface on both sides of the hull and the breaking waves as a result of
the hull drift are also captured by the AGR.

In both the simulations, the intensity of the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) is over-
predicted compared to the experimental measurements. For the EARSM, the region with
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a high TKE value is even larger than for DDES-SST. In addition, the red spot for ωx

associated with the main SDTV vortex, which is about to be established, is accompanied by
a counter-rotating vortex (blue spot) captured most clearly by the EARSM computation,
but visible in all results. This is probably the Leeward Sonar Dome Bubble.

Figure 7.14 – X/L = 0.3. Top to bottom: adapted mesh, averaged axial velocity, TKE
and axial vorticity for EARSM (left), DDES-SST (middle) and Experiments (right)

At cross-section X/L = 0.3 in Figure 7.14, for the DDES-SST simulation, it is seen
that the refinement criterion captures the highly unsteady structures shed from the trailing
edge and the leeward side of the sonar dome into the core of the SDTV, because it refines
locally the grids in the core. In the adapted mesh, the local grids in the core are refined up
to the minimum cell size selected, and a more or less isotropic mesh is obtained in this
region. For the EARSM computation in contrast, just a small spot in the center of the
vortex has a grid with the minimum cell size. For both simulations, the shear layer of the
separation from the keel line is also captured by the AGR.

The TKE at the center of the SDTV for the two simulations has a maximum value.
While the EARSM turbulence model usually minimizes the TKE of the core vortex [104], in
the RANS simulation using AGR, a weak maximum appears (Figure 7.14). This maximum
TKE value for EARSM can be the result of the unsteady counter-rotating vortices already
described in Section 7.4.2 which cause a slight meandering of the main SDTV core. This
small movement creates fluctuations in the velocity field and thus, the TKE value increases
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in the region.
In the DDES-SST simulation, the presence of unsteady ring vortices causes the pro-

duction of resolved turbulence in the outer vortex and the shear layer from the keel line.
However, the core of the SDTV is different. As seen in the instantaneous iso-surface
Q∗ = 50 at the cross-section X/L = 0.3 for the DDES-SST simulation (Figure 7.9b),
the unsteady turbulent structures do not exist in a small-diameter vortex core in the
center of SDTV, where the TKE value is at its maximum. The small movements of the
vortex core as a result of these structures’ collisions with the core create high-level velocity
fluctuations which lead to elevated values of turbulence kinetic energy at the center of the
vortex, that are observed in the measurements as well. The higher TKE at the vortex core
for DDES-SST with respect to EARSM is due to the ring vortices around the core that
probably cause stronger vortex meandering.

Figure 7.15 – X/L = 0.6. Top to bottom: adapted mesh, averaged axial velocity, TKE
and axial vorticity for EARSM (left), DDES-SST (middle) and Experiments (right)

Figure 7.15 at X/L = 0.6 shows the onset of the BKTV behind the windward bilge
keel. The steady shear layer over the windward bilge keel (Figures 7.11 and 7.12) with
strong second derivatives creates refinement around the bilge keel. Like in the core of the
SDTV, the local grid size for the DDES-SST is equal to the minimum cell size and for the
EASRM simulation, the grids are a bit coarser. In addition, the structures coming from
the sonar dome and the keel line, combined with the wake of the leeward bilge keel, create
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a shear layer that is captured by the refinement criterion. In a global bottom view for the
DDES-SST simulation (Fig 7.4b), it is seen that these turbulent features are preserved up
to the stern.

Figure 7.16 – X/L = 1. Top to bottom: adapted mesh, averaged axial velocity, TKE and
axial vorticity for EARSM (left), DDES-SST (middle) and Experiments (right)

The progression of the SDTV along the hull is accompanied by a high intensity of TKE
in its core for the DDES-SST simulation. However, the TKE value is underpredicted at
the center of the BKTV compared to the experimental data. This can be caused by the
effect of the RANS zone in the boundary layer around the bilge keel which implies that the
flow approaching the bilge keel does not contain unsteadiness. Unlike the SDTV, which
absorbs the detached turbulent features from the sonar dome surface that force the model
to resolve the turbulence, the stable shear layer over the bilge keel cannot create resolved
TKE fast enough. In addition, the lack of turbulent instabilities implies that the core
of the BKTV does not have the small movements which the SDTV undergoes and that
therefore, the velocity fluctuations which lead to high TKE at the core of the vortex are
not created. Thus, the predicted TKE are much lower than in the experiments.

In the EARSM simulation however, the low TKE value at the center of the BKTV
corresponds to the natural behavior of this closure in steady vortices. For the SDTV, the
unsteady effects of the upstream structures are diminished along the hull by this statistical
closure. This reduces the maximum TKE value at the center of the SDTV. In addition, the
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axial velocity in the core of the SDTV is under-predicted by the EARSM-based simulation
compared to the DDES-SST and the experimental data.

At the back of the ship, at cross-section X/L = 1 (Figure 7.16), in addition to the mesh
adaptation around the SDTV, the BKTV and the separated shear layer from the leeward
keel, AGR detects another region with locally high second derivatives, which corresponds
to the aft-body keel vortex . For the DDES-SST simulation, the highly unsteady solutions
result in smaller cells around the vortex cores than for the EARSM simulation, in which
the grid size becomes coarser due to the high dissipation rate of the turbulence along the
hull.

In the DDES-SST simulation, the underestimated TKE value in the core of the BKTV
at X/L = 0.6 is replaced by a high-TKE vortex core. The destabilization of the windward
bilge keel shear layer (Figures 7.4b and 7.12b) creates unsteady structures from the end of
the bilge keel which are advected into the BKTV. As for the SDTV, the vortex meandering
due to the presence of these structures and therefore the creation of velocity fluctuations
in the center of the BKTV, is the reason for the increase in turbulence kinetic energy at
X/L = 1. However, for the EARSM computation, the shear layer coming from the bilge
keel remains stable (Figure 7.11b) and contrary to the SDTV, no unsteady solution is
observed in this regions, that could have caused vortex meandering. Thus, as it is expected
from the EARSM model, the TKE in the vortex core has a minimum value. Regarding the
aft-body keel vortex (AFKV), the TKE is overpredicted in the vortex core for the DDES
simulation compared to the experiments. For EARSM however, the TKE is underpredicted
due to errors in the model.

7.5 Longitudinal evolution

For a more detailed comparison of the different simulations, the evolution of the flow
in the vortex cores is studied. Figures 7.17 and 7.18 provide a comparison between the
IIHR measurements at the core of the SDTV and BKTV vortices, the EARSM and DDES
computations performed by Visonneau et al. [104] on a fixed grid comprised of 163M cells
as a reference, and the present computations, performed with the same turbulence closures
but using adaptive meshes. In all cases, the locations of the vortex cores are determined
by the maximum value of the second invariant Q∗.

In the EARSM computation using AGR, the number of cells in the final adapted mesh
is almost 70% less than in the simulation on the fixed mesh. The predicted lateral and
vertical positions of the centers of the SDTV and BKTV are in a good agreement with the
reference simulation and the experimental data (Figures 7.17a and 7.17b). When AGR is
used, the discrepancies between the simulation and the experimental measurements of the
second invariant Q∗ (Figure 7.17c) and the longitudinal vorticity ωx (Figure 7.17d) are
increased, notably for the SDTV. The most remarkable impact of dynamically adapting
the mesh instead of using a fixed mesh in the EARSM computation is the increase of
the turbulence kinetic energy at the center of the vortices (Figure 7.17f). In the EARSM
computation, it is expected that the model minimizes the TKE in the vortex cores which
is the case for the fixed-grid simulation. However, the TKE intensity has a maximum
in the cores on adapted grids, due to the unsteadiness in the turbulent structures which
detach from the sonar dome surface. The unsteadiness also explains the reduction of Q∗

and ωx: if the vortex core moves, the mean solution is spread out and its peaks diminish.
The increase in the prediction of the longitudinal velocity component U at the core of the
SDTV between X/L = 0.6 and X/L = 1 (Figure 7.17e) happens for the same reason.

For the DDES-SST simulations with AGR, the final adapted mesh has a slightly
lower number of cells (154M) than the simulation with a fixed mesh. As for the EARSM
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(a) Y (b) Z (c) Q

(d) ωx (e) U (f) k

Figure 7.17 – EARSM. Evolution of the Y - and Z-coordinates, the second invariant Q∗,
the longitudinal vorticity ωx and velocity U , and the turbulence kinetic energy k along the
centers of the SDTV and BKTV vortex cores

(a) Y (b) Z (c) Q

(d) ωx (e) U (f) k

Figure 7.18 – DDES-SST. Evolution of the Y - and Z-coordinates, the second invariant Q∗,
the longitudinal vorticity ωx and velocity U , and the turbulence kinetic energy k along the
centers of the SDTV and BKTV vortex cores
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computation, the positions of the vortex cores are well predicted (Figure 7.18a and 7.18b).
The second invariant Q∗ (Figure 7.18c) and the longitudinal vorticity ωx (Figure 7.18d)
are predicted very close to the fixed-grid reference simulation up to X/L = 0.4. Beyond
that however, Q∗ and ωx are underestimated on the reference grid. This is because in the
reference simulation, the finest refinement box covers a region from the sonar dome to
the cross-section X/L = 0.4, after which the size of the cells becomes two times coarser.
In opposite, AGR still keeps the mesh refined around the vortex cores up to the stern.
The axial velocity and the TKE intensity at the vortex cores are also well predicted with
respect to the reference solution and the experimental data, with a higher prediction for
regions where there is no fine refinement box on the fixed grid (e.g. for the BKTV, see
Figure 7.18f).

In general, thanks to the average-based adaptation, the solution of the reference DDES-
SST simulation is reproduced without user effort for the manual placement of the refinement
boxes around the vortices. In addition, due to the optimal distribution of the fine grids in
the entire domain, the refinements around the vortices are maintained up to the aft part
of the ship with a lower number of cells. On the other hand, for the EARSM simulation,
although the errors between the prediction and the measurements are reduced significantly,
the observation of unsteadiness in the solution of this RANS computation brings up some
doubts about the validity of this turbulence model for the current simulations.

7.6 Convergence of the mesh adaptation

In this section, the evolution of the adapted mesh during the EARSM and DDES-SST
simulations is investigated. Figure 7.19 shows the variation of the number of cells in the
adaptively refined grids with respect to the computational time. In the RANS simulation,
the number of cells increases steadily, since AGR is capturing the vortices as they slowly
grow in length (Figure 7.19a). After almost 500 time steps (5 non-dimensional units), the
rate of increase in the number of cells reduces, however the mesh does not really converge
until 2500 time steps.
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Figure 7.19 – Evolution of the number of cells in the adaptively refined grids, for EARSM
and DDES-SST (restarted from the EARSM solution)

Then, the DDES-SST simulation starts from the final refined RANS mesh. Figure 7.19b
shows how the number of cells increases for the same threshold as the EARSM simulation.
The DDES resolved solution has more small-scale structures which create intense fluctu-
ations. The instantaneous-based criteria computed from these highly unsteady solutions
are higher than those for EARSM. This is the reason for the increase in the number of
cells when the DDES solution is started on the converged mesh of the RANS simulation.
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(a) X/L = 0.1

(b) X/L = 0.3

(c) X/L = 0.4

(d) X/L = 0.6

(e) X/L = 1

Figure 7.20 – The adapted mesh in DDES-SST simulation. At the beginning of the
computation (left), after 2700 time steps (middle) and at the end of the computation
(right)
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However, compared with the EARSM RANS computations, the adapted mesh is converged
much faster in the DDES simulation.

Figure 7.20 represents the adapted mesh of several cross-sections for three different
instants. The first column on the left corresponds to the final mesh of the RANS compu-
tation and the beginning of the DDES-SST simulation. The second set of meshes shows
the adapted mesh after the first 2700 time steps (0.675 non-dimensional units) and the
last column is related to the end of the DDES-SST computation (10, 000 time steps or
2.5 non-dimensional units). It is seen that after only 0.675 non-dimensional units the
adapted meshes are almost converged for the cross-sections located up to X/L = 0.4 since,
at the end of the simulation, no significant further refinement is observed. In addition,
for the flow features which are originated from locations further aft than the sonar dome,
the convergence of the local grids is also observed, like the wake of the leeward bilge keel
at X/L = 0.6. This means that the mesh is refined almost as soon as the first resolved
turbulence has moved from its point of creation on the hull to the given position. From
this, it can be implied that in the DDES-SST simulation, the full mesh convergence should
be obtained in a little more than 1 non-dimensional unit (4000 time steps or 2 seconds),
which agrees well with Figure 7.19b.

To evaluate the choice of the 250 time step averaging window for the refinement criterion,
the time-averaged velocity of a point probe, for several averaging intervals, is presented
in Figure 7.21 for the DDES simulation. Increasing the averaging interval diminishes the
chaotic behavior of the high-frequency flow features and leads to a smoother averaged
solution, as it is already discussed in Section 5.4. A shorter interval leads to a reactive
refinement criterion which adapts the mesh with respect to lower frequency flow structures,
like the flapping motion of backward-facing flows. While this is useful to get rapid mesh
convergence, it was intended in this test case to reach a converged mesh that does not
undergo frequent changes due to the flow features. According to Figure 7.21, the averaged
velocity still contains fluctuations even with the interval of 250 time steps. To average
out the fluctuations, a longer averaging interval can be an option, but this requires more
memory to save the solutions. Thus, starting with a short window and then switching to
the averaging scheme over the whole computational time for the later part of the simulation
is a logical choice.

Figure 7.21 – Effect of different sliding averaging windows on the axial velocity in the
SDTV core at X/L = 0.12

In order to switch from the interval averaging-based adaptation to the averaging over
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(a) X/L = 0.1 (b) X/L = 0.2 (c) X/L = 0.3

(d) X/L = 0.4 (e) X/L = 0.6 (f) X/L = 0.8

Figure 7.22 – Views of the mesh and the instantaneous Q∗ in cross-sections across the
center of the SDTV, for DDES-SST. The small black box represents the estimated Taylor
microscale, the red box the minimum cell size. The scale of all images is the same

the whole computational time, the simulation is stopped after 3800 time steps. According to
what is discussed above, this computational time is almost sufficient for all upstream-created
turbulence to pass along the hull and reach the back of the ship, while simultaneously the
adapted mesh converges locally. The computation is then restarted using AGR based on
averaging over the whole computational time, but as the jump of the number of cells in
Figure 7.19b shows, AGR is not called right after the beginning of the computation. The
first refinement is performed 0.6 non-dimensional units from the restart of the computation,
to give the averaged criterion enough time to converge.

Finally, it is assessed whether the adapted mesh is sufficiently fine and specifically, if the
goal of capturing all turbulent structures on at least four cells has been met. Figure 7.22
at the end of the simulation, confirms that the minimum cell size is maintained over the
entire length of the SDTV and that the structures inside the vortex are well captured by
the grid. Moreover, the outside ring vortices which are larger than those inside the vortex,
are captured conveniently on the part of the grid that is refined less than the vortex core.
For a region close to the sonar dome (Figure 7.22a) where some structures are smaller than
4 cells in thickness, a slightly finer mesh could have been beneficial. However, caution is
needed for further refinement close to the sonar dome which may deteriorate the solution
due to the effect of an unsuccessful WMLES.

7.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, the average-based adaptive grid refinement is used for the simulation of
the DTMB 5512 in 10◦ static drift condition, with an EARSM RANS and a DDES-SST
computation. The simulation conditions are similar to the study performed by Visonneau
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et al. [104] for the same test case with a static mesh, which is used as a reference. The
IIHR measurements of Yoon et al. [116] are also compared with the computed solutions.

To perform the adaptation, a combined free-surface and flux-component Hessian
criterion is selected as the refinement criterion. The threshold for the Hessian criterion
is set to L/20, based on experience for RANS simulation. The same value as for RANS
is chosen for DDES. Based on the values used in [104], the minimum cell size for the
refinement is set to capture all resolved eddies with at least four grid points. Finally,
sliding window averaging with different interval sizes is applied for both simulations, while
averaging over the entire computational time is used to stabilize the mesh at the end of
the DDES computation. With these adaptation settings, all the major structures of the
flow are captured by the mesh refinement. For DDES, the grid size is as small as the
minimum cell size in the regions where the Hessian criteria are large, e.g. the vortex cores.
In addition, the sliding average diminishes the high-frequency fluctuations yet leads to a
reactive mesh which converges in little more than one non-dimensional flow time.

Both simulations, starting from an original grid of 15M cells, capture the global features
of the flow like the main SDTV, BKTV and AFBV vortices by increasing the grid density
around the regions where these features are located. In the EARSM simulation, the
final adapted mesh has a lower number of cells (47M) than the reference simulation with
fixed mesh (163M). Nevertheless, good distribution of fine cells leads to a solution which
reproduces all global features of the experiments. In addition, in terms of the force
coefficients, the obtained solutions with AGR have more or less the same differences with
the experimental measurements as the reference simulation on a fixed mesh. However,
the AGR EARSM solution is unsteady which it is formally not supposed to be. This
unsteadiness which is observed around the sonar dome creates a meandering of the SDTV
core which results in higher values for the parameters like TKE in the SDTV core. For the
BKTV in contrary, the vortex and the shear layer from the bilge keel remain steady and
therefore, as it is expected, the model minimizes the TKE in the vortex core.

In the DDES-SST simulation, due to the higher unsteadiness in the solution, the number
of cells in the final adapted mesh increases to 154M. The cells around the vortices are much
smaller and are refined to the minimum cell size in the vortex cores. In addition, for each
given position in the DDES simulation, the adapted mesh converges locally almost as soon
as the upstream resolved turbulence arrives. The much finer grids close to the hull are the
reason for the high difference between the predicted force coefficients and the experimental
data which is observed for the reference DDES simulation as well. These differences are
probably the effect of an unsuccessful attempt of WMLES in regions close to the hull where
the grids are fine. Both main vortices and their corresponding solutions in the vortex cores
are as well represented on the adapted mesh as on the fixed grid. Moreover, the AGR
maintains a high resolution of the local grids around the vortices up to the back of the ship
contrary to the reference DDES solution where the fine refinement box covers the sonar
dome wake until X/L = 0.4, and thus the accuracy of the predicted solution is preserved
throughout the flow.

Under the influence of ring vortices in the SDTV, a core meandering occurs which
creates much stronger velocity fluctuations in the vortex core than for EARSM. These
fluctuations may be the reason for a maximum TKE in the core of the SDTV. However, in
the core of the BKTV coming from the windward bilge keel, the TKE level is too low. Due
to the presence of a steady shear layer on the front part of the bilge keel and the lack of
sufficient instabilities to produce turbulence, it is likely that the flow suffers from modeled
stress depletion. The TKE in the vortex core only rises when the shear layer becomes
unsteady and as a result the resolved TKE increased. This confirms that the high TKE
values in the vortex cores are an effect of unsteady flow features.
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In summary, the average-based AGR DDES-SST simulation of static drift of the DTMB
5512 works well. Without the need for selecting a proper location for the refinement boxes
which is the case for simulations on fixed-grids, the cell points are efficiently distributed
to capture the local instabilities around the sonar dome, the SDTV, the bilge keels, the
BKTV and the aft-body structures with the same number of cells as the fixed mesh with
refinement boxes. In addition, due to the proper selection of the adaptation settings,
the adapted mesh converges relatively fast to a mesh which is refined up to the desired
minimum cell size around the vortex cores and all along the vortices.



Chapter 8

Conclusion and perspectives

The objective of this thesis is to facilitate the mesh generation process for hybrid RANS/LES
simulations of realistic flows using adaptive grid refinement (AGR). However, the high
impact of the local mesh resolution on the way that these models behave, creates issues
when using the mesh adaptation. Refinement based on the instantaneous solution may
switch the model behavior between RANS and LES, regardless of their suitability for
the prediction of the physical phenomena which occur. In addition, the temporal and
spatial local changes in the cell size can result in an incorrect representation of the resolved
turbulence, which lead to physically wrong results in extreme cases.

The study of the mesh dependency for DES shows that for this turbulence model,
using cells with smaller size does not necessarily lead to a more accurate solution. For an
attached boundary layer, higher-resolution meshes extend the scope of operation of LES
inside the boundary layer and reduce the modeled turbulence production. However, this
change in the model behavior does not lead to the production of resolved turbulence and
results in modeled stress depletion (MSD). The local mesh resolution also has an effect
on the turbulence decay rate for a freely decaying turbulence test case. For smaller cells,
higher dissipation of the modeled turbulence is observed and while the dissipation of the
resolved turbulence is reduced, it does not change at the same rate. Moreover, a loss of
resolved TKE occurs at the refinement interfaces. The fine turbulence structures coming
from an upstream fine mesh cannot be resolved any longer on a coarse grid downstream. It
is inevitable to have local refinement interfaces when AGR is used, especially for the hybrid
RANS/LES solutions where, due to the local and extreme fluctuations in the velocity,
many spatial and temporal changes are imposed on the mesh by the adaptation.

These mesh changes introduced by the adaptive grid refinement can be limited by
adapting the mesh to a time-averaged solution. Averaging over an interval of the computed
solution diminishes the effects of the intensive fluctuations. By selecting a proper averaging
interval, high-frequency flow instabilities are represented in an average sense, while the main
unsteady behavior of the flow is preserved in the time-evolution of the average solution.
With a long averaging interval, most high-frequency fluctuations are averaged out and
the averaged solution is changed slowly by the fluctuations, and in opposite, averaging
over a shorter interval implies that the average solution evolves more rapidly due to these
high-frequency fluctuations. Selecting an optimal averaging interval, on which the evolution
of the average is based, is case dependent and the physics of the flow must be considered.
For (quasi-)steady cases like backward-facing step flow, a low-frequency flow instability
(e.g. the flapping motion) which has non-local effects on downstream will probably be
conserved in the time evolution of the average. And for unsteady cases with body motion,
like a ship in zigzag maneuver, the interval should be selected based on the frequency of
the main macroscopic unsteady feature in the flow.

123
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Tests concerning the limiting of the mesh changes by basing the AGR on the time-
averaged solutions, reveal that the average-based adaptation is effective when the averaging
process is applied over the instantaneous refinement criteria. Two strategies are considered
for applying this averaging process: the entire-simulation averaging which averages over all
the preceding instantaneous refinement criteria and the sliding window averaging which is
applied only over the criteria of a specific number of previous time steps. Changing the
length of the averaging interval affects the behavior of the AGR and leads to a different
amount of refinement and mesh changes. The high-frequency fluctuations in the averaged
solution as a result of a short averaging sliding window cause an increase in the mesh
changes, particularly in the regions where these fluctuations are dominant. However, the
adaptation responds quickly to changes in instantaneous solutions and a converged adapted
mesh is obtained rapidly for (quasi-)steady flows. In opposite, for a longer averaging
window, although more computing memory is needed to save the averaged solutions, the
modification of the mesh is reduced and it converges gradually. Averaging over the whole
computational time is a better option instead of a very long averaging interval, which
increases significantly the computational costs, when the intent is to gradually average out
all the fluctuations and obtain a stable mesh.

A first realistic test is successfully carried out on a DDES-SST simulation of a ship in
drift. The simulations using the integrated average-based AGR in the ISIS-CFD solver
reproduce the solutions of reference simulations on a static fine mesh. Although the
adaptation parameters like the minimum cell size and the threshold are set based on the
reference simulations, monitoring the variation of the number of cells during the first several
refinements helps to ensure that these parameters are well chosen. The global behavior
of the flow is well predicted on a converged adapted mesh with high grid density around
the vortex cores, without the need to manually place refinement boxes. The maximum
turbulence kinetic energy at the center of the vortices is consistent with the reference
simulation and the experimental data.

In general, the adaptive refinement method presented is a good alternative to the
manual construction of non-uniform meshes for complex geometries. The adaptation
parameters like the minimum cell size and the threshold should be determined case by
case and with caution. Furthermore, monitoring of the adaptation process is needed to
avoid unnecessary mesh refinement. In addition, the averaging strategy can be chosen
between an averaging sliding window and an averaging over the whole computational time,
or even a combination of both. At the beginning, the adaptation based on the sliding
window averaging method can be applied, which adapts the mesh actively according to
the evolution of the flow. When a more or less converged mesh is achieved, the averaging
strategy can be switched to an entire computation averaging to filter out the remaining
slight mesh changes and to obtain a completely stable adapted mesh. The outcomes of
this process is to reduce the influence of highly unsteady fluctuations on the mesh changes
where AGR is used in hybrid RANS/LES simulations, to produce adapted meshes with
a more or less static topology, which have the required quality for simulating real-life
phenomena with various flow features.

Perspectives. It can be foreseen that the increasing attention to the simulation of
realistic, complex flows using hybrid RANS/LES turbulence models will indicate the urgent
need for an automatic adaptation process that improves and optimizes the local resolution
of the mesh. The developed average-based AGR is a step towards achieving this. The
adaptation approach could become an essential step of modeling any complex phenomena,
which allows to obtain a converged adapted mesh instead of spending a lot of time and
energy on the mesh generation process. However, like any newly developed model or
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algorithm, the reliability of the average-based AGR must be proven so that it can be used
without any doubt about the validity of its results. The average adaptation method has
been tested only on one complex case so far. Therefore, it should be used in other realistic
cases with different flow behavior and compared with references, to identify its strengths
and weaknesses and prove its reliability.

As discussed above, since the minimum cell size and the threshold value are case-
dependent, the determination of these parameters is the main difficulty of using AGR,
especially if the characteristics of the flow are not well known. To choose the minimum
cell size, the user can estimate the order of magnitude of the required smallest cell sizes
according to the existing expressions for calculating different flow scales, knowing that for
hybrid RANS/LES simulation, in general, the Taylor scale should be captured. However,
for the threshold, developing a procedure which either determines automatically its value
or gives an indication of its range would be helpful. For instance, automatic thresholding
or an ability to change the thresholds during the computation could be a first step toward
this goal. In addition, to increase the capabilities of the integrated AGR in ISIS-CFD,
a feasibility study on the definition of adaptation for periodic boundary conditions can
be carried out, in order to find a solution for the algorithmic difficulties in treating the
periodic boundaries in parallel computation. The definition of this feature could eliminate
the need for a larger computational domain in the spanwise dimension.

Further works can also be focused on improving the performance of the turbulence
modeling. In DDES-SST simulations, effects of the modeled stress depletion and also the
log-layer mismatch are detected in the solutions. IDDES simulations could be performed,
which allow a WMLES computation in high-resolution regions close to the solid boundaries,
to reduce the effect of the log-layer mismatch in the computed forces. In addition, regardless
of the choice between the available DES-type models, these non-zonal models are influenced
by the presence of the grey zones between the fully RANS and fully LES regions. The
ongoing research subject of grey area mitigation (GAM) in order to trigger a rapid RANS-
to-LES transition [67, 76, 88] could therefore be studied, to reduce the discontinuity of
the turbulence production in the transition zone by injecting turbulent content at the
RANS-LES interface. Grey area mitigation can narrow the transition zone and reduce the
effect of MSD on the solution.

The scope of the developed adaptation procedure is not limited to DES-type hybrid
RANS/LES simulations. For instance, in computations using the PANS turbulence models
where the energy-based filtering decouples the closure model relation from the computational
grid size, the averaged adaptation approach could still be used to obtain an optimal adapted
mesh where the effects of mesh changes on the prediction of the resolved solution, as well
as the perturbations of the solution, are kept low. In PANS, the cut-off filters are defined
by the unresolved-to-total ratios of kinetic energy and dissipation [38] which determine the
proportion of the resolved and the modeled parts of the solution. These two ratios are often
selected globally and independently of the local cell sizes. Therefore, a mesh refinement
study is always needed to confirm that the filter being used is suitable for the given grid
size [10, 15], especially when these ratios are low and smaller cell sizes are required to
resolve the small-scale structures. When the adaptation is employed, the mesh refinement
study is possible by only changing the threshold [108]. However, in some cases, theses
ratios are specified locally based on a relation between the local cell sizes and the local
turbulent scales (e.g. [4, 65]). In these cases for complex geometries, the average-based
AGR would lead to a dynamic modification of the model parameter ratios based on the
adapted mesh. Although this approach leads to the dependency of the turbulence model
on the local mesh resolution, it could provide the optimum modeling on the computational
meshes that are employed.
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Finally, in the framework of this thesis, the averaging approach was also found to be
applicable in RANS computations. However, unsteadiness was observed in the RANS
solution in regions where the flow is highly unstable and the RANS models are exposed
to excessive refinement. Earlier studies on similar cases [110, 111] found that this was an
effect of the turbulence model. To ensure that for the present case, this unsteadiness is
only caused by the turbulence model and not the adaptation process, a simulation with
another available RANS turbulence model like k-ω SST can be performed. If the effect is
confirmed, then for similar unstable RANS simulations, the averaged refinement approach
could be effective for mitigating the effect of the unsteadiness on the mesh.

In conclusion, to simulate complex phenomena in realistic conditions, it is necessary
to use models and techniques to reduce computational costs while maintaining sufficient
accuracy. The hybrid RANS/LES turbulence model and the averaged adaptation are a
promising combination which makes the simulation of such phenomena affordable with
today’s computing technology.
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Résumé

La modélisation des écoulements à des nombres de Reynolds élevés avec des phénomènes
physiques complexes et réalistes constitue un défi en termes de ressources de calcul, malgré
les développements importants en termes de méthodes de calcul et de puissance de calcul
qui ont été réalisés ces dernières années. La grande variation de la taille des structures
dans les écoulements turbulents réalistes implique, qu’une simulation complète de ces
écoulements nécessite la résolution de toutes leurs échelles. L’erreur locale et la précision
de ces simulations sont déterminées par la taille des cellules du maillage sur lequel les
équations sont résolues. Pour obtenir des résultats satisfaisants permettant de prédire avec
précision la physique complexe des problèmes, les cellules doivent être suffisamment petites.
Le nombre requis de cellules pour le type de simulation où toutes les échelles sont résolues,
appelé simulation numérique directe (Direct Numerical Simulation, DNS), dépasse de loin
ce qui est abordable ou même réalisable par la technologie informatique actuelle. Par
conséquent, l’application de ces simulations, coûteuses en temps de calcul, est limitée aux
écoulements simples à faible nombre de Reynolds.

La modélisation de la turbulence est un moyen pour réduire les coûts de calcul en
diminuant la complexité des solutions. L’idée est de simuler une partie de la solution en
utilisant un modèle physique approximatif, au lieu de résoudre entièrement l’écoulement,
afin d’obtenir un compromis entre les coûts de calcul et la précision des solutions. Des
approches classiques pour modéliser la turbulence sont les modèles de Navier-Stokes en
moyenne de Reynolds (RANS), abordables mais parfois peu fiables pour des écoulements
complexes, et la LES (Large Eddy Simulation) qui est plus proche de la physique réelle mais
qui, en contrepartie, est beaucoup plus coûteuse. En tant que compromis, les approches
hybrides RANS/LES sont introduits comme modèles ayant des propriétés souhaitables
pour les écoulements complexes. Ces modèles héritent des avantages des systèmes RANS
et LES, afin de minimiser les ressources de calcul requises tout en préservant la précision
de la solution. L’approche hybride RANS/LES est conçue pour se comporter comme
un modèle RANS là où les structures tourbillonnaires à l’échelle dissipative dominent
et où la solution RANS est fiable, comme par exemple un écoulement de couche limite
attaché. Puisque les calculs avec cette méthode sont relativement peu coûteux, la simulation
d’écoulements avec des géométries réalistes et des nombres de Reynolds élevés est possible.
En revanche, lorsque RANS n’est pas assez précis, la partie LES du modèle est activée.
Les écoulements avec des séparations sont un exemple de problème dans lequel RANS peut
conduire à une solution physiquement incorrecte, tandis que l’approche LES prédit une
solution plus précise, à condition que le maillage soit suffisamment fin localement. Pour
des écoulements complexes réalistes dans lesquels existent les deux types de situation, un
modèle de turbulence hybride RANS/LES est efficace pour réduire les coûts de calcul en
agissant comme RANS, et en augmentant simultanément la précision en tant que modèle
LES partout où ceci est nécessaire.

Pour tirer parti des modèles hybrides RANS/LES dans un problème réaliste, un
maillage non-uniforme avec une résolution locale correcte partout dans le domaine, doit
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être généré. Les propriétés locales du maillage doivent répondre aux exigences par rapport
au comportement du modèle de turbulence, afin d’éviter une mauvaise utilisation de LES
sur une grille insuffisamment fine, voir un maillage excessivement fin dans une région RANS.
Par conséquent, pour obtenir un maillage optimal pour une simulation hybride RANS/LES,
la construction itérative du maillage avec plusieurs simulations complètes, qui indiquent de
mieux en mieux les tailles de cellules nécessaires localement afin de capturer les phénomènes
physiques majeurs de l’écoulement, peut être nécessaire. Malheureusement, ceci nécessite
beaucoup de temps et d’effort. Comme alternative, un processus de raffinement adaptatif
de maillage (AGR) peut être utilisé pour adapter automatiquement le maillage en fonction
des structures de l’écoulement. Par conséquence, une simulation peut commencer sur
un maillage grossier et en raffinant ou déraffinant localement les cellules au cours de la
simulation, un maillage optimal avec une résolution élevée uniquement dans les régions
où ceci est requise, sera obtenu. Cette technique réduit les efforts de l’utilisateur pour la
génération de maillages, ce qui représente un gain de temps important surtout pour les
écoulements complexes.

Cependant, contrairement aux simulations RANS dans lesquelles le raffinement adaptatif
de maillage est utilisé de manière fiable depuis plusieurs années, pour un modèle de
turbulence hybride RANS/LES, toute modification des propriétés du maillage affecte les
performances du modèle de turbulence. Dans cette thèse de doctorat, la combinaison
de la technique d’adaptation de maillage avec des simulations hybrides RANS/LES est
évaluée, afin de développer une approche de raffinement adaptatif qui convient pour ces
modèles de turbulence. L’étude de la dépendance par rapport au maillage pour le modèle
de turbulence DES (Detached Eddy Simulation) montre que, pour ce modèle de turbulence,
l’utilisation de cellules de plus en plus petites ne conduit pas nécessairement à une solution
plus précise. Pour une couche limite attachée, les maillages de très haute résolution
élargissent le domaine d’application du modèle LES à l’intérieur de la couche limite et
réduisent par conséquent la production de turbulence modélisée. Toutefois, ce changement
de comportement du modèle ne conduit pas à la production de turbulence résolue, ce qui
entraîne une diminution de la tension modélisée (Modeled Stress Depletion, MSD). Les
tailles locales des cellules ont également un effet sur le changement du taux de décroissance
de la turbulence, pour un cas-test de turbulence en dissipation libre. Dans les cellules les
plus petites, on observe une dissipation plus élevée de la turbulence modélisée, ce qui n’est
compensé que partiellement par la décroissance ralentie de la turbulence résolue. De plus,
une perte d’energie cinétique turbulente résolue se produit aux interfaces entre petites et
grandes cellules. Les petites structures turbulentes en provenance d’un maillage fin en
amont, ne peuvent plus être résolues sur un maillage plus grossier en aval. Et puisqu’il est
inévitable d’avoir des interfaces de raffinement locales lors de l’utilisation de l’AGR, en
particulier pour les solutions hybrides RANS/LES où, en raison des fluctuations locales
et extrêmes de la vitesse, de nombreux changements spatiaux et temporels sont imposés
au maillage par l’adaptation, il est certain que ce type de problème apparaisse dans une
simulation réaliste.

Le principal défi de cette thèse consiste à trouver une méthode de raffinement qui ne
soit pas affectée par cet effet perturbateur des modifications du maillage. En raison de la
forte instationnarité des solutions hybrides RANS/LES, le raffinement basé uniquement sur
la solution instantanée entraîne un changement significatif du maillage à chaque adaptation
et intensifie la perturbation que le changement de maillage impose à la solution. Par
conséquent, le choix est fait de baser l’adaptation sur la solution moyennée dans le temps,
afin de créer des maillages adaptés ayant une topologie plus ou moins statique avec le moins
de modifications possible. Par conséquent, une étude est faite des effets du moyennage
en temps sur la solution moyennée. Cette étude révèle qu’en sélectionnant un intervalle
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de moyennage approprié, le comportement instationnaire principal de l’écoulement est
incluse dans l’évolution temporelle de la solution moyenne, tandis que les instabilités à
haute fréquence de l’écoulement sont représentées sous forme moyennée. La sélection d’un
intervalle de moyennage optimal, sur lequel sera basé l’évolution de la moyenne, dépend
du cas et pour ce choix, la physique de l’écoulement doit être prise en compte. Pour les
cas (quasi-) stationnaires, comme l’écoulement autour d’une marche déscendante, une
instabilité de basse fréquence (comme par exemple, le mouvement de battement) qui a des
effets non-locaux sur l’écoulement en aval, doit probablement être pris en compte dans
l’évolution temporelle de la solution moyenne. Et pour les cas instables comme un navire
en zigzag ou une aile à angle d’attaque variable lors d’une manoeuvre, l’intervalle doit
être choisi en fonction de la fréquence des évolutions instationnaires macroscopiques dans
l’écoulement.

Différentes approches de raffinement basées sur plusieurs stratégies de moyennage en
temps sont testées pour obtenir une procédure d’adaptation optimale. L’adaptation basée
sur la moyenne est efficace lorsque le processus de calcul de la moyenne est appliqué sur
les critères de raffinement instantanés calculés à chaque étape temporelle. Au contraire, le
calcul d’un critère de raffinement basé sur l’écoulement moyen ne permet pas d’obtenir une
précision suffisante et ne semble pas pertinent pour capturer l’écoulement instationnaire à
chaque instant. Deux stratégies sont envisagées pour appliquer ce processus de calcul de la
moyenne: la moyenne sur la simulation complète, ce qui implique de moyenner tous les
critères de raffinement instantanés précédents, et la moyenne dans une fenêtre glissante qui
est appliquée uniquement aux critères calculés lors d’un nombre spécifique de pas de temps
précédents. Changer la longueur de l’intervalle de moyennage affecte le comportement de
l’AGR et conduit à un changement du taux de raffinement du maillage. Les fluctuations à
haute fréquence de la solution moyennée à cause d’une courte fenêtre glissante se traduisent
par une augmentation des modifications du maillage, en particulier dans les régions où
ces fluctuations sont dominantes. Cependant, l’adaptation réagit plus rapidement aux
solutions instantanées et un maillage adapté convergé est obtenu plus rapidement pour
les écoulements (quasi-) stationnaires. Au contraire, pour une fenêtre de moyennage plus
longue, plus de mémoire est nécessaire afin de stocker l’ensemble des solutions à moyenner,
mais la modification du maillage est réduite et elle converge progressivement. Lorsque
l’objectif est d’enlever progressivement toutes les fluctuations et d’obtenir un maillage
stable, la moyenne sur l’ensemble du temps de calcul est une meilleure option qu’un très
long intervalle glissante de moyennage, car cette dernière augmente considérablement les
coûts de calcul.

L’adaptation basée sur des critères de raffinement moyennés est intégrée dans le solveur
fluide ISIS-CFD dont la discrétisation est basée sur des volumes finis non structurés. La
méthode est testée avec succès sur une simulation DDES-SST d’un navire en dérapage.
Les simulations utilisant l’AGR intégré basé sur la moyenne reproduisent les solutions de
simulations de référence sur un maillage fin statique. Bien que les paramètres d’adaptation,
tels que la taille de cellule minimale et le seuil, soient définis en fonction des simulations de
référence, le suivi de la variation du nombre de cellules au cours des premiers raffinements
permet de s’assurer que ces paramètres sont bien choisis. Le comportement global de
l’écoulement est bien prédit sur un maillage adapté fin avec une densité de grille élevée
autour des centres des tourbillons, sans qu’il soit nécessaire de placer manuellement des
zones de raffinement. Des simulations RANS et DDES sont possibles avec le même choix de
paramètres pour le raffinement automatique, l’évolution du critère de raffinement venant
de la dynamique accrue de l’écoulement produit par la DDES est suffisant pour produire le
maillage qui est nécessaire pour résoudre l’écoulement turbulent instationnare. En outre, il
est démontré que ce maillage est suffisamment fin pour représenter la dynamique des petites
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structures et permettre une analyse physique de leur comportement, en comparant par
exemple l’évolution de deux tourbillons avec des origines différentes. Le niveau d’énergie
cinétique turbulente maximale au centre des tourbillons correspond à la simulation de
référence et aux données expérimentales.

En général, la méthode de raffinement adaptatif présentée ici constitue une bonne
alternative à la construction manuelle de maillages non-uniformes pour des géométries
complexes. La stratégie de calcul de la moyenne peut être sélectionnée entre une fenêtre
glissante et une évaluation basée sur la totalité du temps de calcul, voire même une
combinaison des deux. Au début d’une simulation, l’adaptation basée sur le calcul dans
une fenêtre glissante peut être appliquée, ce qui permet d’adapter de façon dynamique le
maillage, en fonction de l’évolution de l’écoulement. Quand un maillage plus ou moins
convergé est atteint, la stratégie de calcul de la moyenne peut être basculée vers l’évaluation
basée sur la durée entière de la simulation, pour écarter les petits changements de maillage
restants et, par conséquent, obtenir un maillage adapté parfaitement stable. Le résultat de
ce processus est une réduction de l’influence des fluctuations instationnaires qui apparaissent
dans les solutions hybrides RANS/LES sur l’évolution du maillage due au raffinement
automatique. Cette combinaison prometteuse d’adaptation de maillage et modélisation
hybride de la turbulence permet de simuler les phénomènes complexes des écoulements
réalistes à un prix abordable avec la technologie informatique d’aujourd’hui.






